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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Violence is the second leading cause of premature death and one of the leading causes of 

morbidity in South Africa (Bradshaw et aI., 2003). Unlike many public health problems, the 

causes of violence are predominantly socioeconomic (rather than biological) in nature. The 

intersection between violence and varying measures of socioeconomic position is one that 

deserves specific attention in South Africa due to high levels of violence in the country, the 

social nature of violence, and the high degree of socioeconomic inequities existing in the 

country. 

The aim of this dissertation is to identify risk factors for violence and the degree to which 

socioeconomic position (operationalised as employment, education and household wealth) 

plays a role in determining rates of violence within South Africa. Specific objectives of the 

research are: 

1) To determine the rate and descriptive characteristics of violence in South Africa; 

2) To identify individual and household level risk factors associated with the experience 

of violent injury among South Africans; and, 

3) To compare the degree to which different components of socioeconomic position 

affect the experience of violent injury among South Africans and the likelihood of a violent 

death occurring in the household. 

Data for this research came from the 1998 South African Demographic and Health Survey. The 

outcome of interest was interpersonal physical violence, defined as an intentional act of 

physical force committed against another person which results in injury or death. Logistic 

regression analysis for survey data was conducted at the individual and household levels using 

Stata Version 8.0 (College Station, Texas, USA). Controlled model building procedures were 

utilised in multivariate analyses. 

This research found that the overall monthly violent injury rate in South Africa averaged 

1581100,000 people (95% CI: 1231100,000,203/100,000). An individual's experience of 
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violence was significantly correlated wi~h being male, increasing age, increasing education, 

alcohol use, living in an informal settlerpent, and being employed. No association was found 

between the experience of violence and ~ce of the individual, sex of the head of household or 

household wealth at this level. In the m~ltivariate analysis, the effect of employment on 

violence diminished when other measur~s of socioeconomic position were controlled for, yet 

the protective effect of living in the wealthiest quintile remained. 

Of households sampled in the SADHS, ~.89% (95% CI: 0.71%, 1.11%; N= 103) had 

experienced one or more deaths due to \o1iolence in the past year. Households that were most 

likely to experience a death due to viole~ce were those in informal urban areas, in the 4th 

quintile of the asset index (the second w~althiest group), had eight or more family members, 

were headed by a female or were Blacklf\frican. While the crude effect of employment of the 

household head was protective against ~e experience of a violent death at the bivariate level, 

this effect was diminished once demognlphic characteristics of the head of household and other 
, 

measures of socioeconomic position wetje controlled for. Similarly, the effects of the asset 

index or head of household demographiqs on violent death were no longer significant in the 

multivariate analysis. 

Based on the bivariate analysis, there w¥ evidence that household deaths due to violence have 

greater negative correlation with increasing socioeconomic position than violent injuries at the 

individual level. These individual level findings are not consistent with research conducted in 

more developed countries (where employment and education are commonly protective against 

violence), therefore they require further i~vestigation to draw out the pathways between 

employment and education and the indiv,dual experience of violence. Possible reasons for the 

inconsistency could be the influence ofh~avy alcohol use in the sample population which 

confounded the association between em~oyment and violence at the individual level or the 

close relationship between race and socideconomic position in South Africa. Although 

temporality is notoriously difficult to esuj.blish in cross-sectional studies such as this, the 

results have pertinent implications in ter$s of monitoring changes in violence over time and 

identifying areas for future research. 
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This research provided an overview ofthe epidemiology of violence in South Africa that 

enables researchers working on small-area studies or studies that address particular types of 

violence (for example, youth violence or violence against women) to compare results to those 

at the national level or an earlier time period. Currently in South Africa, the response to 

violence is heavily weighted on the reactive side rather than the preventive one, as response is 

strongest in the fields of law enforcement and criminal justice. It is clear from this research that 

the issues surrounding violence expand far beyond those that can be addressed through the 

criminal justice system alone. Violence has an immense impact on the health of an individual 

and the community at large. In order for an effective preventive response to the astounding 

rates of violence in South Africa to take place, the Departments of Health and Social Welfare 

must take active steps to make coordinated and committed efforts to ensure that violence is 

monitored closely through surveillance, violence reduction targets are set and intervention and 

prevention programmes are developed to meet those targets. Evaluation of these initiatives 

through surveillance mechanisms and further epidemiological research will in tum lead to the 

adjustment and improvement of violence prevention programmes and policies. , 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Violence as a public health concern 

Internationally and within South Africa there is a growing recognition of violence as a major 

public health concern. Violence affects the health ofthe community through myriad pathways 

that are both biomedical and sociological in nature. The complexity of the relationship 

between violence and health and the importance of the surrounding social context requires 

that violence research extends beyond the fields of criminology and law (the traditional 

academic centres of violence research in South Africa). Specifically, it is important to tum to 

the field of public health and research the epidemiology of violence in order to identify the 

root causes of violence and find ways to measure and critically assess the social and economic 

environment in which violence in South Africa is taking place (Butchart and Brown, 1991). 

By understanding the epidemiology of violence within South Africa, public health initiatives 

and social policies can utilise primary prevention methods to curb the high rates of violence in 

the country. Primary prevention is at the centre of public health efforts. With respect to 

violence prevention, this approach addresses the upstream (or root) causes of violence at both 

individual and societal levels to reduce or eliminate the catalysts for violence. The effect of 

public health initiatives is widespread rather than individualised, meaning whole communities 

or target populations benefit from the effort. 

Kawachi and colleagues have suggested that the social conditions that are prevalent in areas 

experiencing high crime rates are also relevant in explaining geographic differences in other 

health outcomes (Kawachi et aI., 1999). When the pathways leading to violence (such as 

unemployment or poverty) and pathways linking violence with other health problems (such as 



increased rates of HI V transmission) ate better understood, public health initiatives can 

address these interactions. By utilising! more holistic and comprehensive methods that 

consider the complexity of causes and results of violence rather than focus on the motivation 

of an individual offender, programmes, developed with the goal of violence prevention may 

also be effective in addressing other health and social problems. 

1.2 Definitions and types of viole,ce 

Violence can take the form of physical, sexual, psychological, verbal, or economic abuse. 

Violence can be interpersonal, self-infllcted or political (which is also referred to in the 

literature as collective violence since a person or group of people is generally attacked for 

their association with a particular group). The term 'interpersonal violence' encompasses 

several sub-topics such as child abuse, ,ntimate partner violence, sexual violence, elder abuse, 

violence in the workplace, youth violenpe and other violent crime. 

This research will focus on interperson~l physical violence; an intentional act of physical 

force committed against another personlwhich results in injury or death. The data used in this 

dissertation is victim-based, hence analysis will identify risk factors for and the distributions 

of violent victimisation in South Africa rather than that of perpetrating violence. Given the 

difficulties in accessing a large sample qfthe perpetrator popUlation that is required for 

national epidemiologic research, this m~thod is common in studies of violence. Thomson 

(2004) has shown that in South Africa victims and perpetrators of violence often share similar 

characteristics in terms or sex, age and r~ce, suggesting that demographic differences between 

victims and perpetrators may not be veq significant. As this research is addressing the 
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problem of violence from a public health perspective, it is particularly important to look at the 

phenomenon in light of who is being victimised, rather than who is perpetrating violence. 

1.3 Socioeconomic position in the South African context 

Unlike many public health problems, there are few instances when the causes of violence can 

be attributed primarily to biological phenomena; rather, causes are predominantly 

socioeconomic in nature. Socioeconomic position has long been tied to poor health outcomes 

and increasingly it has been researched with respect to violence. Proxies for socioeconomic 

position (namely employment, education and household wealth) are the primary risk factors 

of interest in this study. 

In South Africa, socioeconomic position and race are closely intertwined (Parry et aI., 2005). 

Historical policies in South Africa ensured that socioeconomic position was determined by an 

individual's race (or 'population group' as set out by the PopUlation Registration Act of 

1950). This Act created four population groups in which each person was assigned a racial 

classification at birth. The four groups were African (alternatively Black), Coloured, Asian (or 

Indian), and White. Membership to a population group dictated an individual's residential 

location, standard of education they received, jobs that were available, facilities they could 

use, and many other day-to-day activities that determined both quality of life and social status 

within the community (Gilbert, 1996). Although the population group classification system 

was repealed in 1991, the health and social inequities that were created from this system 

remain today. For the remainder of the dissertation 'race' is used in reference to this 

popUlation group classification. Most socioeconomic and health data in South Africa have 
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been collected and reported under this qlassification scheme and as a result, it is common for 

health and social research in South Afriba to continue using this classification to monitor the 

improvements in socioeconomic dispadties in health over time (Parry et aI., 2005). 

1.4 Social Epidemiology 

Social epidemiology is a discipline in P¥blic health that specifically seeks to identify the 

social determinants of health and illnes~ within a population. While sociologists study how 

social structures and levels of stratificatIon within a society are defined and redefined, social 

epidemiologists study the effect that the~e structural positions have on the health of the 

population (Lynch and Kaplan, 2000). \\rhat sets social epidemiology apart from other types 

of epidemiology (chronic or infectious qisease epidemiology for example) is the explicit focus 

on societal determinants of health. Emp~asis is placed on drawing out the pathways and 

mechanisms that mediate or modify the relationship between broad social and economic 

factors (such as income, education, and ~mployment) and disease or injury. Social 

epidemiology is increasingly being usedl to test theories around the risk factors associated with 

violence in particular contexts. Identify~ng the root causes of violence within a specific 

country will enable professionals in the fields of medicine, law enforcement, criminal justice, 

education, social work, and policy-mak~s to engage in appropriate primary prevention efforts 
, 

to reduce the appalling burden ofviolen¢e in South Africa. 

Statistical methods used in social epiderrHology are continuing to develop. One such 

methodology that is increasingly used tolbetter understand the particular pathways between 

socioeconomic factors and health outconjles is multilevel research. The complexity of the 
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interactions between social and economic determinants of health requires that exposures are 

explored from several different directions, as well as throughout an individual's lifecourse 

(Lynch and Kaplan, 2000). This is why statistical analysis on multiple levels (such as the 

examination of exposures and pathways that are biological as well as psychological or social 

in nature or exposures that come from the individual, family, organizational, or societal 

levels) are often utilised in the field. 

1.5 The need to understand the role of socioeconomic position in determining rates of 

violence in South Africa 

Internationally, epidemiological research conducted in developing countries has been referred 

to as 'exotic'; despite the fact that a majority of the world's population resides in these areas 

(Pearce, 2004). Particularly with respect to violence it could be argued that developing 

countries are not so much' exotic', but rather they provide a 'mainstream' environment for 

conducting this research, as worldwide, violence disproportionately affects low- and middle

income countries. In fact, it has been estimated that 90% of all violence-related deaths occur 

in these countries (Krug et al., 2002). Pearce (2004) notes that it is important to avoid 

applying research methodologies and assumptions that are utilised in developed countries to 

developing countries without first taking into consideration the local customs, beliefs, 

economic divisions and social practices that are intrinsically different from area to area. For 

example, while income is a common proxy for socioeconomic position in developed countries 

it is not an adequate measure of such in South Africa (or many developing countries), as 

sharing amongst neighbours and family members is common (thereby increasing wealth and 

available resources without monetary income) and a large percentage of the population is 
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unemployed in the formal sector and wlthout any income at all. This point is reiterated by 

Lynch and Kaplan (2000) as they point lout the importance of understanding the conceptual 

theories (or pathways) that link socioecpnomic position to health outcomes in a particular 

context before identifying what measur~s of socioeconomic position are most suitable for the 

research. 

As violence has been identified as a serious public health threat within South Africa, it is 

imperative to examine the risk factors f~r violence that are specific to the South African 

context. Since nationally representative epidemiological studies addressing interpersonal 

violence have yet to be conducted in South Africa, the relationship between socioeconomic 

position and violence has not been estaijlished in this setting. Furthermore, it has yet to be 

determined which measure of socioeconomic position is the most applicable with respect to 

violence and also the strength of the rel.tionship between violent injury versus violent death 

and socioeconomic position. Associatiop.s between socioeconomic position and self-reported 

health or overall mortality have been found in the United States (Backlund et aI., 1996), 

Canada (Veenstra, 2000), the United Kingdom (Ecob and Davey Smith, 1999) and other 

developed countries. Relationships bettveen socioeconomic position and violence (Sampson 

et aI., 1997, Blau and Blau, 1986; Krahn et aI., 1986) have also been found in industrialised 

countries. However, it cannot be assum¢d that these relationships are consistent in developing 

countries, particularly when the same operational measure of socioeconomic position is used. 

South Africa has a political, historical, qultural, and social backdrop that could make the 

association between socioeconomic posttion and violence different than that found in other 
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countries. For example, the effects of socioeconomic position in South Africa may be more 

clouded by race or residential location (such as living in a township or infonnal settlement) 

than for other countries due to apartheid policies that ensured that position was detennined by 

skin colour. Owing to limitations in available data this research will not explore these issues 

in great detail, but it will be able to shed light on the risk factors for violence occurring at the 

household and individual levels, determine which socioeconomic factors are risk factors for 

this critical health problem, and draw out the relationship that these risk factors have with 

respect to race particularly. With these results, researchers can proceed to identify potential 

mediating factors that are present in the observed relationship between socioeconomic 

position and violence through further primary data collection and analysis. 

High rates of violent crime in South Africa foster an urgent need for understanding the risk 

factors associated with violence in this setting. A study of the social conditions that are 

prolific in violent areas is particularly important in South Africa where discriminatory and 

inequitable policies during the apartheid regime defined a repressive social hierarchy and 

current policies (such as land redistribution and economic empowennent for example) are 

working to redefine this structure. 

1.6 Aim and objectives 

It is the aim of this dissertation to analyse the prevalence of violence from a public health 

perspective by identifying risk factors for violence and the degree to which socioeconomic 

position plays a role in detennining rates of violence within South Africa. 
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Specific objectives of the research are: 

1) To determine the rate and deSCriptive characteristics of violence in South Africa; 

2) To identify individual and ~ous~hold level risk factors associated with the experience 

of violent injury among South Aifiicans; and, 

3) To compare the degree to wh~ch different components of socioeconomic position 

affect the experience of violentiinjury among South Africans and the likelihood of a 

violent death occurring in the ho~sehold. 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 The relationship between viole~ce and public health 

Violence is the second leading cause of premature death and one of the leading causes of 

morbidity in South Africa (Bradshaw et ial., 2003). While the direct health effects of violence 

are obvious, the presence of violence in ~ community can indirectly affect the health and well-

being of individuals regardless ofwheth~r direct victimisation occurs. Both direct and 
, 

indirect outcomes of violence are discus~ed at length below. 

2.1.1 Violence and physical health 

The most obvious health consequence of violence is physical trauma. In 1990, trauma and 

I 

violence were the second leading cause M years of life lost (YLL) due to death before the age 

of65 years in South Africa, accounting tor ll% of total YLL (Gilbert, 1996). A decade later, 

this trend persists with homicide and vioJence as the second leading cause of YLL, accounting 

for 7.5% of the total YLL for all people. frhis rate is 11.6% of the total YLL for males (almost 
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twice the total YLL that is due to tuberculosis for males) and 2.7% for females (Bradshaw et 

aI., 2003). It is interesting to note that homicide and violence are the third leading cause of 

death for all people (HIV/AIDS and ischemic heart disease being numbers one and two) but 

the second leading cause of years of life lost. This indicates the young age at which the 

population is affected by violence in this country (Bradshaw et aI., 2003). 

Aside from its direct health outcomes, violence affects the physical health of individuals 

indirectly through the creation of an unsafe environment. Opportunities for physical activity 

within the community are greatly reduced when people feel threatened or unsafe going 

outdoors in the evening or sending children out to play unattended. For instance, the National 

Victims of Crime Survey conducted in South Africa in 2003 found that nearly a third of 

respondents would not allow their children to play outside where they lived; nearly a third 

were prevented from walking, playing, or resting in open spaces; and a fifth would not walk 

to work or town, all for fear of violence and crime (Burton et aI., 2004). 

2.1.2 Violence and mental health 

Victims of violence may also experience emotional trauma. Victims may experience 

emotional disturbances such as post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) that is frequently 

associated with flashbacks, nightmares, anxieties, phobias, and withdrawal from society. 

A study conducted in the fonner townships outside of Cape Town reported that 97% of 

children surveyed had heard gunshots near their home, nearly half had seen the dead body of a 

stranger, and nearly a third had seen someone shot or stabbed in their own home (Standing, 
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2003). While these children were not thb direct recipients of violence, their experiences with 

violence have the potential to induce si~ificant emotional trauma. Frequent witnessing of 

violence may perpetuate the cycle of vi~lence as it has been linked to mental health conditions 

such as depression and low self-esteem (Seedat et aI., 2004), both of which could lead to other 

risky health behaviours such as alcohol and drug abuse, self-destructive behaviour or lack of 

control and submissiveness in sexual re~ationships. 

2.1.3 Economic effects of interpersonfl violence on the health care system 

Throughout the world it has been demo~strated that violence is a financial and administrative 

burden on both the health care system apd the national economy (Waters et aI., 2004). The 

health care system is not only burdened! by the increase in trauma patients due to violence, but 

economically through costs associated *,ith hospital and physician care, emergency medical 

transport, medical equipment, mental h+alth counselling, rehabilitation, prescriptions, 

coroner's costs, funeral expenses and rdlated insurance costs (Gabor et aI., 1996). Direct 
i 

medical costs per gunshot victim at the Groote Schuur Hospital in Cape Town averaged 

US$10,308 in 1998 (Peden and Van det Spuy, 1998), Violence against health workers and it's 

presence in the workplace is also a cau~e of decreased staff morale, which further exacerbates 
I 

the health care system through higher s~ffturn-over and increased absenteeism (Marais et aI., 

2002). 

2.1.4 Social effects of violence 

South Africa has been described as hav~ng a 'culture of violence' in which violence becomes 

an acceptable method for solving dispu~es, gaining social acceptance and acquiring goods 
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(Vogelman and Simpson, 1991; Thomson, 2004; Schonteich and Louw, 2001). Arguably, the 

normative and legitimised use of violence embedded in this environment may have emerged 

in part from the historical use of violence to attain political goals (Hamber and Lewis, 1997). 

It has been noted that South Africa's history of political violence has resulted in decreased 

levels of cohesion and trust amongst neighbours, both within and between population groups 

(Hamber, 1999). These decreased levels of cohesion and trust may perpetuate the continuation 

of violence in communities as they have been identified as risk factors for violence in other 

settings (Sampson et al., 1997; Kennedy et al., 1998). 

Violence is a complex, social phenomenon that both feeds off of social conditions and 

perpetuates the very social conditions that are risk factors, creating a cycle that is difficult to 

break. For example, high rates of violence within a community may result in a lack of 

investment in the area, leading to poor street lighting, a lack of recreational spaces for youth, 

and/or an exodus of business. These factors in tum exacerbate rates of violence due to unsafe 

and dark streets that provide an opportunity to commit crimes, a lack of engaging and 

stimulating positive activities for youth, and an increase in unemployment which then could 

create frustration and stress within families and the community. 

2.2 Epidemiology of violence in South Africa 

2.2.1 Violent crime and homicide 

In 2000, the World Health Organization estimated that the global death rate due to violence 

was 28 per 100,000 people (Prinsloo, 2004). For comparison, the homicide and interpersonal 

violence age-adjusted rate for South Africa during this year was 72.5/100,000 people, and 
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60.4/100,000 for the World Health Orgajnization's African region (Matzopoulos et aI., 2004). 

In the city of Cape Town homicide was ~dentified as the primary cause of premature death in 

10 of the 11 sub-districts in 2001 (Groenewald et aI., 2003). The National Injury Mortality 

Surveillance System reported in 2002 tl$t homicide was the leading cause of non-natural 

death in South Africa, accounting for 4~..4 of all fatal injuries within all age groups, and 

reaching 56% of fatal injuries in both th¢ 15-24 and 25-34 year age groups (Matzopoulos et 

aI., 2003). 

While South Africa was plagued with p~litical violence during the Apartheid-era (reaching 

rates of250 lives lost per month in the elarly 1990s), political violence has since declined and 

is now over-shadowed by crime-related violence (Hamber, 1999). In 1999, one third of all 

reported crimes were violent in nature, ~ubstantially more than the 15% in the United States 

and the 6% of all crimes recorded in thel United Kingdom (Schonteich and Louw, 2001). In 

the former township areas around Cape jrown, organised crime is a substantial part of the 

local economy and involves thousands qf people, creating a community structure that is built 

around and dominated by gangs and crirpinal elite (Standing, 2003). 

2.2.2 Violence against women 

South Africa is said to have the highest rates of violence against women of any country in the 

world not at war (Wood and Jewkes, 19P7). Violence against women includes crimes and 

abuse such as rape, intimate partner vio~ence, rape homicide, violence against prostitutes, 

other forms of sexual abuse, and femalel genital mutilation. Interviews conducted with women 

attending antenatal clinics in Soweto, found over 55% of women to be victims of 
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physical/sexual violence in 2002 (Dunkle et aI., 2004). In 1999, women were killed by an 

intimate partner at a rate of 8.8 per 100,000 women aged 14 years and older; the highest 

reported female homicide rates of anywhere in the world (Mathews et aL, 2004). While 

statistics on rape are notoriously difficult to collect in any country due to lack of reporting, it 

is clear that rape is a particular problem in South Africa. In 1995, South Africa was referred to 

as the 'rape capital of the world' by the Human Rights Watch report on domestic violence and 

rape (Jewkes and Abrahams, 2002: 1231). In 1996, there were 210 reported cases per 100,000 

women in South Africa, compared to 80/100,000 in the United States in 1990 and 

132/100,000 in Botswana in 1993 (Jewkes and Abrahams, 2002). 

In addition to the physical and mental health outcomes associated with living with violence 

and abuse, violence against women has serious implications for other public health concerns. 

The high incidence of rape in South Africa directly results in increased HIV infection rates as 

well as that of other sexually transmitted diseases. Intimate partner violence (or domestic 

violence) affects transmission rates indirectly through the creation and perpetuation of gender 

inequality that greatly reduces the ability of women to successfully negotiate safe sex 

practices or have a voice in the relationship regarding family planning. 

2.2.3 Youth violence 

Following overall patterns of violence in South Africa, youth involvement in violence shifted 

from political violence in the 1980s to the involvement in violent crime in the late 1990s. A 

qualitative study conducted by the Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation 

(CSVR) in 1998 found that the primary motives for youth involvement in violent crime 
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included economic gain, the attainment 9f material possessions, and to prove manhood and 

independence through a gang structure. Violence was said to have taken place due to drugs, 

robberies, punishment within the gang f~r not fulfilling duties, to protect turf and honour, and 

to achieve respect (CSVR, 1998). 

Owing to the HIV epidemic, there have /been increasing numbers of children left without 

parents (Monasch and Boerma, 2004). While the relationship between orphanhood and crime 

and violence has yet to be fully explore4 (Bray, 2003), it has been hypothesised that violence 

within a community may increase as th~ number of adult role models within the community 

decreases and the number of impoverished and independent children increases due to 

HIV / AIDS (Bradshaw et aI., 2002). 

2.2.4 Occupational violence 

Although less researched, it is known t~at violence within the workplace occurs globally. 

Aside from occupations that are associ~ed with violence such as the military, police and 

security services, violence is found emtiedded in the informal sector in South Africa (a major 

source of employment for many women in the South African popUlation) (Pick et aI., 2002), 

and within the taxi cab ranks (Gilbert, 1996). A study conducted in Cape Town hospitals 

found that nearly half of nurses felt uns~fe or very unsafe at work due to crime and violence 

(Marais et aI., 2002). High rates ofviol¢nce have also been documented in the agriculture 

sector, specifically sugarcane farming ib KwaZulu-Natal (Robins et ai., 1998). 
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2.3 Socioeconomic position and health 

The term 'socioeconomic position' is often used to describe the social and economic 

stratification within a society. Other similar terms used in the literature include social class, 

social stratification, social status, social inequality and socioeconomic status (Krieger et al., 

1997). The term 'socioeconomic position' refers to the status of an individual that is based on 

available resources as well as prestige, and generally both child-based and adult-based 

measures are used. This term is used more frequently than socioeconomic status, as the latter 

prioritises prestige over material resources as the key determinant of one's position in society 

(Krieger, 2001). 

One of the central principles in sociology is that stratification within a society (be it through 

income or prestige based measures) leads to the differential distribution of resources within a 

society (Williams, 1990). This inequitable distribution of resources clearly has direct health 

implications and as expected, the association between socioeconomic position and health has 

been recognised and documented for centuries (Lynch and Kaplan, 2000). Recently, a variety 

of pathways and mechanisms connecting socioeconomic position and health have been 

proposed (for examples see Wilkinson, 1997; Kennedy et aI., 1996). In general, those with 

higher levels of social position have better health due to an overall greater level of knowledge, 

skills, and resources that provide them with jobs, higher incomes and greater access to health 

services, healthier foods, and residential neighbourhoods that are safer and less polluted. 

There are many ways in which to measure socioeconomic position (Lynch and Kaplan, 2000); 

however, the traditional components of socioeconomic position are income, education, and 
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occupation (Mayer and Jencks, 1989). Iq settings such as South Africa these measures 

become complex and inadequate as emp~oyment rates, formal educational attainment and 

incomes are low or nonexistent, thus tra~itional components of socioeconomic position are 

not applicable (Myer et aI., 2004). 

2.4 Socioeconomic position and viqlence 

Many theories about income and violen~e stem from the work of Friedrich Engels in 1844 and 

Robert Merton in 1938. Engels' book, qonditions of the Working Class in England (1968, 

reissued), proposes that poverty dehum~ises individuals, enabling them to commit acts freely 

while Merton's (1968, reissued) essay "~ocial Structure and Anomie" suggests that the 

displacement associated with being una~le to attain goals through conventional methods 

creates a sense of anomie that leads to t~e use of alternative methods (such as crime and 
! 

violence) to attain the goals. Others hyp~thesise that violence is catalysed by frustration that is 

created by the deprivation of resources ~Hsieh and Pugh, 1993) or the subculture of violence 

that is created in urban poor communitits that value fatalism and the excitement associated 

with delinquency and violence (Blau an~ Blau, 1982). 

International and South African resear4 on the epidemiology of violence and the effect of 

socioeconomic position as a determinarit of violence demonstrates that there are a multitude 

of ways in which to conceptualise both ~iolence (such as homicide, different types of violent 

crime, or by using either mortality or mprbidity measures) and socioeconomic position (such 

as education, employment, income, or ~sset ownership). In a meta-analysis of34 international 

aggregate data studies Hsieh and Pugh (1993) found that of the 41 correlation coefficients for 
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poverty and various types of vio lent crime, 32 (or 78%) were of at least moderate strength 

(>0.25). Using census data from 1970, 1980, and 1990, Wallace and Wallace (1998) found 

associations between socioeconomic status and both violent death incidence rates and the 

spatial density of intentional deaths in the Bronx, New York City. 

While a majority of this research is conducted in the United States or Europe some 

documentation exists in the developing world. The relationship between psychological and 

physical intimate partner violence and various socioeconomic indicators has been found in 

Chile, Egypt, India and the Philippines (Bangdiwala et aI., 2004). In this research, Bangdiwala 

and colleagues found that female education and household wealth (based on a derived asset 

index) were protective against intimate partner violence. In Brazil, Gianini and colleagues 

(1999) found an association between social class and victimisation of physical aggression in a 

hospital-based case-control study. This association remained when sex, age, marital status, 

smoking status, alcohol consumption and illicit drug use was controlled for. 

In a non-representative qualitative study in Ghana, violence was found to be prevalent 

amongst educated, employed and married women and researchers suggested that the 

experience of violence may be greater and types of violence experienced may differ for 

women with lower socioeconomic position (Amoakohene, 2004). In South Africa, a cross

sectional study was conducted in three provinces to determine the prevalence of abuse of 

women and identify risk factors for these experiences. Researchers found that the victim's 

education was protective against abuse, but other measures of socioeconomic position (such 
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as household possessions, or partner's e1ucation or employment) were not significantly 

related to a woman's experience with d~mestic abuse (Jewkes et aI., 2002). 

3.0 METHODS 

3.1 Study design 

This research is a secondary analysis oficross-sectional data from the 1998 South African 

Demographic and Health Survey (SAn~fS). 

3.2 Demographic and Health Sunteys 

The Demographic and Health Survey (*HS) is a representative nation-wide survey that was 

conducted for the first time in South Attica in 1998 through a collaborative effort between 

national and international governmenta~ and not-for-profit organisations. Demographic and 

Health Surveys are administered intern~tionally; nearly 200 surveys have been conducted in 
, 

over 70 countries across Sub-Saharan and North Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean, 

Asia, and parts of Europe since 1984 (¥easure DHS, 2005). The aim of the DHS is to assist 

countries in collecting and utilising da~ to monitor and evaluate population, health and 

nutrition policies and programmes. The DHS gathers data at the national and sub-national 

level on family planning, maternal and phild health, child survival, HIV/AIDS/sexually 

transmitted infections (STIs), infectiou~ diseases, reproductive health and nutrition as well as 

other health problems such as chronic dJseases as determined by the country. The DHS is 

generally conducted every five years wid the survey structure and many variables are similar 
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from country to country, which allows for national longitudinal data analysis, or the analysis 

of trends over time between different countries. 

3.3 Sampling methods of the South African Demographic and Health Survey 

All private households in South Africa were eligible for sampling selection. A two stage 

sampling design was structured to collect 12,000 complete questionnaires from a nationally 

representative sample of women aged 15-49 years. A further objective of the SADHS was to 

provide population-group specific estimates for this population. This resulted in an 

oversampling of the urban areas of KwaZulu-Natal (by 57%) and an oversampling of Gauteng 

(by less than 1 %) to ensure that data was collected on enough Asian women to provide 

adequate estimates. 

Each province was stratified by urban/non-urban areas, with the exception of the Eastern 

Cape that was first stratified by five health regions. This stratification resulted in 2 strata per 

province for all provinces except for the Eastern Cape (which had 10 strata) making for a total 

of 26 stratal. The sampling frame for the survey consisted of a list of approximately 86,000 

enumerat~r areas (EAs) that was created by Statistics South Africa for the 1996 census. EAs 

that were exclusively institutional (made up of prisons and mining hostels for example) were 

excluded from the sampling frame. 

The first stage of sampling was the selection of 972 primary sampling units (PSUs), which 

corresponded to the 1996 census EAs. Selection ofPSUs was based on probability 

) When accounting for this sampling design in analysis, the strata of the Eastern Cape were condensed into urban 
and rural only, as consistent with the other provinces and a total of 18 strata were used. 
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proportional to the number of visiting t1ints2 within the unit. Of these PSUs, 690 were from 

urban areas and 282 were from non-urbJn areas. In the second stage of sampling, 10 visiting 

I 
points from each of the urban PSUs and

i
20 visiting points from each of the non-urban PSUs 

I 

were selected for the survey. Each visitirg point consisted of one, two, or three households. If 

a visiting point had two households, bO$ were selected for an interview, if three households 
, , , 

were present, one was chosen at random for the DHS interview. 

This sample allocation was determined ~y the target number of women needed to adequately 

provide estimates for each province. Th~s number was set at 9,000, with an additional 1,000 
, 

Asian women (from KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng as mentioned) and an additional 2,000 

women in the Eastern Cape as requeste~ and paid for by the province. This made a final target 

of 12,000 women. 

To determine the number ofhousehold$ to be selected within each stratum for each province 

to ensure 12,000 women were successfilIlly interviewed the following equation was used: 

~Z' where, 

x = Target number of women aged 15-49 years 

y= Number of women aged 15-49 yeaJ1:.i per household 

Z= Overall response rate 

2 Visiting points were demarcated during the l~· 96 census and are defined as a physical address or dwelling 
where a household or group of households can e found. Examples include a house, shack, vacant stand, hotel, a 
room in a hostel, shop, house under constructi n, hut, tent, or a block of flats or apartments. There may be more 
than one household at one visiting point. I 
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The number of women aged 15-49 years per household was based the 1994 October 

Household Survey (resulting in an estimated number of 1.2) and the overall response rate was 

assumed to be 80%. Under these assumptions it was estimated that approximately 12,500 

households in total would need to be sampled. Assuming that 10 households would be 

selected in each urban EA and 20 selected in each non-urban EA and then rearranging some 

of the distribution to ensure an even number ofEAs within each stratum, the following 

selection of EAs was proposed: 

Table 1: Pro~sed number of EAs to be selected, bl:, Province 
Province Urban Non-urban Total 

Western Cape 94 6 100 

Eastern Cape 108 102 210 
Health Region A 54 4 58 
Health Region B 18 22 40 
Health Region C 26 18 44 
Health Region D 6 28 34 
Health Region E 4 30 34 

Northern Cape 74 16 90 

Free State 74 16 90 

K waZul u-N atal 130 28 158 

North-West 36 34 70 

Gauteng 122 2 124 

Mpumalanga 40 32 72 

Northern 12 46 58 

South Africa 690 282 972 
Data Source: South Africa Demographic and Health Survey 1998: Full Report. 

Of the 972 PSUs selected for the sample, three were not included due to interviewer safety 

concerns and three were not included due to loss of questionnaires, leaving 966 PSUs 
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represented in the data. For further det4il on the sampling methodology refer to the full report 

of the 1998 South African Demographilc and Health Survey (SADHS Full Report, 1998). 

3.3.1 Questionnaires and response r4tes 

The survey consisted of three question*aires: the household questionnaire, the woman 

questionnaire, and the adult health que~tionnaire (all found in Appendix A). The household 

questionnaire was administered to evet1y household selected through the sample allocation. 

Every woman between the ages of 15-t9 years in these households answered the woman 

i 
questionnaire. In every other householcll all people 15 years old and older answered the adult 

health questionnaire. Table 2 provides ~ summary of response rates and respondent 

characteristics by age and sex. Specifi~ variables taken from each questionnaire are outlined 

and discussed in the next section. 

Table 2: Sam Ie sizes and character sties 
Questionnaire Number ueussfully Response rate Population 

eligible ib terviewed (adjusted)* eba raeteristies 

Household 12,860 1!2,247 96.9 All individuals, 
questionnaire both sexes 

Woman questionnaire 12,327 U I, 735 95.2 Women aged 15-49 
years 

Adult health 14, 928 li3,827 92.6 Adults aged 15 
questionnaire years and older in 

every other 
~ household 

* This response rate is the adjusted rate 0 ~ e exclusions were made from the sample (for example if 
the household was absent during the entir~ interview period or the dwelling was vacant). 
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3.3.2 Pilot studies 

Pilot studies for the SADHS were carried out in November 1996 in both urban and rural areas. 

Questionnaire instructions and questions were adjusted accordingly based on feedback from 

the pilots and translated into all official languages in South Africa (English, Afrikaans, 

isiXhosa, isiZulu, Sesotho, Setswana, Sepedi, SiSwati, TshiVenda, Xitsonga and isiNdebele). 

3.4 Dependent variables: Specification and measurement 

Two dependent variables from the SADHS are used in this analysis, one that provides 

information on the experience of violence at the individual level and one that examines 

violence at the household level. The survey questions (both from the household questionnaire) 

and adjustments made to the variable for this research are discussed below. 

3.4.1 Individual level 

The respondent of the household questionnaire answered an array of questions for each of the 

members in the household, including whether the member had experienced an injury that was 

treated by a doctor or nurse during the previous month. If yes, the type of injury experienced 

by the member was recorded. The questions (listed below) are numbers 13 and 14 

respectively from the Household Schedule of the SADHS, and can be found in Appendix A. 

13. Did (NAME) have any injury that was treated by a doctor or nurse during the last 

30 days? 

14. IF INJURED IN LAST 1 MONTH... What type of injury did (NAME) have? 
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Possible responses to this question included: assault in the home, political violence, other 

assault outside of home, self-inflicted yiolence, traffic collision, accident at work, sport, or 

other unintentional injury. For analysi~, unintentional injuries (traffic collision, accident at 

work, sport, or other unintentional inj~ry) were recoded as zero (no violence experienced in 
! 

the past month). Owing to the small s~ple size, political violence (N= 1) was combined with 

violence outside the home. 

After preliminary exploration of the sfPle experiencing self-inflicted violence, it was found 

that these individuals were not compa+ble to either those experiencing violence occurring 
I 

inside or outside the home nor those w~o did not experience a violent injury. Differences in 

distributions of age, race, employment I status, and education level were of particular concern 

for this analysis. This finding is suppo~ed in research on deaths due to suicide and homicide 

that have found distributions of the tw~ types of violence to be significantly different with 
I 

respect to race, age and alcohol involv~ment (Burrows et aI., 2003; Lester, 1984). In light of 

these findings, reports of self-inflicted ~iolence were excluded from the analysis (N= 23). It 

was anticipated that the inclusion of in~ividuals who had suffered from self-inflicted violence 

in either group (those who experience~ violence or those who did not) would lead to results 
i 

that were difficult to interpret. As difftent risk factors are associated with self-inflicted injury 

versus interpersonal injury, inclusion oifthe former in the group that experienced violence 
I , 

would dilute observed effects of risk f1ctors for violence. As people who had experienced 

I 

self-inflicted injuries were not similar ~o those experiencing no violent injury, it could not be 
I 

justified to include them in that population either. After these adjustments were made a total 
I 

of 88 individuals had experienced viol,nce in the past month and a binary outcome variable 

was created by combining violence ou~side the home and violence inside the home. 
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3.4.2 Household level 

Unlike data on violent injuries, data collected with respect to deaths in the household did not 

include demographic information on the individual who had died. The respondent of the 

household questionnaire was asked if anyone in the household had died in the past 12 months, 

and if so, how many individuals had died from a violent injury. This question (listed below) is 

number 23 in the Household Schedule and can be found in Appendix A: Person, Women, and 

Household Questionnaires from the 1998 South African Demographic and Health Survey. 

23. In the last 12 months, how many people in your household died from an injury 

sustained as a result of violence either between them and other people or from 

violence inflicted upon themselves? 

Responses to this question ranged from zero to three. Those reporting zero (N= 752) had 

deaths in the household that were due to unintentional injuries or natural deaths and were 

combined with households who had not experienced any death in the past year (N= 11,392). 

Households that experienced one to three deaths due to violence (N= 103) were grouped 

together to create a binary variable. It was not possible to separate deaths that were a result of 

interpersonal violence from those that were a result of self-inflicted violence due to the nature 

of the data. 
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3.5 Socioeconomic position: Spec;fication and measurement 

3.5.1 Absolute deprivation 

3.5.1.1 Background 

Traditionally the DHS does not collect I information on income and expenditure due to the 

difficulty in asking these questions an~ the inevitable production of unreliable answers. 

Instead, many surveys include an asset I index to measure the level of deprivation within 

households. Research has suggested th~t while indices derived from socio-demographic data 

are not accurate predictors of per capit' expenditure, they are sufficient proxies for the 

differences in standards of living within a population and adequately explain health-related 

behaviour and conditions (Montgomert et aI., 2000). 

3.5.1.2 Development 

As with many other countries where thf DHS is conducted, an asset index derived from 55 

socioeconomic variables within the sutjvey was developed and used as a measure of absolute 
~ 

deprivation (for a complete listing oftJ)ese variables see Appendix B). Each variable in the 

index is based on a conceptual theory that relates it directly to improving health status. 

Variables comprising the index are deqved from nine questions in the household 
I 

questionnaire regarding the main sour~e of drinking water, type of toilet facility, fuel used for 

cooking/heating, number of rooms use~ for sleeping, main material of the floor and walls, 

household affordability, and ownershi* of specific material items. 

Each variable was recorded and coded in parallel to the World Bank methodology and entered 

into a rotated multi-factor analysis, wIlch is a common analytic technique for index 
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development (Booysen, 200 I). With this process there is an underlying assumption that 

households that are consistently wealthy will have similar patterns of asset variables 

(Booysen, 200 I). When entered into a factor analysis 14 variables received loadings greater 

than 10.501 (electricity; ownership of television, refrigerator, car, telephone, washing machine; 

uses electricity or wood for cookinglheating; presence of piped drinking water in dwelling; 

has own flush toilet, earth floors, mud or plastered walls; and family members never go 

hungry). These variables were combined and divided into five population quintiles to create 

the primary index used by the Medical Research Council (MRC) in their Burden of Disease 

studies (Rosana Norman, personal communication). 

The full asset index was tested for internal coherence and nearly all asset variables 

consistently showed sharp contrasts between socioeconomic groups, which were defined as 

the bottom 40% middle 40% and richest 20% of the popUlation. The index was also tested for 

robustness. When the 14-variable index was compared with the full index (using the 

Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient) it was found that 89% of the variability within 

the full index was due to its relationship with the alternative 14 variable index. This 

correlation was significant at the 99% confidence level (Booysen, 2001). For a comparison of 

the 14-variable index with the full index (using 55 variables) with respect to the bottom 40% 

middle 40% and richest 20% of the South African population see Table 3. 
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Table 3: Differences in the classification of households on the full index and the index 
with variables with factor loadings dIO.50I 
Full asset index Indexi witb variables witb factor loadings >10.501 

Botto~40% Middle 40% Richest 20% 

Bottom 40010 89.0 11.0 0.0 

Middle 40% : lOA 84.9 4.7 

Richest 20010 0.0 15.3 84.7 
Data Source: Booysen F. (2001). Chapter : The Measurement of Poverty. In: Bradshaw D and Steyn 
K (eds.) Poverty and Chronic Diseases in outh Africa: Technical Report 2001. 

It should be noted that the full index f*ed similarly with two other indices derived from 

variables based on ownership variable~ or housing infrastructure, exemplifying the robustness 

of the overall index. Finally, the effect~veness of the index as a proxy for socioeconomic 

position has been tested. High correlat,on with traditional measures of poverty was found 

when the asset index value at the 40th *opulation percentile (using the full index) was used as 

the poverty line. Using Spearman's correlation coefficients to determine the rank order 

correlation between provincial poverty estimates, Booysen (200 I) found that the poverty level 

set by the index was highly correlated with PPP$l per person per day3 using data from the 

1995 Income and Expenditure Survey ~correlation coefficient 0.767; p<0.05), as well as with 

poverty lines set at R800/monthlhh an1 R950/monthlhh (0.867; p<O.OI and 0.950; p<O.OI 

respectively) using the 1996 Census d4ta. For a complete description of this methodology 

refer to Booysen (2001). 

3 Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) is a way to ~pmpare the costs of goods and services between countries, in this 
case between the United States and South Afrifa. PPP$1 per capita per day is an internationally comparable 
poverty line. : 
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3.5.1.3 Applicability to South Africa 

As a measure of socioeconomic position in the use of the asset index may be more appropriate 

than the traditional components of income, employment, occupation or education. The 

historical racial division in South Africa significantly limited education and employment 

opportunities for a majority of the population in the past, yet current employment may enable 

households to attain goods as specified in the index and increase financial status within the 

community. A large proportion of the population in South Africa may also be without 

employment or a cash income and sharing resources and informal trade among neighbours is 

common, making income an ineffective measure of accessible goods and services (Myer et 

aI.,2004). 

3.5.1.4 Formatfor analysis 

As mentioned, the 14-variable index is used throughout research conducted by the MRC and 

therefore it is the format used in the current research. For ease in interpretation the index is 

used as a categorical variable in the form of population quintiles. 

3.5.1.5 Missing information 

Asset index values for the household were only calculated when data was available for all 

variables that comprise the index. This resulted in the generation of an index for 98% (N= 

12,017) of households interviewed. Of the households for which the asset index was not 

calculated, two had a violent death and one household had two violent deaths in it over the 

past year. 
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3.5.2 Employment 

Information on employment status wa~ gathered on all individuals aged 10 years and older 

(N= 39,008). The variable is binary an~ employment is defined as having worked for payment 

in the past seven days. Both individualiemployment and employment of the head of household 
I 

are used as independent variables for i~dividual and household level analyses, respectively. 

3.5.3 Education 

Education is used as a proxy for socio~conomic position in many settings, although may not 

be relevant in the South African contett where under the apartheid regime a majority ofthe 

population was denied access to forma~ education. Educational attainment was gathered for all 

individuals (N=52,906). Education foriboth the individual and head of the household is a 

continuous variable.4 

3.6 Individual level risk factors: ~pecification and measurement 

The following individual level variabl~s from the DHS were considered risk factors and 

therefore controlled for in the analyses! of violent injuries to reduce the possibility of observed 

associations being due to confounding; 

In the full- analysis 

• Age (continuous) 

• Sex (categorical) 

4 Years of education ranged from 0-15, where ~= subA/c1assI, 2=subB/class2, 3=StandardI, 4=Standard2, 
5=Standard3, 6=Standard4. 7=Standard5, 8=S~andard6. 9=Standard7. IO=Standard8. II =Standard9, 
I2=StandardiO. 13=further studies incomplete, 14=diploma/other postschool complete, 15=further degree 
incomplete. 
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• Race (categorical) 

In sub-analyses 

• Risky alcohol consumption (binary) 

CAGE is an internationally used assessment tool for identifying alcoholics. The 

acronym stands for the questions utilised by the measure: cut down on drinking - have 

tried repeatedly without success; annoyed by criticism about drinking habits; guilty 

feelings about drinking; and, eye opener drink needed in the morning. Affirmative 

responses to two or more of the CAGE questions indicate an individual who is 'at

risk' for alcoholism (Buchsbaum et aI., 1991). 

The CAGE questions are numbers 90-93 in the Adult Health Questionnaire, found in 

Appendix A and listed below. 

90. Have you ever felt that you should cut down on your drinking? 

91. Have people annoyed you by criticizing your drinking? 

92. Have you ever felt bad or guilty about your drinking? 

93. Have you ever had a drinkfirst thing in the morning to steady your nerves or get 

rid of a hangover? 

• Medical coverage through an insurance scheme (binary) 

To ensure that the individual level dependent variable was not confounded by the 

victim's ability to receive medical care from a doctor or nurse, information on medical 
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coverage was assessed. This w~ question number 4 from the Adult Health 

Questionnaire, found in Appen1ix A and listed below. 
I 
I 

4. Are you covered by a Medical Aid or Medical Benefit Scheme? (Any scheme that 

helps you pay for health/drug s~rvices). 

Table 4 provides a summary of all vari~bles used in individual level analyses, indicates the 

questionnaire from which they came arid the number of people eligible for the question. As 

illustrated, variables differ in number qfrespondents due to the different sample sizes 
I 

associated with each questionnaire andlthe number of people for whom the question was 

applicable within each sample. 
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Table 4: Summary of variables used in individual level analyses 
Dependent variable Questionnaire Number of respondents 

Violent injury Household 

Socioeconomic position variables 

Asset index Household 

Employment (ages 10 years+) Household 

Education Household 

Full-analyses demographic variables 

Age Household 

Sex Household 

Race Adult/Woman 

Sub-analyses risk factors 

Risky alcohol consumption Adult 

Medical coverage Adult 

3.6.1 Race methodology and assumptions made 

52,883 

51,909 

39,008 

52,491 

52,875 

52,874 

47,091 

13,789 

13,789 

Historically in South Africa, race was ascribed to individuals by population groups defined by 

the apartheid system and therefore had four categories. 'African' refers to people whose place 

of origin is the African continent; 'White' refers to Caucasians of European ancestry; 

'Coloured' is unique to South Africa and includes people who are of mixed Khoi, San, Malay, 

European and African ancestry; and 'Asian/Indian' refers to individuals from East Asian and 

the Indian subcontinent (Norman et aI., 2001). 
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The adult health questionnaire and the 't0man questionnaire collected information on the 

respondent's race, the former capturing ~,738 men and 8,073 women and the latter providing 

data for 11,735 women. Due to the ove~ap of women aged 15-49 years answering both 

surveys, race was collected on a total o~ 14,206 women, making a total of 19,944 accounts of 

reported race. 

Of the 5,562 women aged 15-49 years ~ho answered the adult and woman questionnaires, 33 

had contradictory reports of race betwetn the two surveys. The race variables for these 33 

I 

observations were examined alongside the home language of the respondent from the adult 

data set. When the primary language sP~ken at home was an African language, Black! African 

was used for the individual's race (N= ~). With the exception of the previous instance, in a 

discrepancy involving an Asian respon~e, Asian was chosen as the race (N= 9) due to the 

small numbers of Asian people in the d~ta set. The race was chosen to be Coloured if 

Afrikaans was the primary language s~ken (N= 6) and the alternative race was chosen if 

English was the primary language (N= ). Table 5 records the assumptions made in the 

process for 'assigning' race to these 33 observations as well as the number of observations 

affected by these assumptions: 
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Table 5: Process for assigning race to 33 inconsistent observations 

Language Recorded races Racecbosen Number of observations 

English Blackl Af., Coloured Black 5 

English Asian, Coloured Asian 7 

English Asian, Black Asian 2 

English White, Coloured White 

Afrikaans Coloured, White Coloured 

Afrikaans Coloured, Blackl Af. Coloured 5 

The original 19,944 race observations increased to 47,091 under the assumption that 

households are racially homogenous. Ifrace data was collected from one member in the 

household, the rest of the household was assigned that race. If race data was collected on 

more than one member, race was assigned to remaining members only if the originally 

recorded races were the same (so the assumption of a racially homogenous household 

applied). Races were not assigned to other members if original race data within a household 

proved the household racially heterogeneous. 

The reason for increasing the data on race was due to the drastic (50%) reduction in the 

number of reported experiences of violence if the original 19,944 records of race were used. 

Table 6 provides information on the missing accounts of violence with respect to both data 

sets, the original race dataset and the second data set when the homogenous household 

assumption was applied. 
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Table 6: Number of injuries/deaths dhe to violence, by dataset 
Individual level: Injuries due to violence 

Full dataset Original race dataset Assumed race dataset 
(N= 52,906) (N= 19,994) (N= 47,091) 

Experienced a N N % of total N % of total 
violent injury 

No 52,795 19~893 37.7 46,996 88.8 

Yes 88 44 50.0 76 86.4 

Total 52,883 19J937 37.7 47,027 88.9 

Household level: Number of deat~ due to violence by race of household head 
Full dataset 1)riginal race dataset Assumed race dataset 

(N= 12,247) (N= 6,688) (N= 10,320) 
Number of N N % of total N % oftotal 

violent deaths 
95 46 48.4 78 82.1 

2 7 5 71.4 6 85.7 

3 o o 100 

Total deaths 103 55 53.4 85 82.5 

3.7 Household level risk facton: $pecification and measurement 

Variables in the analyses at the househ~ld level (as risk factors or to control for confounding) 

include: 

• Sex of head of household (binary~ 
i 

• Age of head of household (contin~ous) 

• Race of head of household (categ'prical) 

• Number of household members (~ontinuous) 
I 

• Enumerator area type (categoricdf) 
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This variable is a classification ofEAs by human settlement type. Fifteen such types 

were designated in 1996 for the population census. The assignment of an EA to a 

particular classification was based on its geographic location (rural, semi-urban or 

urban) as well as the type of structures located within the EA (for example formal 

structures, semi-formal structures, hostels, institutions, or informal dwellings). For the 

purposes of this analysis EA types were used in their collapsed form of five categories: 

urban formal, urban informal, commercial farms, tribal authority areas, and other non

urban areas. 

Table 7 provides a summary of all variables used in the household level analysis, indicates the 

questionnaire from which the variable came from and the number of households for which 

there is data. 
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Table 7: Summary of variables used'in household level analyses 

Dependent variable 
;. . 

Q~estiOnnalre 

Household 

Number of households 

Violent death 12,247 

Socioeconomic position variables 

Asset index Household 12,017 

Employment of head Household 12,247 

Education of head Household 12,247 

Risk factors 

Age of head Household 12,247 

Sex of head Household 12,247 

Race of head A~ultJWomen 10,320 

Number of household members I Household 12,247 

EA type Household 12,247 

3.8 Quality control 

Quality control measures were built into the SADHS at three levels: 
I 

1) Field team leaders were train1 to identify enumerator areas included in the sample 
, 

i 

and guide interviewers in the selectionlofhouseholds for interviews; 

2) Approximately 10% of the sample was re-visited while the study was taking place to 

ensure that appropriate households were selected and interviews were carried out; and, 
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3) A team of staff from the Human Sciences Research Council conducted independent 

quality control visits to check questionnaires for errors, quality of identification and 

interviews at the EA and household levels. 

Data were cleaned and processed at the MRC in Cape Town. Information was checked for 

consistency and completeness and open-ended questions were coded. Incomplete 

questionnaires were returned for missing data to be completed. To ensure quality control of 

analysis methods, analyses were checked periodically with published DHS data tables 

(Bradshaw and Steyn, 2001; SADHS Full Report, 1998). 

3.9 Statistical methods 

3.9.1 Application of weights to the data sets 

Due to the stratified sampling design, clustering and oversampling in some provinces, the 

Medical Research Council developed and applied weighting factors to the data to ensure that 

results were representative to the national population. In the data set the sample weight is 

either a seven or eight digit variable. When used in the analysis it was first divided by 

1,000,000, as recommended by the MRC. All sample weights are normalised to ensure that 

the weighted number of cases is identical to the unweighted number of cases when using the 

full dataset with no selection. For self-weighting samples this variable is equal to 1,000,000. 

For multivariate analysis survey weights were set based on the strata (defined by urban/rural 

location and province), the primary sampling unit (which corresponded to the EA number) 

and the sampling weight that was unique for each data set (corresponding to the household, 
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adult, or woman questionnaire). When iariables used in the analysis came from different 

questionnaires, the weight from questio~naire containing the variable with the fewest 

observations was used. 

3.9.2 Preliminary analysis 

The primary objective of data analysis 'f!as to identify risk factors for violence at the 

individual and household levels and de~ermine which indicators of socioeconomic position 

best explain the high rates of violence ip South Africa. To address this question, data were 

analysed using the statistical program~e Stata Version 8.0 (College Station, Texas, USA). It 

is important to note that because of the ,survey design (and hence survey analysis using the ~ 

command in Stata) results are not pres~nted in absolute numbers as is traditional in 

epidemiological research presentations, All results are weighted percentages and therefore 

95% confidence intervals around these ipercentages will be used to indicate precision of the 

estimated proportions, means or associ~tions. In some instances the absolute number of study 

respondents will be included to indicatf the numbers of observations included in the analysis, 

as the total number of reports ofviolenpe varies with different subpopulations formed by the 

inclusion of particular variables. This 'o/as demonstrated in Table 6, as the number of violent 

injuries or deaths reported varied depe~ding on whether the original race data set, or assumed 

race data set was used. 

Relevant variables including the weig}iting variable from the three questionnaires were 

merged to create one dataset. Prelimin~ry data analysis consisted of computing and 

interpreting descriptive statistics for ~ch variable of interest. Frequency tables with chi-
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square tests of significance were used to assess the bivariate associations between each set of 

exposure and outcome variables. The same analysis was used to assess potential covariate

exposure and covariate-disease relationships to identify potential confounders for the model 

building stage of analysis (Raudenbush and Bryk, 2002). 

The initial outcome of interest included self-inflicted violence. As stated previously, it was 

decided to drop these observations from the analysis (N= 23) due to the different risk factors 

associated with this phenomenon than violence occurring outside or inside the home. 

Analyses were then rerun using 88 reports of violence rather than 111. 

3.9.3 Multivariate models 

Multivariate analyses used adaptations of maximum likelihood estimation format for surveyed 

data, through the use of svylogit commands. Models were developed to predict the individual 

experience of violence as well as household experience of violence, using logit 

transformations and binomial errors. 

Automated model building procedures (forward, backward or stepwise regression) are not 

supported by survey analysis and are not used for any of the analysis. Due to the sociological 

nature of both the outcome and risk factors related to violence, automated building procedures 

are not optimal. These procedures do not allow for manual inclusion or exclusion of variables 

and therefore can result in models that are not conceptually sound. This was particularly 

important in the early stages of model building and analysis, when a wide range of potential 

confounding variables and risk factors were considered and analyses were run separately for 
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men and women, who not only have diferent experiences of violence, but different risk 
, 

factors leading to these experiences. A pontrolled model building procedure was utilised to 

ensure that key confounding variables were included in the analysis and varying hypotheses 

around mediation could be explored. 

The same model building procedure w~s utilised for individual level and household level 

outcomes. Employment (ofan individqal or head of household) and wealth of the household 

(as measured by the asset index) were ~he key independent variables for either outcome. Each 

model originated with the bivariate asspciation between an independent variable and the 

outcome. Known demographic confml.ding variables were then added to the model 

individually (for example sex, age and Irace). The third step was to assess the association 

between the original measure of socio*onomic position and violence once other measures of 

socioeconomic position were added to ~he model (education and either employment or the 

asset index for example). Risky drinki~g behaviour was a significant risk factor for violence 

and was added to most models as well ~Raudenbush and Bryk, 2002). 

Standard model diagnostic procedures jadapted for multivariate models (Hox, 2002; 

Raudenbush and Bryk, 2002) cannot ~ applied to survey data using Stata 8, therefore the 

adequacy of model fit and other diagnqstic procedures such as assessing the normality and 

variance of residuals could not be assefsed. Analysis of influence through the removal of 

specific cases or observations (Rothm~ and Greenland, 1998) would not have been useful, 

due to the small number of cases of vi9lence (N= 88 injuries, 103 households with deaths); 

the removal of any would have alteredlresults drastically. 
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All results are presented at either the individual or household level as proportions with 95% 

confidence intervals or p-values or odds ratios with 95% confidence intervals. All statistical 

tests are two-sided at a=O.05. 

3.10 Ethics 

Data collected from the SADHS are unlinked and anonymous. The identities of all human 

subjects are not known and there was not be any attempt to contact households or residents in 

specific geographic areas where the interviews took place. Presented research does not 

associate results with any specific communities in South Africa. The SADHS protocol was 

approved by the research ethics committee of the South African Medical Research Council 

and by the National Department of Health. Owing to the extensive review by multiple 

committees of the primary project, the ethics review for secondary analysis of the SADHS 

was further granted by the School of Public Health and Family Medicine at the University of 

CapeTown. 
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4.0 RESULTS 

4.1 Individual level analyses 

4.1.1 Description of the individual sa~ple 

I 

Table 8 provides both the crude distribu~ion and crude adjusted distribution (that takes 
I 

sampling stratification and clustering into effect) of the SADHS sample population by the 

dependent variable and individuallevellsocioeconomic and demographic variables used in the 

analysis. The population size is approxitnately 52,906 unless otherwise noted. 

After adjusting for the sampling strate~, 0.16% (N= 88) of the sampled population had seen 

a doctor or nurse because of a violent 0jUry in the previous 30 days. When people with self

inflicted injuries were excluded from t* sample, 20% of all sustained injuries in the month 
I 

prior to the survey were due to violenc~. Approximately 27% of people age 10 and older had 
I 

worked for payment in the past week a~d just fewer than 40% of all people had schooling 

above the primary level. The study pop~lation was 53% female and 80% Black/African. 

Nearly two-thirds (65%) of the study s~ple was below the age of 30. Seventeen percent of 
i 

adults were considered to be high-risk ,lcohol users as determined by the CAGE 

questionnaire. 
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Table 8: Description of individual level study sample 

Crude % Crude % (95% CI) 
(adj. for sam piing) 

Dependent variable 
Violence outside the home (N=31) 0.11 0.11 (0.09, 0.15) 

Violence inside the home (N=57) 0.06 0.04 (0.03, 0.07) 

Total interpersonal violence (N=88) 0.17 0.16 (0.12,0.20) 

Measures of socioeconomic position 
Worked in the past 7 days (N=39,008) 25.56 27.45 (26.37, 28.56) 

Highest level of schooling was Primary 63.13 60.85 (59.79, 61.91) 
level or less 

Demographic variables used in 
primary analyses 
Male 46.75 46.74 (46.25, 47.23) 

Age group (years) 
0-19 48.66 47.72 (47.04, 48.40) 
20-29 14.80 15.23 (14.79, 15.67) 
30-39 11.60 12.13 (11.74, 12.53) 

40-49 8.35 8.71 (8.36, 9.08) 

50-59 7.48 7.50 (7.17, 7.84) 

60+ 9.12 8.72 (8.33, 9.13) 

Race (N= 47,091) 
Black/African 78.52 79.66 (77.64, 81.55) 

Coloured 12.30 9.97 (8.62, 11.49) 

White 6.15 7.24 (6.11, 5.57) 
Asian/Indian 3.03 3.13 (2.38, 4.10) 

Risk factors used in sub-analyses 
Risky drinking behaviour (N= 13,827) 18.51 17.14 (16.20, 18.12) 

Medical aid coverage (N= 13,780) 14.80 17.05(16.27,17.87) 

Crude: Unadjusted rate that does not take sampling strategy into account; Crude adj: Adjusted rate that 
takes sampling strategy into account using the svy command in Stata; CI: Confidence interval. 
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4.1.2 Bivariate associations at the in1ividuallevel 

Eighty-eight people had received a viol~nt injury occurring either inside or outside the home 

in the month prior to the interview. Th1 overall monthly violent injury rate in South Africa 

averaged 1581100,000 people (95% CI:11231100,000, 203/100,000). An individual's 

experience of violence was significantly correlated with being male, increasing age, 

increasing education, alcohol use and ebployment. 

Table 9 presents bivariate associations between risk factors at the individual level and the 

experience of a violent injury in the pa,t 30 days. The question measuring the dependent 
! 

variable specifies only violent injuries fbat required medical treatment by a doctor or a nurse, 

therefore, involvement in a medical ai~ scheme was assessed as a potential confounder. 

However, this variable was not correla~ed with receiving medical treatment for an injury due 
i 

to violence (p= 0.368). As informationion some variables was only gathered on a portion of 

the sample population, the number of violent incidences occurring within these subsets is 

provided. Following Table 9 are montI1ly injury rates, by risk factor. 
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Table 9: Individual level risk factors for experiencing a violent injury 
Riskractor # or violent No violence Any violence p-value 

incidents 

Mean 

Age 88 26.30 30.04 0.021 

Education (in years) 88 5.71 6.82 0.039 

0/0 

Male 88 46.71 65.30 0.003 

Race (N= 47,091) 76 0.320 

Black! African 53 79.66 77.57 0.673 
Coloured 19 9.96 16.44 0.068 
Indian! Asian 0 3.14 0 0.343 
White 4 7.25 5.99 0.699 

Employed (N= 38,992) 76 27.42 41.32 0.015 

Risky drinking (N= 13,784) 34 17.08 33.22 0.017 

Involvement in a medical aid 34 17.06 10.49 0.283 
scheme (N= 13,775) 
P-value for Pearson's chi-square test of homogeneity 

Sex 

Males were almost twice as likely to experience violence as females. The monthly violent 

injury rate for men was 103/100,000 whereas the rate for women was 5511 00,000 (p= 0.003). 

Age 

Children (under the age of 15 years) were significantly less likely to have experienced an 

injury due to violence than adults (5011 00,000 vs. 223/100,000, p<O.OOl). The monthly 
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violent injury rate was 368/100,000 for ~eople aged 30-39 years making this age group the 

most at risk in the sample population (p~0.001)5. 

Race 
, 

Race was not observed to have an effed on rates of violence. 0.25% of the Coloured 

population experienced violence, comPfed to 0.15% ofBlacklAfricans, and 0.13% of Whites 

(p= 0.320). There were not any reports bf violent injuries within the Indian! Asian population. 

For the remainder of the analyses this r4ce category was grouped with the White population. 

Education 

The violent injury rate for the population with a secondary level of education was 

2101 100,000. This was the highest rate pf the four education categories; those with no 
I 

schooling experienced violence at a rate of 100/100,000 and people with primary level 

education or higher education experienfed violence at a rate of 150/100,000 (p= 0.297). 

Work in past seven days 

The monthly violent injury rate for peo~le aged ten years and older who worked during the 

week prior to the interview was 281/1 qo,OOO. This is almost twice as high as the rate for those 
I 

who did not work (1511100,000, p= 0.(15). 

Alcohol use (at-risk drinking) 

Of the adults (aged 15 years and older) who answered the adult health questionnaire (N= 

13,827), people who were considered ~ either previously or currently abuse alcohol 

S Age increments for this comparison are as follows (in years): 15-19,20-29,30-39,40-49, SO-59, 60+ 
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experienced violence at a monthly rate of 46611 00,000. People who had never drank or drank 

more responsibly had a significantly lower violent injury rate (193/100,000, p= 0.017). 

Asset index (by quintiles) 

Table 10 shows the distribution of violent fable 10: Distribution or violent injuries by 
asset index 

injuries by the asset index. Reported Asset quintile Number of Injury rate 
injuries (95% eI) 

incidences of violence were distributed (per 100,000) 

across the index. The richest quintile was 

slightly less likely to experience violence 

(0.118%), than the poorest quintile 

(0.178%), although the difference was not 

significant (p= 0.868). 

Sex of head of household 

1 18 178 (77, 277) 

2 17 

3 20 

4 19 

5 12 

CI: Confidence interval 

155 (66, 244) 

175 (91, 259) 

173 (65, 280) 

118 (44,192) 

People living in a female-headed household experienced violence at a slightly higher rate than 

those living in a male-headed household, although the difference is not significant 

(179/100,000 vs. 14211 00,000, p= 0.376). 

Urban/ruralloeation 

People living in an urban residence were more likely to experience violence, although the 

difference was not significant at the 5% level (1861100,000 vs. 1241100,000, p= 0.118). 

Individuals living in informal urban settlements, or 'squatter areas', experienced the highest 

rate of violence when compared to those living in other areas. This group experienced a 
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monthly violence rate of 3391100,000, significantly higher than the rates of 158/100,000 

experienced by those in formal urban ar~as, 65/100,000 for people on commercial farms, 
I 

1321100,000 for tribal areas, and 124110P,000 for other rural areas (p= 0.032) 

4.1.3 Bivariate sub analyses: Violenc~ inside versus outside the home 
, 
i 

Stratified analyses were used to examin~ the location of violence, taking place either inside or 

outside the home. Table 11 presents th~se associations (see below). 

i 

For violence occurring inside the home, associations with individual level risk factors were 

weak and often not significant at the 5~ significance level. Age was found to be a significant 

risk factor; as age increased by one y~, there was an increased risk of experiencing violence 

inside the home of 1.0% (95% CI: 0.03%, 2.0%). Point estimates showed that being male, 

having worked for payment in the last week or engaging in risky drinking behaviour were 

protective against violence inside the hqme, however, none of these associations were 

significant, with employment and alco~l use having large standard errors. 

Employment ofthe head of household ~nd living in the richest segment of the population 

(based on the asset index) were signific~nt protective factors against violence occurring inside 

the home. The odds ratios for these va~ables were 0.22 (95% CI: 0.08, 0.63) and 0.06 (95% 

CI: 0.01, 0.47) respectively. As family ~ize increased by one member an individual was 

significantly less likely to have experiepced violence inside the home in the past month (OR= 

0.74; 95% CI: 0.62, 0.89). 
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Individual level risk factors had a higher correlation with violence occurring outside the home 

than inside. Violence taking place outside of the home was strongly and significantly 

associated with being male (OR=3.49; 95% CI: 1.77,6.86), being employed (OR= 2.58; 95% 

CI: 1.38,4.80) and engaging in risky drinking behaviour, either currently or previously (OR= 

3.39; 95% CI: 1.39, 8.22). As educational attainment increased by one year, the risk of 

experiencing violence increased by 7% (95% CI: 1%, 13%). When compared to the 

Black/African sample population, the Coloured population was at a greater risk of 

experiencing violence outside the home, although the association was not significant at the 

5% level (OR=1.91; 95% CI: 0.90,4.04). No risk factors at the household level were found to 

be significant. Multivariate analyses were not conducted due to the small number of cases in 

each strata that were further reduced with the introduction of certain variables collected on a 

subset of the overall sample population (such as race or alcohol use). 
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Table 11: Bivariate associations betw+n risk factors and violence inside/outside tbe 
borne ; 

Variable Viol nce inside the home Violence outside the home 
(N= 31) (N= 57) 

CrudelOR 9S%CI Crude OR 9S%CI 

Individual characteristics· 

Male 0.176 (0.34, 1.67) 3.49 (1.77,6.86) 

Age l.p1 (1.00, 1.02) 1.01 (0.999, 1.02) 

Employed 0.~7 (0.24, 1.87) 2.58 (1.38, 4.80) 

Education 1.02 (0.92, 1.14) 1.07 (1.01,1.13) 

Coloured (N= 47,047)** 1.91 (0.90,4.04) 

White! Asian r 0.85 (0.29, 2.46) 

Risky alcohol use (N= 13,774) Oj85 (0.17,4.29) 3.39 (1.39,8.22) 

Household characteristics 

Male head OJ81 (0.32, 2.04) 0.78 (0.43, 1.41) 
I 

Age of head 0~98 (0.95, 1.01) 1.00 (0.98, 1.02) 

Head is employed 0,22 (0.08,0.63) 1.06 (0.59, 1.92) 

Education of head H03 (0.93, 1.13) 1.01 (0.95, 1.07) 

Asset index 
1st quintile of index 1.0 1.0 
2nd quintile of index" * 1[.55 (0.44, 5.43) 0.67 (0.25, 1.81) 

3rd quintile of index 1.62 (0.54, 4.81) 0.80 (0.33, 1.90) 

4th quintile of index 1i.19 (0.31,4.61) 0.90 (0.36,2.30) 

5th quintile of index 0.06 (0.01,0.47) 0.85 (0.33,2.14) 

Family size Q.74 (0.62, 0.89) 0.98 (0.87, 1.12) 

Urban location l.40 (0.55, 3.53) 1.54 (0.84, 2.82) 

OR: Odds ratio; CI: Confidence interval * Th sample size is 52,906 unless otherwise noted 
**BlacklAfrican is used as the reference cate ory. Sample size was too small to conduct the analysis for 
violence occurring inside the home .••• Quintile 1 (the poorest group) is used as the reference category. 
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4.1.4 Multivariate associations 

Table 12 explores the effect of household wealth (as measured by the asset index) on 

individual experience of violence. The crude measure of effect is provided; an odds ratio and 

95% confidence level displaying the association between increasing levels of household 

wealth when compared to the poorest quintile. None of these crude associations were 

significant, and a trend did not emerge. Modell examined the effect of household wealth on 

violent injury while controlling for the effect of age, sex, and race. Being male and Coloured 

were significant risk factors at the 95% confidence level. Model 2 added other potentially 

competing socioeconomic variables (education and work status of the individual) to the 

model. Belonging to the wealthiest quintile became a significant protective factor against 

violence and employment became a risk factor for the experience of violence. Those who 

were employed were nearly twice as likely to experience violence as those who were not 

employed (OR=1.83; 95% CI: 0.99, 3.38). Finally, Model 3 controlled for the abuse of 

alcohol and examined the effect of the asset index amongst this sample population of adults in 

every other household. Age and the wealthiest quintile were protective factors against 

violence in this model. The effect of the asset index on the experience of violence most 

closely resembled an inverse trend- as wealth increased, the occurrence of violence decreased. 
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Table 12: Multivariate analysis of th association between household wealth and 

individual ex erience of violence 
Model Number Crude OR I Modell Modell Model 3 

variables of (95% Cl) (95% Cl) (95% Cl) (95% Cl) 
injuries* N=51888 : , I 

N=46,1l9 N=33,367 N= 13,172 

Asset index 

1 $I quintile 18/86 

2nd quintile 17/86 0.87 (0.40, t .92) 0.84 (0.35, 2.05) 0.62 (0.24, 1.61) 0.41 (0.12, 1.37) 
I 

3rd quintile 20/86 0.99 (0.49, ~.OO) 1.04 (0.48, 2.28) 0.66 (0.29, 1.50) 0.43 (0.16, 1.12) 

4111 quintile 19/86 0.97 (0.42, ~.22) 1.01 (0.38,2.66) 0.56 (0.19, 1.62) 0.35 (0.1 0, 1.23) 

5111 quintile 12/86 0.66 (0.29, J .53) 0.60 (0.24, 2.66) 0.32 (0.l2, 0.89) 0.17 (0.05, 0.61) 

Age 88/88 1.01 (1.00, 1.01) 0.99 (0.98, 1.00) 0.96 (0.93, 0.996) 

Male 54/88 2.76 (1.59,4.80) 2.49 (1.37, 4.54) 1.72 (0.69, 4.33) 

Coloured*'" 19/76 1.95 (1.00, 3.82) 1.94 (0.95, 3.96) 0.79 (0.24,2.65) 

White! Asian 4176 0.81 (0.26,2.50) 0.47 (0.13, 1.68) 0.80 (0.17,3.81) 

Education 88/88 1.08 (0.99, 1.18) 1.04 (0.90, 1.20) 

Employed 28176 1.83 (0.99, 3.38) 1.40 (0.71,2.74) 

Alcohol abuse 12/34 2.29 (0.98, 5.37) 

OR: Odds ratio; CI: Confidence interval I 

• Note that this ratio is the number ofinjtted individuals falling into that category of the variable (for 
example the 1 at quintile of the asset indeXj' over the total number of inj ured individuals for that variable 
(the asset index overall). The denominato continues to change due to different sample sizes used in 
data collection for various variables . 
•• Black! African is the reference categol1l 

Table 13 displays the models generate~ to explore the effect of employment on the individual 

experience of violence. In the simple a/ssociation, employed individuals had an 86% higher 

risk of experiencing violence than tho~e that did not work for payment in the week prior to the 

interview. This effect became stronge~ once individual demographics were controlled for 

(Modell). When the other measures cf socioeconomic position (household wealth and 
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education) were added to the model (Model 2), employment no longer remained a significant 

risk factor at the 5% level (OR=1.83; 95% CI: 0.99, 3.38). This effect was further diminished 

when alcohol use was controlled for and the sample was limited to adults in every other 

household. 

Table 13: Multivariate analysis of the effect of employment on individual experience of 
violence 
Model Number Crude OR Modell Model 2 Model 3 
variables of (95% CI) (95% CI) (95% CI) (95% CI) 

injuries* N=38,992 N=34,262 N=33,367 N= 13,172 

Employed 28/76 1.86 (1.12,3.11) 2.09 (1.18,3.70) 1.83 (0.99, 3.38) 1.40 (0.71,2.74) 

Age 0.987 (0.976,0.999) 0.99 (0.98, 1.00) 0.96 (0.93,0.996) 

Male 54/88 2.25 (1.27, 3.98) 2.49 (1.37, 4.54) 1.72 (0.69,4.33) 

Coloured·· 19/76 1.34 (0.66,2.71) 1.94 (0.95,3.96) 0.79 (0.24, 2.65) 

White! Asian 4/76 0.33 (0.10, 1.09) 0.47 (0.13, 1.68) 0.80 (0.17, 3.81) 

Education 1.08 (0.99, 1.18) 1.04 (0.90, 1.20) 

Asset index··· 

2nd quintile 17/86 0.62 (0.24, 1.61) 0.41 (0.12,1.37) 

3rd quintile 20/86 0.66 (0.29, 1.50) 0.43 (0.16, 1.12) 

4th quintile 19/86 0.56 (0.19, 1.62) 0.35 (0.10, 1.23) 

5th quintile 12/86 0.32 (0.12, 0.89) 0.17 (0.05, 0.61) 

Alcohol abuse 12/34 2.29 (0.98, 5.37) 

OR: Odds ratio; CI: Confidence interval 
• Note that this ratio is the number of injured individuals falling into that category of the variable (for 
example the 18t quintile of the asset index) over the total number of injured individuals for that variable 
(the asset index overall). The denominator continues to change due to different sample sizes used in 
data collection for various variables . 
•• Black/African is the reference category 
••• The 18t quintile (the poorest group) is the reference category 
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4.2 Household level analyses 

4.2.1 Description a/the household sa~ple 
I 

Overall, 0.890,4, (95% CI: 0.71%, 1.110/,; N= 103) of households sampled in the SADHS had 

experienced one or more deaths due to ~iolence in the past year. Of those households 

experiencing any death in the past year ~= 883), 12% had one or more violent deaths, 16% 
I 

had one or more deaths due to unintent~onal injuries (such as motor vehicle accidents, fall, or 

bums) and the remainder were due to nrtural causes. 1.53% of all households had experienced 

either one or more violent deaths in thelPrevious year, one or more members who experienced 

a violent injury in the previous month, rr both. See Table 14 for a distribution of households 

by the number of violent deaths and inj~ries experienced in the past year/month. 

Table 14: Number of households ex-triencing violent 
deaths/injuries ~ 
Number of Number of violent in uries Total 
violent deaths I 

in household 0 
! 

2 

0 12,060 82 2 12,144 

93 2 95 

2 7 7 

3 

Total 101 84 2 12,247 

A total of 40% (95% CI: 29%, 53%) 1 households experiencing a violent death lived in the 

4th quintile (the second wealthiest) of~he asset index. Comparatively, nearly a quarter (24%) 

fell within the 2nd quintile, 17% were ~n the 1 st, 13% in the 3rd
, and 6% in the 5th, indicating no 

trend association between household wealth and it's experience with a death due to violence. 
! 
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Table 15 provides descriptions of the sampled households (N=12,247), by the dependent 

variable and household level measures of socioeconomic position and risk factors used in the 

analysis. Both the crude percentage and crude percentage adjusted for the sampling strategy 

are listed. Over half of the household heads either had no education or primary level only, 

over 40% were female-headed, and 46% had worked in the previous week. Seventy-seven 

percent of households were Black/African, with equal distribution of White and Coloured 

households (1O% each), the remainder (3%) being AsianJIndian. Nearly half of the 

households were in urban formal areas, with the second largest area being those of tribal 

authority (32%). Ten percent of households had eight or more members. 
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Table 15: Descri tion of household 
Variable (N= 12,247) Crude % 

Dependent variables I 

Experienced a death due to violence in the past year 0.84 

(N= 103) 

Experienced a violent death/injury in the p~t 

year/month (N= 187) 

Measures of socioeconomic position : 

Household asset index (Quintiles) (N= 12,b 17) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Head of household worked in the past 7 ~ys 
I 

(N= 12,030) 

Head of household had primary level eduqttion or 

less 

Demographic variables 

Female headed household 

Race (N= 10,320) 

Black! African 

Coloured 

White 

Asian/lndian 

Enumerator Area Type 

1.53 

18.76 

21.28 

19.96 

19.67 

20.33 

43.11 

53.86 

42.68 

75.89 

12.34 

8.64 

3.12 

Crude % adjusted for 

sampling (95% CI) 

0.89(0.71,1.11) 

1.53 (1.29, 1.81) 

14.84 (13.56, 16.22) 

21.52 (19.96,23.16) 

19.29 (17.86,20.79) 

20.74 (19.22, 22.34) 

23.62 (21.76, 25.58) 

45.98 (44.26,47.71) 

51.15 (49.63, 52.66) 

41.86 (40.56, 43.18) 

77.05 (74.96, 79.01) 

9.89 (8.56, 11.28) 

9.84 (8.39, 11.51) 

3.23 (2.47, 4.21) 
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Urban fonnal 46.53 49.38 (47.34,51.42) 

Urban infonnal 8.30 9.63 (7.91, 11.68) 

Commercial fann 7.38 5.81 (4.30, 7.81) 

Tribal area 34.45 31.90 (29.85,34.01) 

Other non-urban areas 3.33 3.28 (1.96, 5.46) 

Mean 

Age of head of household 49.06 48.51 (48.03,48.98) 

Number of family members 4.32 4.28 (4.21, 4.36) 

CI: Confidence interval. 

4.2.2 Annual violent death rates by province and household characteristics 

Table 16 lists the death and injury 

rates for each province within 

South Africa. The Western Cape 

had the highest monthly injury 

rate, followed by the Northern 

Cape, then the Northern Province. 

KwaZulu Natal had the lowest 

Table 16: Descriptive overview of rates of 
violence in South Africa, by Province 
Province Annual rate of Monthly rate of 

violent deaths violent injury 
(per 10,000 (per 100,000 
households) people) 

WestemCape 63 378 

Eastern Cape 104 204 

Northern Cape 85 285 

Free State 39 127 

injury rate of 57/100,000. Kwazulu Natal 87 57 

Gauteng had the highest annual 

death rate, followed by the 

Eastern Cape. The Free State had 

the lowest annual death rate. 

North West 

Gauteng 

Mpumalanga 

Northern 

All of South 
Africa 

91 70 

144 112 

47 160 

40 221 

89 158 
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Annual violent death rates (per 10,000 households) by household characteristic are provided 
I 

in Table 17. P-values from the Pearso~ chi-square statistic are listed to indicate a significant 

difference between the rates. Househo~ds that were most likely to experience a death due to 

violence were those in informal urban!areas, in the 4th quintile of the asset index (the second 
! 

wealthiest group), had eight or more f~milY members, those headed by a female or were 

Black! African. 
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Table 17: Death ratellO,OOO households and percentage of 
households experiencing a death in the past year, by 
household characteristics 
Variable Annual violent death rate p-value 

(per 10,000 households) 
Asset index <0.001 

Quintile 1 97 
Quintile 2 97 
Quintile 3 55 
Quintile 4 166 
Quintile 5 21 

Sex of head 0.010 

Male 67 
Female 120 

Race (N= 10,320) 0.004 

Black/African 104 
Coloured 42 
White 
Asian/Indian 29 

Education of head 0.046 

Primary level or less 110 
Secondary level or more 66 

Employment of head <0.001 

Employed 43 
Unemployed 119 

EA type 0.218 

Urban formal 86 
Urban informal 164 
Commercial farm 17 
Tribal area 93 
Other non-urban area 0 

Family size <0.001 

1-7 members 77 
8+ members 196 

P-value from Pearson's chi-square test of homogeneity 
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4.2.3 Bivariate associations betwee~ household level riskfactors and violent death 

Table 18 presents the results ofbivari~e analyses between household level risk factors and 

the occurrence of a death due to viole~ce in that household in the past year. Households that 
I 

were the most at risk of experiencing ~ violent death were those that were headed by a female 

(OR= 1.81; 95% CI: 1.14,2.87), and tftose in urban infonnal areas (compared to households 

in fonnal urban areas, OR= 1.92; 95o/J CI: 1.04, 3.56). As the age of the household head 

increased by one year, the risk of deat~ due to violence taking place increased by 2% (l %, 

3%). 

Protective factors that were significan, at the 95% confidence level included living in the third 

or fifth quintile of the asset index (ORF 0.47; 95% CI: 0.23,0.97; OR= 0.18; 95% CI: 0.06, 
i 

0.57 respectively), employment ofthelhousehold head (OR= 0.36; 95% CI: 0.20, 0.63) and 

living in a commercial fanning area (~R= 0.95; 95% CI: 0.91, 0.99). Coloured households 

and White! Asian households had SignrcantlY reduced risks of a member dying from violent 

causes when compared to BlacklAfric~n households. The odds ratio's (95% Confidence 

Interval) were 0.40 (0.16,0.97) and 0.p7 (0.01, 0.48), respectively. The protective effect of 

the educational attainment ofthe housrhold head was small, but significant at the 5% 

significance level. A one-year increas~ in education reflected a 5% (l %, 9%) reduced risk of a 

death due to violence occurring in the ~ousehold. 

When the experience of violent injury twas combined with a violent death in the analysis, the 

sample size increased by 55%. The reJults remained consistent with the exception of the third 
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quintile of the asset index which was no longer a significant protective factor. On the whole, 

point estimates became more precise. 

Family size was included in the analysis primarily to control for confounding, as larger 

households may be more likely to experience a death due to violence than smaller households 

simply due to their size. Large families were more at risk factor for violent death than smaller 

families; as family size increased by one member, the risk of a member dying due to violence 

increased by 10% (95% CI: 2%,18%). 
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Variable Violent death or injury (N= 187) 

OR 95%ICI p-value OR 95%CI p·value 

Female headed household 1.81 1.1f,2.87 0.011 1.55 1.09,2.20 0.014 

Age of head 1.02 1.0~, 1.03 0.006 1.01 1.002, 1.02 0.025 

Coloured head· 0.40 O.l~, 0.97 0.043 0.88 0.53, 1.46 0.616 

White! Asian head 0.07 O.O~, 0.48 0.007 0.23 0.09,0.56 0.001 

Asset index" 

2nd quintile of index 0.99 0.5~, 1.86 0.987 0.89 0.52, 1.55 0.688 
I 

3rd quintile of index 0.57 0.2t,1.19 0.135 0.71 0.41, 1.24 0.234 
I 

4th quintile of index 1.72 0.9~, 3.18 0.086 1.24 0.73,2.10 0.423 

5th quinti1e of index 0.22 o.OV, 0.70 0.011 0.36 0.18,0.72 0.004 
I 

Employed head 0.36 0.29,0.63 <0.001 0.49 0.34,0.73 <0.001 
I 
I 

Education of head 0.95 0.9~, 0.99 0.011 0.96 0.93,0.99 0.019 

Enumerator Area type"· 

Urban informal 1.92 1.0~, 3.56 0.037 2.07 1.28,3.36 0.003 

Commercial farms 0.20 O.O~, 0.84 0.029 0.29 0.12,0.69 0.005 

TribaVother rural areas 0.98 0.6p, 1.61 0.957 1.05 0.72, 1.54 0.801 

Family size 1.10 1.02, 1.18 0.015 1.05 1.03, 1.07 <0.001 

OR: Odds ratio; CI: Confidence interval; -value from Pearson's chi-square test of homogeneity 
• Black/African households are the refer ce category 
.. The poorest quintile (Quintile 1) is us d as the reference category. P-values were calculated based 
on the relationship between the quintile t quintile 1, without taking the other three quintiles into 
account. 
••• Formal urban areas are the reference pategory 
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4.2.4 Multivariate associations between violent death and household level risk/actors 

Tables 19 and 20 present the separate effects ofthe asset index and employment of the head 

of household on the occurrence of a violent death in the household in the past year. Crude 

odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals are provided, followed by Model 1 which controlled 

for household head demographics (age, sex, and race), and Model 2 which additionally 

controlled for the remaining socioeconomic variables (education of the household head and 

either asset index or employment ofthe household head, as necessary). 

Once controlling for demographic variables of the head ofthe household, no quintiles of the 

asset index were significantly correlated with the experience of a violent death (Table 19 

Modell). Similar to the crude association an inverse dose-response (a reduced risk of a 

violent death as wealth increased) was apparent, with the exception of the fourth quintile, 

which was a risk factor for violence when compared to the poorest households. In this model 

age of the head of household was a risk factor for the outcome: as age increased by one year, 

the likelihood of a violent death having occurred increased by 2% (0.2%, 3.3%). Point 

estimates showed that male-headed, Coloured, or White households were less likely to have 

experienced a violent death than female-headed or Black/African households, respectively, 

although these estimates were not significant at the 5% level. When the socioeconomic 

variables were added to the model (Model 2), the dose-response effect of the asset index 

diminished further and no significant associations were observed. 
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While the crude effect of household he~d employment was protective against the experience 

of a violent death, this effect was dimi*ished once demographic characteristics and other 

i 

measures of socioeconomic position w~re controlled for (Table 20 Models 1 and 2). 

Table 19: Multivariate analysis of th effect of household asset index 
on a death due to violence in the hou ehold in the st ear 
Model variables Crude OR I Modell Model 2 

Asset index 

1st quintile of index 

2nd quintile of index 

3rd quintile of index 

4th quintile of index 

5th quintile of index 

Age of head 

Male head 

Coloured household* 

White/Asian household 

Education of head 

Em 10 edhead 

(95% CI) OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI) 
N=9,833 N= 12,017 N= 10,113 

0.99 (0.53, 1.8~) 
i 

0.57 (0.27, 1.19) 

1.72 (0.93, 3.1$) 
! 

0.22 (0.07, O. 7~) 

0.98 (0.50, 1.93) 

0.59 (0.26, 1.35) 

2.03 (1.04, 3.95) 

0.48 (0.09, 2.45) 

1.00 (0.50, 2.00) 

0.57 (0.24, 1.35) 

2.03 (0.98, 4.21) 

0.57 (0.09, 3.55) 

1.02 (1.002, 1.033) 1.01 (0.99, 1.03) 

0.61 (0.35, 1.06) 0.63 (0.36, 1.13) 

0.49 (0.19, 1.25) 0.54 (0.21, 1.40) 

0.15 (0.01,1.72) 0.16 (0.01, 1.85) 

1.01 (0.95, 1.08) 

OR: Odds ratio; CI: Confidence interval 
* Black/African is the reference category I 
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Table 20: Multivariate analysis of the effect of household head 
employment on the experience of a violent death within the household 
Model variables Crude OR Modell Model 2 

Employed head 

Age of head 

Male head 

Coloured household· 

White/Asian household 

Education of head 

Asset index·· 

2nd quintile of index 

3rd quintile of index 

4th quintile of index 

5th quintile of index 

(95% CI) OR (95% CI) OR (95% CI) 
N= 12,030 N= 10,129 N= 9,833 

0.36 (0.20,0.63) 0.50 (0.25, 1.00) 0.51 (0.25, 1.04) 

1.01 (0.996, 1.03) 1.01 (0.99, 1.03) 

0.66 (0.34, 1.16) 0.63 (0.36, 1.13) 

0.53 (0.21, 1.33) 0.54 (0.21, 1.40) 

0.10 (0.01,0.78) 0.16 (0.01,1.85) 

1.01 (0.95, 1.08) 

1.00 (0.50, 2.00) 

0.57 (0.24, 1.35) 

2.03 (0.98, 4.21) 

0.57 (0.09, 3.55) 

OR: Odds ratio; CI: Confidence interval 
• Black! African is the reference category 
•• 1st quintile (the poorest group) is the reference category 
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5.0 DISCUSSION 

The effect of socioeconomic position on health has been researched in a variety of settings, 

and is increasingly being analysed withlrespect to violence. Examining the relationship 

between socioeconomic position and viplence in the South African context has demonstrated 

that the relationship may be different i~ this setting than in more d~eloped countries. This 

research sheds light on the importance of conducting country-specific research (which in this 

case includes identifying appropriate m~asures of socioeconomic position and accounting for 

area-specific confounding variables), rather than accepting relationships to be true without 

further investigation because they have ~een found to be true in other settings. 

This analysis illustrated that different 4easures of socioeconomic position produce differing 

i , 

results that are dependent on the level at which the analysis is conducted, individual or 

household, and correspondingly, how vtolence is operationalised (as an injury or death). At 

I 
the individual level, education and employment were risk factors for violent injury, whereas 

household wealth (as measured by the fset index) showed a slight inverse dose-response 
I 

between decreasing violent injury and increasing wealth. At the household level, all three 

variables were protective factors against the household experiencing a violent death in the 
I 

past year. Based on the bivariate analy~is, it seems that household deaths due to violence 

have greater negative correlation with itcreasing socioeconomic position than violent injuries 

at the individual level. These individualjlevel findings are not consistent with research 

conducted in more developed countries (where employment and education are commonly 
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protective against violence) and therefore they require further investigation to draw out the 

pathways between employment and education and the individual experience of violence. 

Individual level risk factors significantly associated with reporting a violent injury in the past 

month included: being male~ between the ages of 30-39 years~ employment~ engaging in risky 

drinking behaviour~ increasing education~ and living in an urban informal settlement. No 

association was found between the experience of violence and race of the individual~ sex of 

the head of household or household wealth at this level. In the multivariate analysis~ the effect 

of employment on violence diminished when other measures of socioeconomic position were 

controlled for, yet the protective effect of living in the wealthiest quintile remained. Violence 

that was experienced outside of the home was positively correlated with individual 

characteristics (such as being male, employmen~ having higher levels of education or 

engaging in risky drinking) whereas violence experienced inside the home only showed 

significant inverse associations with characteristics of the household (such as employment of 

the head of the household, living in the wealthiest quintile, or increasing family size). At the 

household level, households most likely to experience a violent death were those that were in 

urban informal settlements, had eight or more family members~ were Black! African, or 

headed by a female. A dose-response between increasing wealth and reduced likelihood of 

experiencing a violent death was not found, as households in the fourth quintile (the second 

wealthiest) had the highest violent death rate. 
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5.1 Socioeconomic position and individual level violent outcomes 

5.1.1 Employment 

Previous research has indicated that lac~ of material or financial resources may be a precursor 

to violence at the individual level due to! increased levels of frustration (Messner, 1983; 

Arthur, 1991). In this study, when emplbyment (operationalised as recent work that resulted 

in monetary compensation) was used aSia proxy for access to resources (and therefore one's 
I 

socioeconomic position in society), this ifinding waS not confinned. In fact, these data showed 
I 

that employment was significantly ass04iated with increased levels of violence, particularly 

with respect to violence that occurred ol,ltside the home. 

A possible explanation for this finding if that alcohol use confounded the relationship 

between employment and violence. Respondents who were current or previous abusers of 

alcohol were more likely to have worke~ for payment in the past week and were also much 

more likely to have experienced a viole,t injury in the past month. The positive correlation 

between employment and alcohol use in rural fanning areas of South Africa could be 

explained in part by the DOP system, w~ere fann workers are paid in part for their labour 

with alcohol (generally wine). In his resFarch on with this farming population in rural areas of 
I 

the country, London found that 19.4% qfworkers were currently using the DOP system 

(2000). However, this explanation is aPflicable to only a small portion of the national 

population (primarily around the Wester Cape Province). Alternatively, employment and a 

cash income may lead to the ability to pprchase and use alcohol excessively, resulting in 

increased levels of violence. The effect pf alcohol on the relationship between employment 

and violence is demonstrated in Table Ii' Model 3. When alcohol abuse is added to the model, 
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the effect of employment diminishes (OR= 1.40; 95% CI: 0.71, 2.74) and the point estimate 

of alcohol remains high (OR= 2.29; 95% CI: 0.98, 5.37). There is a significant decrease in the 

sample size when alcohol is added (N= 13,172) which may account for the insignificant 

association between alcohol abuse and violence. 

5.1.2 Education 

Similar to employment, there was a positive correlation between increasing education and the 

experience of violence at the individual level. When demographic characteristics and other 

measures of socioeconomic position were added to the model (Table 13 Model 2), education 

was no longer a significant risk factor for violence. This could be an indication that 

employment mediated the relationship between education and violence. 

SADHS data suggest that educational attainment is significantly associated with race 

(p<0.001) in South Africa, thus demonstrating the degree to which access to education was 

dictated by racial classification during apartheid. Specifically, the data show that in 1998 

Whites had the highest average level of education (9.5 years), followed by AsianslIndians (7.9 

years), Coloureds (6.1 years), then Blacks (5.1 years). For the next few decades, educational 

attainment of the population will still be reflective of past apartheid policies. However, with 

the recent introduction of Black Economic Empowerment policies, Black Africans may 

increasingly attain higher levels of socioeconomic position within their communities 

regardless of their education level. For this reason, employment or asset ownership may be 

better measures of socioeconomic position, particularly for older South Africans. 
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5.1.3 Household wealth 

At the individual level, crude associatio*s between the different quintiles of household wealth 
I 

and the experience of a violent injury "1re not significant. When demographic characteristics 

and other measures of socioeconomic p~sition were adjusted for, the effect of the asset index 

displayed a small dose-response- as we~lth increased in the household. the risk of 

experiencing a violent injury decreased (Table 12 Model 2). The trend continued in Model 3, 

which included the addition of alcohol ~buse in the model. However, for either model, only 

the fifth quintile of the asset index was ~ignificantly protective against violence when 

compared to the first quintile. 

Because 230 households had missing d~ on some items that comprise the asset index, the 

measure for household wealth was not t'ailable for every household, thus approximately 

1,000 individuals were not included in tpe bivariate analysis (two had experienced a violent 

injury). The sample size continued to d~crease with the inclusion of variables (Table 12) and 

therefore the results are difficult to interpret. For example, the second, third, fourth, and fifth 

quintiles only begin to be protective ag~nst violence when compared to the poorest group in 

Model 2, which had a sample size of 33)367. This model added education and employment to 

the previous model, which may have re~ulted in a change in the point estimates for the 

quintiles in the asset index. The point e~imates continue to become more protective and their 

confidence intervals more narrow as v~iables are added to the model and the sample size gets 

smaller. This could be the result of a truF relationship between household wealth and the 
I 

experience of violence that is not explaiped by confounding variables. However, it 
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indeterminable whether these changes would have been significant had the sample size been 

the same as for Modell (N= 46,129). 

5.1.4 The role of race and alcohol use in determining individual experience of violence 

With respect to race, it is important to note the larger proportion of the population who 

experienced violence in the past month that was Coloured (l6.4%), compared to the 

population that did not experience violence (10%). This difference was not significant at the 

5% level of significance (p= 0.068), but the risk associated with this race group remained 

when household wealth, age and sex were controlled for (OR: 1.95; 95% CI: 1.00,3.82). 

When education and employment were added to the model (Table 12 Model 2), being 

Coloured remained a risk factor (OR: 1.94; 95% CI: 0.95, 3.96). The statistical non

significance could be due to the reduction in the sample size by 13,000 people that occurred 

when employment was added and all people under the age of ten were not included. Model 3 

(Table 12) suggests that the reason the Coloured population may be more at risk for 

experiencing violence is due to the correlation between race and alcohol abuse. When alcohol 

use is controlled for the sample size decreases substantially, as mentioned earlier, but the 

effect that being male and being Coloured had on determining violence was altered more than 

any other variable. Specifically, Coloured people had nearly twice the risk of Blacks of 

experiencing violence when alcohol use was not controlled for, versus a reduced risk of 21 % 

when alcohol was included in the regression. Previous research has demonstrated the 

association between alcoholism and the Coloured population in South Africa (London, 2000), 

and this in tum could be reason why this population is more at risk for violence as well. Based 
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on SADHS data, over a quarter of the Coloured population aged 15 years and older was 

considered to be 'at-risk' drinkers accor4ing to the CAGE questionnaire. 

It has been demonstrated that the CAGEi instrument is most effective when used as part of a 

general health history and should not be ~receded by questions regarding how much or how 
I 

frequently the individual drinks (Ewing, 1974). Because the CAGE questions are preceded by 

questions asking about the number of dJnkS consumed during the week and during the 
I 

weekend in the SADHS (questions 88 al· d 89 of the Adult Health Questionnaire, 

respectively), respondent bias is possibl if the person felt defensive about alcohol use. This 
i 

bias would result in an under-representation of the true proportion of the sample popUlation 
I 

with risky drinking behaviour. However~ the Medical Research Council in Cape Town felt 

that the use of the CAGE instrument as f measure of alcohol abuse is not applicable in South 

Africa as it overestimates the number o~dependent drinkers in the country (Rosana Norman, 

personal communication). This feeling i~ supported in London's research where the CAGE 

measure estimated that 87% of the resefch population as alcohol dependent whereas a 

shortened version of the Michigan Alco~olism Screening Test (MAST) questionnaire 

estimated 65% of the same population ar alcohol dependent. While CAGE may overestimate 

levels of alcohol dependency in South ",frica, the effect of alcohol on violence cannot be 

denied. Previous research conducted in rape Town has found that 28% of trauma patients had 

problems with alcohol dependency (Got sen et aI., 2003). Associations between alcohol and 
! 

violent victimisation (Bowley et aI., 20Q4, Fisher and Charlton, 2001; van der Spuy, 1993) as 
I 

well as between alcohol use and violentlperpetration (Allan et aI., 2001) have also been found 

in South Africa. 
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Aside from problems with measurement error, the measure used for alcohol use could have 

been conceptually impractical with respect to violent outcomes. Respondents answered 

questions around alcohol use whether they were previous or current drinkers. Previous 

drinking behaviour may not have influenced an individual's experience with violence, yet it is 

indeterminable when 'previous' drinking patterns ended. For example, alcohol abuse taking 

place years ago is probably not correlated with the individual's experience with violence a 

few weeks ago. This is particularly important since violent injuries within the past month are 

the outcome of interest. If an individual is classified as one who abuses alcohol due to a 

history of alcohol abuse (but no longer drinks) and did not experience violence, the effect that 

alcohol has on the outcome would be reduced. 

5.2 Socioeconomic position and household level violent outcomes 

5.2.1 Employment of the head of household 

In an unadjusted analysis, employment of the head of the household was protective against the 

experience of a violent death in the household over the past year (OR= 0.36; 95% CI: 0.20, 

0.63). The association did not remain significant when demographic characteristics of the 

household or other measures of socioeconomic position were added to the model (OR= 0.50; 

95% CI: 0.25, 1.00; OR= 0.51; 95% CI: 0.25, 1.04, respectively). Insignificant point estimates 

could be real, or due to the continual decrease in sample size as variables were added. The 

bivariate association between employment of the household head and violent death included 

12,030 households, while Modell included 10,129 households and Model 2 only 9,833 

households. 
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5.2.2 Education o/the head o/househ~ld 

Unlike the individual level, education o£the head of the household was a significant 

protective factor against the likelihood ~f a household experiencing a death due to violence. 

However, this reduced risk was not sign~ficant after controlling for demographic 

characteristics and other measures of soiioeconomic position (Table 19 Model 3). The effect 

of employment on the association betw~en education and violence was similar to that at the 

individual level and it suggests that em~loyment is a mediating variable in this instance as 

well. 

5.2.3 Household wealth 
, 

In unadjusted analyses, the annual violeflt death rate decreased as household wealth increased; 

with the exception of quintile 4 (see Ta~le 17), The Medical Research Council in Cape Town 

confirmed this inconsistency with the aSset index; a clean dose-response between the index 

and other health issues researched usin~ the 1998 SADHS dataset has not been found 

previously (Rosana Norman, personal c~mmunicatiOn). 

American sociologist William Julius Wpson has argued that socioeconomic position is in the 

causal pathway between race (and with ~t, racial discrimination) and crime and violence 

(1987). This is consistent with research iin South Africa that has illustrated a link between 
I 
I 

violent victimisation, race, and social dfpravation (Masuku, 2002). In the bivariate analysis, 

Coloured, White and Asian households iare significantly less likely than Black households to 
I 

experience a death due to violence in thr past year. Table 20 Modell (modelling the effects 

of employment and demographic charaJteristics on household death due to violence) suggests 
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that White/Asian households are at a reduced risk of experiencing a violent death compared to 

Black families. This protective association is not found when household wealth is controlled 

for instead of employment (Table 19 Modell), indicating that the effects of race and 

household wealth may be more interrelated than race and employment. When household 

wealth is added to the model with employment and demographics of the household head, the 

effect of race is diminished (Table 20 Model 2). 

In South Africa, race and socioeconomic position are strongly linked to residential area due to 

the Group Areas Act that forced Black Africans to live in designated areas that provide 

inadequate living conditions. Households in informal urban areas (that are characterised by 

overcrowding, lack of infrastructure and public facilities, poor lighting and unsanitary 

conditions), were nearly twice as likely to have a death due to violence as households in 

formal urban areas (OR= 1.92; 95% CI: 1.04,3.56). This association has been found 

previously (Schonteich and Louw, 2001; Masuku, 2002). 

S.3 Discrepancies between household and individual level results 

Employment and education at the individual level are risk factors for violence, yet when 

measuring these variables at the household level via the household head they are protective 

against violence. Analyses at the individual and household levels could have produced 

differing results for a variety of reasons. First, it is important to consider the difference in the 

outcomes for each level of analysis. At the individual level, violent injury that occurred within 

the previous month is the outcome of interest while at the household level violent death that 

occurred in the previous year is the outcome. It could be plausible that the difference in risk 
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factors is due to the difference in assessi~g morbidity versus mortality. Self-inflicted injuries 

were excluded from the dependent varia~le for the individual level analysis due to the 

different risk factors that may be associa~ed with this category of violence; however, deaths 
! 

due to violence included both suicide as ~ell as interpersonal violence. For this reason, there 
! 

may be inconsistency in the effects of sifilar measures of socioeconomic position for the two 

outcomes. Inconsistency could also be dre to measurement bias between the two different 

outcomes. Information on both outcome~ was gathered by the individual who answered the 

household questionnaire. While it is dO~tful that a death due to violence in the past year 
I 

would be forgotten, the respondent maylnot know of (or remember) a violent injury ofa 
I 

household member within the past mont~, therefore bias may have been introduced in this 

latter situation. 

Secondly, it is important to consider thejdifferences in the measures of socioeconomic 
I 

position for each level of analysis. Emp~Oyment and education of the head of household 

provide an indication of the wealth of~e household, not the status of the individual who died 
I 

due to violence. Deaths (in general) cou~d be more associated with lower income households 
I 

than injuries due to lack of access to he~lth services or poor emergency response. This may 

explain why the trend associated with tJe asset index was more defined in the household level 
I 
I 

analysis, and why employment and edufation were protective rather than risk factors for the 

outcome. At the individual level, alcoh11 use was significantly associated with household 

wealth; people who were in the first quirtile of the asset index were more likely to be at-risk 

drinkers than people in the fifth quintil~ of the asset index. This relationship showed a dose

response with increasing household w+th. Since there were no data collected on the 
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individuals who had died in the past year, it could be extrapolated from the individual level 

analysis that those in the poorer quintiles of the asset index may have been more likely to 

have abused alcohol than those in the wealthier quintiles. Use of alcohol could have 

confounded the relationship between the asset index and violent death and explain why the 

asset index was a more significant risk factor for violence at the household level. 

5.4 Limitations of the research 

5.4.1 Study design 

While cross-sectional studies are frequently used for descriptive epidemiology, results must 

be interpreted with care when using this study design for analytic analysis. Two of the more 

significant drawbacks of cross-sectional studies are the inability to establish temporality in 

many instances and the likelihood of over-sampling prevalent cases of long duration. This 

study did not suffer from the latter drawback, as the outcome was measured over the past 

month, and injuries of varying severity (as long as they warranted medical attention) were 

included in this measure. The way in which cross-sectional studies gather infonnation on both 

exposure and outcome at the same point in time inevitably produces problems establishing 

temporality. When temporality cannot be determined, causal associations between 

socioeconomic position and other risk factors and violence cannot be established. 

Establishing temporality is a particular problem with respect to the relationship between 

employment and the experience of violence at the individual level. The independent variable 

gathers infonnation on the past week and the dependent variable gathers infonnation on the 

previous month. If an individual did not work in the past seven days, it could be due to an 
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injury that was the result of violence thatlhad occurred sometime in the past month thus 

diluting the measure of effect between e~ployment and violence. In the case of risk factors 

such as race, sex, age, and even educatio~, temporality can be established since these 

characteristics are genetic or take place ~efore the onset of an injury that occurred within the 

last month. It could be argued that temp~rality could be established in the relationship 
I 

between the asset index and the experienFe of a violent injury. Because wealth was measured 

by housing structure, ownership of matefial possessions and sanitation it could be possible 

that a death in the past year/injury in the jpast month may not have altered the household level 

of wealth even if the incident was experi~nced by the families breadwinner. SADHS data 
1 

indicate that residential mobility rates art lower among the less well-off population, which is 

also the group that is more likely to exp1rience violence. This could indicate that a death due 

to violence in the last year did not prece1e the conditions of the housing structure or access to 

public resources (such as drinking waterlor sanitation) all of which are elements of the asset 

index. 

5.4.2 Small sample size 

With only 88 injuries in the individual s,mple and 103 deaths in the household sample, 
I 

statistical efficiency was compromised; ~articularly when multivariate regression analysis was 
i 

conducted. The model building process ~esulted with many insignificant risk factors in the 

model, which could in part be due to thel small sample size. As the sample size decreases, the 

likelihood that produced results are due 10 chance increases, therefore point estimates that 
I 

I 

indicate a variable as either a protective pr risk factor for violence must be interpreted with 

care. 
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The small number of people experiencing a violent injury required combining violence that 

occurred inside with violence that occurred outside of the home. This could lead to a diluted 

effect of some risk factors, as risk factors are different between the two phenomena (see Table 

11). Similarly, the small number of people experiencing violence led to the grouping of child 

and adult victims which could have different risk factors associated with them. For example, 

employment may be a significant risk factor for violence in adults, but employment status of 

the parents may be a more appropriate measure of socioeconomic position for children. 

Nearly 15% of reported incidences of violence involved people under the age of 15 years. 

The small number of injuries and deaths due to violence also led to the inability to observe the 

effect of interaction between variables. For example, the interaction between wealth of the 

household and the employment of the head of the household may be significant in estimating 

risk of violent death in the household. 

5.4.3 Information bias 

Information bias may have been presented in the analysis through employment and race 

classifications and resulted in nondifferential misclassification of these variables. 

Employment was based on work for payment in the previous seven days, which may not have 

been an adequate proxy for' employed' or 'unemployed'. An individual or head of household 

may have recently lost his/her job and therefore was classified as unemployed but may have 

been employed when injured due to violence. This misclassification is even more likely in the 

household level analysis. If the head of household did not work in the past week, they were 
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classified as unemployed although the e4perience of a violent death in the household was 

measured for the previous year. 

I 

I 

The assumption that individuals lived in ~aciallY homogenous households may have resulted 
I 

in the nondifferential misclassification otrace was possible for nearly 27,000 of the 47,091 
I 

individuals for whom race data was analrsed. However, since race data was collected on all 

adults in the households that were selectfd for the adult survey and on all adult females in 

every household, there were usually multiple people in each household that had race 

I 

information recorded. The degree of misflassification was reduced because the application of 

race classification to remaining member, was not conducted if races conflicted. The small 

number of people experiencing violent i1juries and the importance of race in South African 

research made the assignment of race nefessary to maintain statistical efficiency and get as 

accurate a depiction of this relationship ~s possible. 

The assignment of each household to a crmbined asset score based on the variables included 

in the asset index could have also led to fITor in measurement of socioeconomic position 
I 

I 

based on household wealth. For example~ questions in the SADHS inquiring about car 

ownership, television ownership, or wall I material do not provide information regarding the 
I 

quality, quantity or age of these items, lerving a lot of room for discrepancy. 

Nondifferential misclassification general~y dilutes the association between the two variables. 

This occurs because categories are grOU~d together- as employed/unemployed, different 

racial categories, or based on yes/no or c~tegOriCal responses to questions on the SADHS 
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regarding asset ownership or building materials. When it is anticipated that the outcome is 

dependent on the assignment of one ofthese categories the nondifferential misclassification of 

individuals to these categories results in a smaller effect size than would otherwise be 

observed. This miscIassification could account for the insignificant results obtained 

predominantly in the multivariate regression models at both the individual and household 

levels. 

5.4.4 Error in measuring socioeconomic position 

Error in measurement of socioeconomic position is feasible due to the complexity of 

economic and social factors that determine an individual's position in society. While the 

measures used in this research were similar to those frequently used in the field of social 

epidemiology (Lynch and Kaplan, 2000), it cannot be ensured that they are accurate 

estimates. In fact, research in the United States has shown that single measures of income or 

education as a predictor for health outcomes grossly underestimates the extent to which 

socioeconomic position plays a role in determining the health inequalities between the 

African-American and white popUlations (Krieger et aI., 1993; Krieger, 1994). The 

complexity of racial inequalities in South Africa could further exacerbate the problems 

associated with relying on a single measure of socioeconomic position as a predictor of 

violence even when other social or economic measures are controlled for. It has been shown 

that experiences accumulated over the life course can have substantial impact on health 

outcomes, particularly with respect to the cumulative effects socioeconomic position (Lynch 

and Kaplan, 2000); therefore it is important to consider that data for each measure of 

socioeconomic position were collected at one point in time for each individual or household. 
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The use of a socioeconomic variable in ~ cross-sectional study such as this may result in an 

underestimation of the effect of socioecfnomic position on health outcomes. 

i 
I 

The effect of measurement error on the results is likely to be non-differential, therefore the 

effect size between socioeconomic posi~ion (as measured by the asset index, employment, or 

education) and the experience of violence would most likely be diluted. 

5.4.5 Age of the data 
I 

The data used for this research was conducted in 1998 and made available in 2001. The social 

and economic landscape in South AfriC~ has continually progressed since democracy and it 

will be important to assess these change~ and the effect that socioeconomic position has on 
I 

violence using the 2003 South African qemOgraPhiC and Health Survey. Of particular interest 

may be the relationship between race, sQcioeconomic position and violence as state-level 

efforts have focused on previously disa~vantaged populations. Results of the 2003 SADHS 

are not yet available. 

5.4.6 Variables that were missingjro,), the analysis 

Owing to the fragility of the data, varia~es included in multivariate analyses were kept to a 

minimum. For this reason, the number of people in the household was not controlled for in 
! 

multivariate regressions at the househol4 level and this may have had an impact on the 
i 

likelihood of experiencing a violent dea¥ in the past year. 
I 
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5.5 Strengths of the research 

5.5.1 Filling a research gap 

The aim of this research was to fill the gap of quantitative national-level violence research in 

South Africa. This research provided an overview of the epidemiology of violence in South 

Africa that enables researchers working on small-area studies or studies that address particular 

types of violence (for example, youth violence or violence against women) to compare results 

to those at the national level or an earlier time period. The SADHS is currently the only 

nationally representative database that collects information on the experience of violence in 

such a way that area of residence of the victim is maintained and information on a variety of 

risk factors is collected. While the National Injury Mortality Surveillance System (NIMSS) 

collects data on deaths due to violence using registries it is overrepresented in urban areas and 

victim residence or socioeconomic position cannot be determined due to the nature of data 

collection and information gathered. It is also important to note that while deaths due to 

violence were analysed, this research also assessed the risk factors for non-fatal outcomes that 

are due to violence, an outcome that is much less researched in South Africa (Bradshaw et aI., 

2003). 

5.5.2 Provision of both relative and absolute measures of association between 

socioeconomic position and violence 

In social epidemiology, the most common approach to expounding the socioeconomic 

differences in health is to compare extreme socioeconomic categories and express the result in 

a rate ratio (Lynch and Kaplan, 2000). Because of the binary nature of the dependent variable 

and the consequent need to use logistic regression in this analysis, odds ratios are provided 
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rather than rate ratios which may result ~n the inflation of the actual effect size between 
I 

measures of socioeconomic position an~ violence. A problem associated with comparing the 
i 

effects of only the extreme categories of socioeconomic position on health is that the rest of 
I 

the population is left out of the analysis [(for example results are presented as comparisons 

between higher education and no educa~ion or between the poorest population and the 

wealthiest population). In this study, an.lysis was conducted in such a way that relative 

associations were examined at not only Fhe extreme values of socioeconomic position, but for 

each group in the population (based on ~he quintiles of the asset index). Secondly, education 
i 

was used as a continuous variable in thel analysis so that data was not lost in the process of 

categorisation. This means that results c~ be interpreted for the whole population and the 
I 

effect of increasing education (by year) ls shown with respect to the likelihood of experiences 

a violent injury or death. A further draiack to the use of relative measures to determine the 

public health impact of differences in sfioeconomic position is that the absolute impact of 
I 

the gradients is not identified (Lynch an~ Kaplan, 2000). In this analysis the asset index is 
I 

divided into quintiles and injury and der rates for each quintile (Tables 10 and 17 

respectively) provide an absolute level of risk associated with each wealth category. From a 

public health perspective, the absolute ri~k associated with different levels of socioeconomic 

position is more effective than relative Iljleasures such as rate and odds ratios, particularly 

when comparing changes in socioeconofic inequalities over time and among different 

populations (Mackenbach and Kunst, 1 $7). 
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5.5.3 Potential biases assessed 

Because the respondent of the household questionnaire provided infonnation on violent 

injuries for the entire household, data were analysed to assess for a difference in the self

reporting of violence versus the reporting of violence experienced by others in the household. 

Being a respondent was not associated with reporting violence in general (OR= 1.33; 95% CI: 

0.80,2.21), although was significantly associated with the report of violence inside the home 

(OR= 2.98, 95% CI: 1.47, 6.01). There are a variety of explanations for this finding. These 

include a larger proportion of female household questionnaire respondents and women were 

more likely to experience violence in the home (although not significantly so), there may be 

willingness to discuss such personal incidences only if occurring to one's self, or there could 

be a lack of knowledge about abuse that occurs within the home between other members of 

the family. These explanations are also supported by the finding that family size is protective 

against violence occurring inside the home (OR= 0.74; 95% CI: 0.62, 0.89), but is not 

associated with violence occurring outside the home (OR= 0.98; 95% CI: 0.87, 1.12). Larger 

families result in the reliance of violence data for a larger number of people on the individual 

who answers the questionnaire, and as mentioned these people may not be aware of violence 

occurring, or may not feel comfortable discussing violence within the household unless it had 

happened to them. Alternatively, this result may not be due to responder bias, but rather a true 

effect of larger families; as the household size increases, violence decreases due to the shame 

or social stigma associated with domestic abuse. 
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I 

5.6 Unanswered questions and fut~re research 

5.6.1 Analysis of mediating variables 

Some epidemiological research identify~g and analysing potential mediating factors between 

poverty and violence in South Africa h~ begun to take place at the community level (Ahmed 

et aI., 2004). Particularly as emPlOyment and education were identified as risk factors for 
I 

violence at the individual level in this ~alysis (which juxtaposes results that have been found 
I 

in other settings), potential mediating vfiables need to be identified and further explored so 

this relationship is better understood. 

I 
I 

I 
I 

5.6.2 Analysis of the effect of income il"lequality on violence 
I 

The relationship between income inequ,lity and health has been studied in various contexts 

throughout the world and focuses on thel effect of relative income or wealth rather than 

absolute measures of income on health 1utcomes. Income inequality and violence began with 

the work on social disorganisation theor and juvenile delinquency in urban areas by Shaw 

and McKay in 1942 and continued with rhe work by Blau and Blau in 1982 on economic 

I 
inequality and violent crime, and sampin. Raudenbush and Earl on income inequality, 

collective efficacy, and violent crime in 1997. Collectively, these studies have guided much of 

the work in this field. 

In a review of intemationalliterature ad ressing the relationship between income inequality 

and health (including violence), Wag rand van Doorslaer (2000) identified the Income 

Inequality Hypothesis (IIH) as a hypoth sis (although not always explicitly termed as such) 

frequently used to explain how income eets health. The IIH focuses on the contextual effect 
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of income inequality at the group level on individual level health, and stresses the 

psychological and social impact income inequality has on individuals due to the comparative 

processes it inevitably produces. In the United States, multilevel research has shown that in 

some settings state level income inequality is significantly associated with homicide and 

violent crime (Krahn, et aI., 1986; Sampson et aI., 1997) and is a stronger predictor of 

homicide and violent crime than absolute poverty (Kennedy et aI., 1998). Kennedy and 

colleagues (1996) found that homicide was the cause of death most strongly associated with 

income inequality in the United States and demonstrated that the combined effects of income 

inequality and poverty accounted for over half of the variation in homicide rates between the 

50 states in 1996. In Japan, the income gap has been narrowing significantly since the 1970s 

and the country has not experienced the rise in crime other developed countries have (rates are 

actually declining in urban cities) (Wilkinson, 1994). The IIH has been taken a step further in 

violence research (as well as in other fields) by addressing the specific mediating factors that 

link income inequality to increased rates of violence in a population. For example, Sampson 

et al. (1997) found that collective efficacy (defined by the researchers as the combination of 

social cohesion and the willingness to act for the collective benefit of the neighbourhood) 

mediated the relationship. Since, others have shown various measures of social cohesion and 

social capital to link income inequality with violence (Kennedy et aI., 1998; Kawachi et aI., 

1999). 

While many studies have examined the relationship between income inequality and 

health/violence, there are very few studies conducted in developing countries (Kaplan, 2004; 

Waters et aI., 2004), making it difficult to determine the applicability of this association to the 
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developing country context. Much of the I research conducted outside of the United States has 

failed to show an association between in¢ome inequality and health/violence (Jones et aI., 

2004; Blakely et aI., 2003; Gerdtham an1 Johannesson, 2001 in Subramanian and Kawachi, 

2004; Shibuya et aI., 2002; Osler et aI., ~02). This could be due to their more egalitarian 

political system (such as in Japan, Swed~, and Denmark) and therefore a lesser gradient of , 

inequality, or due to studies confining thtir analysis to smaller geographic scales (to areas 

within a single city versus multiple citie~ within a province or state for example). It has been 

suggested that further research examinin~ the association between income inequality and 

health outcomes is needed in societies th~t are as unequal, or more unequal, than the United 

States (Subramanian and Kawachi, 2004,. This recommends South Africa as a society in 

which to study this association. 

The 2003 South African Human Development Report (SAHDR) concluded that inequality in 

both income and wealth has increased injrecent years. Using the Gini coefficient as an 

indicator (the Gini coefficient is based ot a scale of 0-1 where I equals total inequality), rates 

have increased from .60 in 1995 to .63 i~ 2001, making South Africa one of the most 

inequitable societies in the world (SADtf., 2003). For comparison, the Gini coefficient in 

Brazil (1989) was .596, Zimbabwe (199~) .568, Zambia (1996) .524, Sweden (1992) .324, 
I 

and the United States (1991) .379. Thes~ statistics came from the high-quality database of 

Deininger and Squire (1996) used and u~dated by the World Bank. This database accepted the 

Gini coefficient of South Africa (1993) t~ be .623 (World Bank, 2004). In South Africa, levels 

of inequality have increased across all pjovinces, sexes and races, and have clustered 

disproportionately in particular geOgrap~iC areas and races (SAHDR, 2003). 

I 
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5.6.3 Methodological next steps: multilevel analysis 

Research in this area would greatly benefit from the aggregation of socioeconomic measures 

(such as employment rates, percentage of the population who is not formally educated, or the 

percentage of the population living in poverty) to the group level (be it a 'community' as 

defined by the census tracts, or a district). Using group level data, researchers could explore 

the ways in which individual level outcomes are affected by processes and contexts at the 

larger geographic level. Diez-Roux (l998) summarises the types of studies conducted in the 

social sciences in the following manner: 

Independent Variable Dependent Variable Type of Study 

Group level Group level Ecological 

Individual level Individual level Individual level 

Group and individual level Individual level Multilevel or contextual 

As shown, a multilevel analysis uses individual and group level data to determine outcomes at 

the individual level. This form of analysis is needed to determine if the relationship between 

group level variables and violence is contextual or compositional. If contextual, the 

association found is due (at least in part) to group level characteristics. The results ask the 

question: What is happening socially or economically in these areas to make them more 

violent? For example, contextual associations between income inequality and violence could 

stem from the breakdown in social norms or social cohesion and trust that result from 

inequitable living areas. Further studies would then be required to begin to identify possible 

pathways that explain the relationship. The association is found to be compositional ifthe 
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I 

association between income inequality mid violence occurs when the only variables included 

in the analysis are group level. When indtviduallevel risk factors are accounted for (such as 

income, employment, and education) an1 the association disappears, it can be concluded that 

income inequality was only found to be ~ risk factor for violence because of the natural 
I 

grouping of low income people in inequitable areas. 

The ecological model (which considers s~cietal, community and household level factors) has 

long been used for understanding the det~rminants of violence (Krug et al., 2002). However, 

without considering individual factors, et' ological studies cannot determine the contextual 

effect of community level factors on the elationship. With respect to income inequality and 
, 

violence, the association could be the re~lt of compositional effects of income inequality (the 

aggregation oflarge numbers of poor pe,ple in an area). The true risk factor for violence may 

be poverty (at an individual level) rather ~han income inequality (at the group level). Results 

from ecological studies may also fall prer to the ecological fallacy. This fallacy occurs when 
I 

associations found at the group level faBlto be found at the individual level. 

Conversely, when analyses are based on~ on data collected at the individual level, 

characteristics of social groups that may ~ave a significant impact on an individual's 

behaviour are neglected in the analysis. * has increasingly been demonstrated that group level 
I 

factors influence individual health outco~es (Deiz-Roux, 1998). Thus, failing to consider 

variables at the group level will result in Ian incomplete understanding of the determinants of 

violence. 
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Identifying the contextual factors that influence rates of violence within a community by 

controlling for individual variability within the groups will assist in developing primary 

prevention approaches to change upstream risk factors (or the risk factors for risk factors). 

Multilevel analysis also makes it possible for researchers to identify the geographic level at 

which income inequality plays a role in predicting rates of violence at the community and 

household levels, thereby ensuring that social/community development efforts are targeted at 

the level in which income inequality is most associated with violence. While economic 

policies may be more appropriate at the provincial or national levels, social and human 

development efforts that influence the potential pathways that link income inequality to 

violence (such as community cohesiveness, feelings of lack of control, and willingness to act 

for the benefit of the group) could be implemented at the smaller geographic levels. 

By beginning to look at the risk factors for violence and potentially mediating variables 

through a multilevel framework, we can begin to examine the way in which the social and 

economic context is affecting violent behaviours and experiences. Through this, analysis on 

the differences between neighbourhoods can be used to inform decisions with the goal of 

eliminating disparities in health outcomes. It is time to examine levels of inequality that still 

pervade many areas of the country and look critically at the effect this has on the health and 

well-being of individuals who are continually confronted with what others have and what they 

cannot attain. 
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5.6.4 Challenges and criticisms of the Jultilevel approach 

This statistical methodology does not cOnjle without its pitfalls and challenges. For example, 

creating an operational definition of 'c01munity' may prove to be difficult, as this term 

implies more than geographic boundariesl Large studies of group level effects are often 

reduced to using formal geographic boun(:Iaries that may make it difficult to interpret the 

effects of area level socioeconomic statu~ or other variables if residents themselves don't 

consider themselves as a part of that unit.. In past research 'communities' have been 
I 

operationalised as census tracts, counties, districts, or even states (Diez-Roux, 200 I). 

It is also difficult to determine how lengt~ of time in the community affects the role it plays in 

health outcomes, as well as the effect of tpoving from either a similar or different type of 

neighbourhood (Diez-Roux, 2001). For e~ample high mobility in an area may result in little 

or no contextual effect of the area, or the bstablishment of social or economic policies may 

change the extent to which the environm~nt has an effect over an individual's health and well-

being over time. 

If group level contexts are associated wi+ violent or poor health outcomes, there is no doubt 

in the complexity of the causal pathwaysi(Diez-Roux, 2004). For example, it may be difficult 

to determine whether the individualleve~ variables are mediators or confounders in the causal 

pathway, the extent to which the variabl~ at the individual level overlaps with the group level 

measure of that variable, or to determine kemporality of the relationship between the 

individual and group level variables. 
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Oakes (2004) challenges the validity of using neighbourhood level variables to measure the 

'contextual effect' of the neighbourhood. This argument centres on the inevitable 

'dependence' of observations within a given neighbourhood; hence the grouped data that 

formulates a neighbourhood level variable is not based on independent observations, a key 

tenet in regression analysis. This presents a problem for causal inference as it is impossible to 

randomise people to neighbourhoods and there are significant deviations from the 

counterfactual as a result. In his argument, Oakes stresses that people are often 'selected' into 

a residential area, for example because of similar socioeconomic status, values, or lifestyle 

choices and while living in the same area, become more similar through similar exposures and 

social contact with one another. While a researcher can control for some of these factors, it is 

impossible to control for all of them without running into significant statistical problems due 

to sparse data. 

Many of these challenges are not unique to the multilevel approach but to all observational 

studies. While Oakes (2004) has demonstrated the difficulty in drawing causal inference from 

results using this method that is not to say the method is invalid. Rather, a contextual 

association found can be used to further develop theories and conduct more specific 

quantitative studies using more precise community level measurements (Diez-Roux, 2004). It 

is from this point that intervention studies and qualitative studies can also be of benefit to 

determine the contextual effects of the environment on individual behaviour and outcomes. 
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5.7 Linking epidemiological resear~h with intervention and prevention initiatives 

5.7.1 Addressing violence with social ekidemiology 

It is imperative that violence is addressedl as a public health problem and analysed in light of 

the social contexts in which it is highly ptevalent. Like other health issues, research on 
I 

violence needs to focus on populations t~t have both very high and very low rates of violent 

injury and death. This is the role of ePideFiologiC research; to compare and contrast these 

populations and decipher what the risk arld resilience factors are that may begin to explain the 

differing rates of violence. It is clear that Iviolence is not driven by biologic phenomenon, 

rather, it stems from social processes at ~e household or community level. As interest in 
, 

, 

social epidemiology as a methodology tol critically examine more traditional public health 
I 

issues (that generally have biomedical ri~k factors as well), it is necessary that this method 
I 

continues to be applied to the field of viollence prevention and intervention research. 

Epidemiological studies need to continu~ investigating the relationship between violence and 
i 

socioeconomic position, particularly as ~e social and economic environment in South Africa 

is rapidly changing. Data can be gathere4 for quantitative analysis through surveys such as the 

SADHS, but also through surveillance m~chanisms such as the Medical Research Council's 
I 

National Injury Mortality Surveillance srstem (NIMSS). Surveillance mechanisms are a 

critical component to epidemiological re,earch. Data from the surveillance system is analysed 

to identify the trends and characteristics fresent in the occurrence of violence within a 
I 

population. Based on these results violenFe prevention policies and programmes can then be 
, 

developed in response. Further surveillaltce and data analysis is then used to monitor the 
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occurrence of violence as well as changes in patterns and trends of violence as a way to 

measure success. 

5.7.2 Research implications for developing interventions to reduce violence in South Africa 

Currently in South Africa, the response to violence is heavily weighted on the reactive side 

rather than the preventive one, as response is strongest in the fields of law enforcement and 

criminal justice. However, it is clear from this research that the issues surrounding violence 

expand far beyond those that can be addressed through the criminal justice system alone. 

Violence has an immense impact on the health of an individual as well as the community at 

large and as a result the field of public health is increasingly taking larger roles in community 

violence prevention efforts. Using primary prevention as a framework, the public health 

approach to violence prevention does not focus specifically on offenders; rather they are 

designed for the community and address mUltiple risk factors for violence, as well as risk 

factors for risk factors (often termed as the 'upstream approach'). 

South Africa is rapidly expanding their surveillance mechanisms through the development of 

the National Non-Fatal Injury Surveillance System (NANFISS) that looks specifically at 

violent injury as well as other types of injury. However, data from the NANFISS remains very 

limited. In the future, data from these surveillance systems could juxtapose that of the 

SADHS for a more complete national profile of violence. It would be beneficial if the survey 

data and surveillance data were able to merge on a geogmphic level so that socioeconomic 

variables from survey data could be used in the analysis of surveillance data (which may have 

a more accurate picture ofviolence as responder bias would be eliminated). 
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Based on the patterns of violence and ris~ factors identified through surveillance and 

! 

epidemiological analysis, it is important tp set measurable goals to reduce violence and 

develop interventions to meet those goalsi For example, this analysis found that employment 

was a risk factor for violence at the indiv~uallevel, yet employment of the household head 

was protective against violence within th~ household. Further investigation is needed to 

decipher the pathways that may cause eJ,loyment to be a risk factor for violence. Could it be 

due to the nature of the informal sector id which a majority of South Africans work? Is it due 

to a greater chance of being in unsafe arer due to commuting to and from work (which is 
I 

frequently on foot or through mini-bus tafi's, an industry where violent occurrences are 

common (Gilbert, 1996». Once these pa~ways can be more distinctly identified, specific 

interventions such as creating safer outd~r spaces for pedestrians in frequently travelled 

areas, or involving more community resppnse and crime prevention teams .in and around taxi 

ranks, can be designed and implemented. I 
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APPENDIX A: Person, Women, and Household Questionnaires from the 1998 South 

African Demographic and Health Survey 



or> 
1211198 

SOUTH AFRICAN DEMOGRAPHIC AND HEALTH SURVEY 
ADULT HEALTH QUESTIONNAIRE 

IDENTIFICATION 

PROVINCE ______________________________________________________ ___ 

DISTRICT 

EA NUMBER .•.....•....•.........................•.....•....•..............•.•......... 

EA TYPE ........•.......•......•.......•..•...•.••....••...•....••..•..•..••••..•.•.... 

SACHS a.USTER NUMBER .•.•...••...•.......••.•.........•••••.••..••..•.•..•......•.•. 

HOUSEHOLD NUMBER ••....•...• 

NAME AND LINE NUMBER OF ADULT ________________________________ ___ 

NAMEOFHOUSEHOLDHEAC ______________________________ ___ 

DATE 

INTERVIEW ER'S NAME 

RESULT" 

NEXT VISIT: 

"RESULT CODES: 

DATE 

TIME 

2 3 

DAY 

MONTH 

YEAR 

NAME 

RESULT 

TOTAL 
NO. OF 
VISITS 

""."." ",.".,,, t:mm 
In::t' mm:i' 

FINAL VISIT 

1 COMPLETED 
2 NOT AT HOME 

4 REFUSED 
6 PARTLY COMPLETED 

7 OTHER ______ -.;;;==~----_ 
(SPECIFY) 

3 POSTPONED 6 INCAPACITATED 

LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE • 

LANGUAGE OF INTERVIEW ••.••.•.•...•.•.•...•......•...•............................... 

HOME LANGUAGE OF RESPONDENT ...................................................... . 

TRANSLATOR USED (yES = 1, NO = 2) •................•.•.....•.......•.•......•.•......... 

01 ENGLISH 
02 AFRIKAANS 
031sIXHOM 

SUPERVISOR 

NAME 

DATE 

04 lsi ZULU 
06 SeSOTHO 
06 SeTSWANA 

LANGUAGE CODES 

NAME 

DATE 

07 SePEDI 
08 SISWATI 
09 TshlVENDA 

FIELD EDITOR 

A-ENG 1 

10 ZITSONGA 
11 lsiNDEBELA 

OFFICE 
EDITOR 

I 

KEYED BY 

I",.,., .1..".".·1 
r 



NO. QUESTIONS AND FILTERS 

SECTION t i HEALTH SERVICE UTILIZATION 

1. During the I.t month have )'Ou been to any of the fo 100000ng health 2. Wereyou 3. Why were )'Ou not satisfied with the 
services for medical care for )'Ourself: satisfied with the eare you received at (PLACE)? 

P OBE eareyou 
received at 
(PLACE)? 

A Day Hospital? YES NO YES NO LONG WAIT ••••••..••...•..•... 01 
SHORT CONSULTATION .......... 02 

1 2-, 1-, 2 STAFF RUDElUNKlND ......•..•.• 03 

· DIDN'T SEE DOCTOR ............ 04 

· OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 

B Government Hospital/Government YES NO YES NO LONG WAIT .................... 01 
Clinic? SHORT CONSULTATION .......... 02 

1 2-, 1-, 2 STAFF RUDElUNKIND .•.•.....•.• 03 

· DIDN'T SEE DOCTOR ........•... 04 

· 
i 

OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 

C Privata Hospltallf'rivata Clinic? YES I NO YES NO LONG WAIT .•.•••••..........•. 01 
! SHORT CONSULTATION ........•. 02 

1 2-, 1-, 2 STAFF RUDElUNKIND ..••.......• 03 

· DIDN'T SEE DOCTOR .•.•.....••• 04 

· OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 

0 District Su rgeon? YES NO YES NO LONG WAIT .•...•.........•..•. 01 
SHORT CONSULTATION •....••••. 02 

1 2-, 1-, 2 STAFF RUDEIUNKIND ..•.•..••.•. 03 
, · DIDN'T SEE DOCTOR ............ 04 

· I OTHER 96 

I 
(SPECIFY) 

E Privata Doctor? YES ! 
NO YES NO LQNGWAIT ..•.••••••••..••.. ,. 01 

SHORT CONSULTATION •.•••••.•. 02 
1 2-, 1-, 2 STAFF RUDElUNKIND .••••.•••••• 03 

· DIDN'T SEE DOCTOR ............ 04 

· OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 

F Chemist Shop? YES NO YES NO LONG WAIT .................... 01 
SHORT CONSULTATION ••..•••••• 02 

1 2-, 1-, 2 STAFF RUDE/UNKIND .••.••••.••• 03, 

· DIDN'T SEE DOCTOR •••••.••. , •• 04! 

· OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 

G Faith Healer? YES NO YES NO LONG WAIT .......•••••••..•.•. 01 
SHORT CONSULTATION ...•• , ..•. 02 

1 2-, 1-, 2 STAFF RUDElUNKIND ............ 03 

· DIDN'T SEE DOCTOR ............ 04 

· OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 

H TrsdKional Healer or Helballst1 YES NO YES NO LONGWAIT ••••...•.•....•.•••. 01 
SHORT CONSULTATION .••••.•... 02 

1 2-, 1-, 2 STAFF RUDElUNKIND ............ O~ 

· DIDN'T SEE DOCTOR . . . . . . . . .. .. ().< 

· OTHER III 
(SPECIFY) 

I Health SeNices at the Workplace? YES NO YES NO LONGWAIT .................... 01 
SHORT CONSULTATION •••••...•. 0, 

1 2-, 1-, 2 STAFF RUDElUNKlND ...•......•. Ol 

· DIDN'T SEE DOCTOR .. • .. .. .. ... ().< 

· OTHER ~ 
(SPECIFY) 
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J 

K 

L 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Home Based Care ServlcesIHouse YES NO YES NO LONGWAIT •.••••••.•.......... 01 
visits? SHORT CONSULTATION •......... 02 

1 2, 1, 2 STAFF RUDElUNKlND .•.•....•... 03 . DIDN'T SEE DOCTOR .....•...... 04 . OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 

Dentist/Orel hygienistlOrallherepist? YES NO YES NO LONG WAIT •.•.••••••.•...•.... 01 
SHORT CONSULTATION •••••••••• 02 

1 2, 1, 2 STAFF RUDElUNKlND •.•.....•..• 03 . DIDN'T SEE DOCTOR ............ 04 . OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 

Other? YES NO 

1 2 
SPECIFY 

Are you cowred bye Medical Aid or Medical Benefit Scheme? YES ............... 1 
(Any scheme thet he"s you pay for health/drug savlcas) NO ................ 2 

Have you had your blood pressure measured In the past 12 YES ............... 1 
months? NO ................ 2 

00 you know what your blood pressure Is? YES ............... 1 
NO ................ 2 -.8 

Ia it high, normal or low? HIGH .•......•.•.... 1 
NORMAL ............ 2 
LOW ............... 3 
DON'T KNOW ........ 8 

SECTION 2: FAMILY MEDICAL HISTORY 

8 Now I would like to ask you about your family. 00 you have a close blood relative (falher, mother, brolher, sister 
or chid) who has ever had any of the following conditions: 

SA 

8B 

8C 

80 

8E 

8F 

8G 

High Blood Pressure? 

Hearl attack or angina or chest pain when 8lCIIrtlng 
himselUhersell? 

IF 'YES', was 1\ before the age of 50 years? 

Stroke? 

High blood cholesterol or Fats? 

Diabetes or Blood Sugar? 

Cancar? 
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yES •.•••.•••......•.••..••..• 1 
NO ••.•.••••...........••••.•• 2 
DON'T KNOW ...•......•.•.•.•.• 8 

YES .......................... 1 
NO ........................... 2 
DON'T KNOW •.•.•.........•.•.. 8 

yES •.•..••••.....•........... 1 
NO .••..•.......••........•... 2 
DON'T KNOW •..••.•......•...•• 8 

yES .•..•.•.••.•••......•..••. 1 
NO •..•.•....•.••..•.••....... 2 
DON'T KNOW •.••.••.....•.••... 8 

YES .......................... 1 
NO ........................... 2 
DON'T KNOW •.•.•...........•.. 8 

YES .......................... 1 
NO ..••.••.••.....••......•••. 2 
DON'T KNOW .......••.•...•.... 8 

yES ..••...•.••.••..••..•.•... 1 
NO ...•..••.••...• , ....•...... 2 
DON'T KNOW ................... 8 

, 
-L. 
80 



SECTION r: CLINICAL CONDITIONS 

9 Now I would like to ask you about your own hea Ill. Has a doctor or nurse Of staff member at a clinic or at 
hospital tokl you that you had or heve any of the following condltlooa: 

SA High Blood Pressure? YES • •..........•..•••.•.•.•...•..•. 1 
NO .•.......•...•..•.••..•..••••.••• 2 ..., 
DON'T KNOW •••...••..••.•...•..•••.. 8 -L.9C 

9B IF "YES', when was the firat time that ~u were LAST 12 MONTHS ••••.•..•.•.... 1 
told you had high blood pressure? HAN A YEAR AGO .............. 2 

9C Heart attack or angina? YES • ..•.••...•.•••..• , •.•.••. " .... 1 
NO ••....•.....•••.•••.•••.••....... 2 ..., 
DON'T KNOW •.••........•••••••...... 8 -L.9E 

90 IF "YES", when was your heart attack or angina? IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS ............... 1 
MORE THAN A YEAR AGO .............. 2 

9E Stroke? 
I 

YES • ••.••.•••.•••....••••.•••...... 1 
NO •••.•••••.•..•.••••.••.•..•..•••. 2 ..., 
DON'T KNOW ......................... 8 -L·9G 

9F IF "YES", when did you have your strdte? IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS ............... 1 

i MORE THAN A YEAR AGO .............. 2 

9G High blood Cholesterol or fats? YES ................................ 1 
NO ........••..•...•.•..•...•••••.•. 2 ..., 
DON'T KNOW ...•.............••..•••. 8 -L·91 

9H I F "YES", when was the first time that bu were IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS ............... 1 
told lhat ~u had blood choiestelOl or. ts? MORE THAN A YEAR AGO .............. 2 

91 Diabetes or Blood Sugar? • YES • •••.••••..•••.•.••...•....••.•• 1 
NO ....•••..•.•••.••.•.•.......••.•. 2 ..., 
DON'T KNOW ......................... 8 -L.9K 

9J IF "YES', when wes the firat time that You ware IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS ............... 1 
told that you had diabetes or blood su ~ar? MORE THAN A YEAR AGO .............. 2 

9K EmphysemaIBronchltis? YES · ............................... 1 
NO .•.•...••.•..••..••.•.••.•.•.•••. 2 ..., 
DON'T KNOW ..•••.•..•••••.••.•...••. 8 -L·9M 

9L IF "YES", when was tha first tlma that you were IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS ............... 1 
told lhal ~u had amphysema or bron hUls? MORE THAN A YEAR AGO .............. 2 

9M Asthma? YES ................................ 1 

! 

NO ••••.....••...••..•••••....••••.. 2 ..., 
DON'T KNOW ...•.•••..•.••.•....•••.. 8 -L.9Q 

9N IF "YES" when was the first tlma that fou were IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS ............... 1 
told that you had asthma? MORE THAN A YEAR AGO .............. 2 

90 TB? YES ................................ 1 

! 
NO •••••.••.••••...•.•.••••••.•.••.• 2 ..., 
DON'T KNOW •.....•.•...••••••..••... 8 -L·9Q 

9P IF "YES" when _ the first time that ~ were IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS ............... 1 
told lhat ~u had TB? . MORE THAN A YEAR AGO .............. 2 

9PP How many episodes of TB have you 'far been 
treatad for? , 

: 
9Q Cancer? 

I 

YES ................................ 1 
NO •••••••••••..••.•.•••.•••..••.... 2 ..., 
DON'T KNOW ......................... 8 -L.12 

9R IF "YES", whan was the flrat time that!you were IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS ............... 1 
told that you hed cancer? MORE THAN A YEAR AGO ...•...••••.•• 2 
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10 Old the doctor/nurse/staff member at a hospital tal you YES • •••••..••••••••.•.••........•.. 1 
whet kind of cancar you have? NO .••••.••...•....••••.•.......•••• 2 , 

DON'T KNOW ......................... 8 -L.12 

11 What kind of cancar _re you told you had or have? LUNG CANCER ••.••...•.•.........••. A 
CERVICAUWOMB CANCER •........••.. B 

DO NOT READ THE LIST OF CANCERS. SKIN CANCER ....................... C 
BREAST CANCER ......... ~ .......... 0 
PROSTATE CANCER ...•...•....•.••.. E 
ESOPHAGEAL CANCER ................ F 

OTHER 
X 

(SPECIFY) 

12 Do you feel you have less breath when exerting yourself YES • ••....•.•.•.•.........•.•••.... 1 
when compared to other people your age? NO ••...••...•..........•.......•... 2 

DON'T KNOW •....•.•..•...•.•.•...••• 8 

13 During the lasl year have you had wheazlng or tightness of YES · ..••.••..•..••••....•••.••..•.• 1 
your chest. NO ••••••..•...••••.•.•.•...•.•.••.• 2 --, 

DON'T KNOW .••••.••••••...•••.•••••• 8 --L.16 

14 If 'YES' were you also short of breath? YES • ••.••.•..•.•••••••••••••••.•••• 1 
NO ..••.••••••.•.••••••••••••.••••.• 2 
DON'T KNOW .••••.•.••••••••...•....• 8 

15 Do you only get wheezing when you have a cold? YES ........................... , .... 1 
NO ••• * ~ •••••••••••• ............... 2 
DON'T KNOW ....•.•.•....•••.•.••..•. 8 

16 Is your sleep ever Interrupted by you coughing? YES • •.•..•••.•.••.•••••.••••••..•.• 1 
NO .••.•..••.••.••.•.•••.•..•••.•••• 2 
DON'T KNOW ...•..•.••.....•.•....... 8 

17 Is your sleep ever Intarruptad by wheezing or a tight chest? YES ................................ 1 
NO .••.......••.•..•.••••...•.•...•. 2 
DON'T KNOW .•.•..•...••••...•...•... 8 

18 Do you usually cough? YES ................................ 1 
NO ........ ..••••••.•.............. 2 --, 
DON'T KNOW ......................... 8 --L.21 

19 When you cough, do you usually bring up phlegm from your YES · ............................... 1 
chest? NO .••••••••...•.••..•....•.•.•.•.•. 2 --, 

DON'T KNOW ......................... 8 --L·21 

20 If "yes', have you brought up phlegm evary day for at laas! YES • •.•.••••••••.•••••.••......•.•• 1 
three months during the last year? NO •••••••••••.•••.•...•....••••.••. 2 --, 

DON'T KNOW ••••.••••••..••........•• 8 --L·21 

20A If 'yes' for how many years have you blOught up phlegm In ,-,--, 
this way? 1",,',,:1/,'''',1 

L...-L--l 

21 IS THE RESPONDENT A MAN OR A WOMAN? ., 
MAN knl WOMAN 

y --·26 . 
22 Now I am going to ask you some personal questlona. 

Please rememberthel this information will be kept strictly 
confidential. 
Some men experience pain during urination or have a YES · •.•...•.................•....•. 1 
discharge from the penis. During the last 3 months. have NO •..•...•.•..•.....•.........•..•. 2 
you noticed any such pain or dlschalge? 

24 Some men experience sores In the genital area. During the YES · .••.•..•..••.......••..••.••••• 1 
la8t 3 months. have you noticed any such _? NO •.•....•.•......•...•.•..••.••... 2 
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SECT ON 4: DENTAL HEALTH 

26 Now I want 10 esk you about your teeth. 
Do you think that there Is anything wrong In yo r mouth, teeth or YES .......................... 1 
gums? NO · ................... ~ ...... 2 -.2 

8 

27 Which of the falowing Itams do you feal Is a p~ blem: 

Your Teeth? TEETH ..•.•....••••....•••...• A 
Your Gums? GUMS ........................ B 
Ulcers/sores in the mouth? ULCERS/SORES IN THE MOUTH .,. C 
Dentures? DENTURES .................... 0 

Any other problems? OTHER X 
RECORD ALL MENTIONEp. (SPECIFY) 

28 Have you ever visited a dentist, an orel hyglenl ~ or an oni themplst YES · ...... ~ ........... ~ .... ~ . 1 
? NO · . ~ .................. ~ .... ~ . 2 

29 Heve you lost any of your netural teeth? 
, 

YES 1 , .......................... 
NO ........................... 2 -·34 

30 Do you have any of your naturel teeth? YES · .................... ~ .... 1 
NO ...................... . ... 2 

31 Do you wear e denture (false teeth)? YES, PARTIAL .•••..••••••• '" •. 1 
YES. TOTAUCOMPLETE .••••••.•. 2 
NO ........................... 3 

32 CHECK 30: HAS NO NATURAL TEETH HAS NATURAL r 
I -
, -
~ 1 . i TEETH lliiimi 
I L...L·34 

33 Do you usually rinse or cteen your mouth eve~ ~ay? YES ........................... 1 --, 
NO •••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •• 2 -L·38 

34 What do you do 10 look after your teeth. Do yo~ YES NO 

CleenlBrush your teeth? CLEANIBRUSH ........... 1 2 
Watch yourdlatn:et special foods? DIET/FOOD .............. 1 2 
Visit the dentist? VISIT DENTIST .......... " 1 2 

Anything alsa? OTHER 1 2 
(SPECIFy) 

35 CHECK 34: CLEAIIlIBRUSH 

• 

DOES NOT CLEAN/BRUSH 
r-1 
lii§i:1 37 

i 

Y . 
3B Do you usually brushlwash your teeth everyda~ YES · ......................... 1 

NO ........................... 2 

37 Do you own a toothbrush? YES .......................... 1 
NO · ......................... ~ ~ . 2 
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38 Some people say that fluoride mineral in the wetermakes the children MAKES TEETH STRONG ......•.. , 1 
and adults' natural teeth strong and healthy; DOES NOT MAKE TEETH STRONG . 2 

Other people say it does not. OTHER~ ____ ~~~~ __ _ 
(SPECIFY) 

6 

DON'T KNOW. • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. 8 
What do you think? 

SECTION 5: OCC\JPATIONAL HEALTH 

39 In the last 12 monthll, have you wotted forpaymant? YES · ... ~ ................. 1 
NO ...................•... 2 --45A 

40 In thel"t 12 months, have you had any injury or health problem related YES ...................... 1 
to your watt? NO ....................... 2 --43 

41 Old you stay a_y from work because ofthllinjury or problem? YES · .... ~ ................ 1 
NO ....................... 2 

42 Whet was the Injury or health problem? I , , --, 
I i!'di I ",@~ I ~!W!! I 
L......L--L.-J 

43 In the lalilt 12 months, have you had an existing Injury or health problem YES ...................... 1 
that _s aggravated or became wo ... at work? NO ....................... 2 --45A 

44 Old you stay a_y from work because ofthie injury or problem? YES ...................... 1 
NO ....................... 2 

45 What was the Injury or health problem? 
1 

45A Have you ever worked underground in a mine? YES · .................. '" 1 
NO ....................... 2 --46 

458 If "yas". what kind of mine was it? GOLD ...•...•............• A 
COAL ..................... B 

RECORD ALL ASBESTOS ................ C 
OTHER X 

(SPECIFY) 

45C How many years In total did you work underground? 
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46 Now I wanllo a8k you aboul any 
medication you lake. Do you U8e 
any medicine ragularlylhal hal 
baan prelded by a doctor or 
nurea? 

47 How many differenl medlcinel do 
you usa regularly? 

48 Do you know what the madlcation 
18 for? 

49 18 il for Hlllh Blood P ........ r.? 

50 Can you nama the madicallon? 

51 

WRITE DOWN THE NAME(S) OF 
THE MEDICATION. 

18 il for Dlabet.s1Suga" 

I 
SECTION 6: MEDICATION 

I 

NUMBEf .•..•••• • . • • • • . . . . . . • . • . . . •• I ,::Pi' I : ,[:::: , I 

YES ........................................ 1 
NO ........................................ 2 

~~S. ::] ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ 
DON'T K~OW .••..•••....•••...•.•••••••.•.... 8 

YES •• j •••••.•..••.....•••.•••••••••••.•.••. 1 
NO •••••..••.••••.•.••.•..•..•...•••.•..•••. 2 

L...J 

.-, 
I;ml 

.-, 

L...J 
I 

YES ••• 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
NO .... : ..................................... 2 
DON'T KNOW .•..•••••••••••.....•.•..•••••••• 8 
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52 Can you name the medication? 

WRITE DOWN THE NAME(S) OF 
THE MEDICATION. 

53 Is It for High Blood Cho .... ral? 

54 Can you name the medloation? 

WRITE DOWN THE NAME(S) OF 
THE MEDICATION. 

55 Is it for Anglnalch •• tpaln? 

yES ........................................ 1 
NO ............ ............................. 2 -'53 

L..J 

liBI 
L..J 

L..J 

r-1 

yES ........................................ 1 
NO ......................................... 2 
DON'T KNOW . ................................ 8 

YES ........................................ 1 
NO ......................................... 2 -'55 

I::rl 

'-1 

.-, 

L..J 

YES ........................................ 1 
NO ......................................... 2 l 
OON·TKNOW ................................. 8 -57 
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56 Can you name Ihe medication? 

WRITE DOWN THE NAME(S) OF 
THE MEDICATION. 

57 18 II for any olher H •• rt condition? 

58 Can you name Ihe medication? 

WRITE DOWN THE NAME(S) OF 
THE MEDICATION. 

Is il for Allhm •• Emphya.m. or 
59 Bronchltl.? 

i 

~~S . : : 1 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: ~ --57 

YES ....•..•....••.•••••.•••..••••••••.•••• 1 
NO •.•.••......••.••.• "'" .•••••••..•..... 2 

L...J 

1;,(1 

YES •.• 1 •••.••••••••••••............•.•.••.•• 1 

-.59 

NO ...• I ••••••••••••••••••••••....••••••••••• 2 .., 
DON'T KNOW ..••.....•••........•..••..•....• 8 -L.61 
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80 Csn you name the medication? 

81 

WRITE DOWN THE NAME(S) OF 
THE MEDICATION. 

II It for Tuberculo •• ? 

82 Can you name the medication? 

WRITE DOWN THE NAME(S) OF 
THE MEDICATION. 

83 00 you take It because you hed a 
Stroke? 

yES ........................................ 1 
NO ......................................... 2 --81 

yES ........................................ 1 
NO ......................................... 2 
DON'T KNOW. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... 8 

yES ........................................ 1 
NO ......................................... 2 ---83 

yES ........................................ 1 
NO ......................................... 2 
DON'T KNOW . ................................ 8 
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64 Can you nama tha medication? 

WRITE DOWN THE NAME(S) OF 
THE MEDICATION. 

YES ... .................................... 1 
NO ................................ ........ 2 --65 

i 

I 

L-J 

r---, 

• 
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65 NOW. ASK THE RESPONDENT TO SHOW YOU ALL THE 
MEDICATION TAKEN EVERY DAY DURING THE LAST MONTH. 
THEN WRITE DOWN THE NAMES OF ALL THE MEDICATIONS 
BELOW. 

NAME 

ii 

: 

, i i --y--,--r--r-, 
I ?;w l@til,i,Ii,:,:li,E;§ii I ~nm 1@}I,iii%; I 
L-L. I ! !--L-....L.-J 

,: 

65A Who pays for most of the prescribed medication that you use? 
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MEDICATIONS ARE LISTEQ 

YES .................................................................... 1 
NO ...................................................................... 2 --66 

NUMBER OF MEDICATIONS LISTED ..... 
,-,-, 
I (!I! 1m! I 
L-L-J 

RESPONDENT ..•..•......•.••.•.•.......... 01 
FAMILy •••.••..•••••......••.•.•••••.•.•••. 02 
MEDICAL AID •••••.••..•....•.•.•...•....... 03 

PROVIDED AT CLINIC OR PUBLIC HOSPITAL ..... 04 

EMPLOYER ...•..•..........•.•...••.•...... 05 

OTHER ______ ~~~~-------------
(SPECIFY) 
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SECJ]ON 7i HABITS AND LIFESTYLE 

Now I would like 10 ask you a few questions a~ut your dlel and other habits. 

66 How old were you at your last birthday? 
I 

.--.-----. 
AGE IN COMPLETED YEARS .... 1:,[i':,il::,u:1 , 

I I I 

88a Which rece group do you consider yourself? BLACK/AFRICAN .............. ,., .... 1 
COLOURED .......................... 2 
WHITE •••••••• '0 •••••••••••••••••••• 3 
ASIANIINDIAN ........................ 4 

67 Do you usually eat your food wry sally, Ightly altedor not VERY SALTY ••••••• 0 •• 0 ••••••••••••• 1 
saltad? LIGHTLY SAL TED ..................... 2 

NOT SALTED ..•..••......••.•.•...... 3 
DON'T KNOW ..•..••••.•..........•... 8 

88 Do you usually edd salt or AromatlFondor to yc ur serving of NO, I NEVER ADD SAL T/AROMAT •...•.•. 1 
food? YES, BUT I TASTE FIRST AND THEN ADD 2 

I YES, EVEN BEFORE HAVING TASTED FQQD3 
IF YES, Bafore or after lasting the food? I DON'T KNOW •••..•••••••••••••••...•. 8 

89 Do you eat salty snacks more often than threa Imes per YES ................................ 1 
week (Such as chips, nlknake, saited paanuts, • ally NO .................. ~ .. ~ .. ,. ........ 2 
biscuits, blltong, dried sausage, dried ftsh)? 

70 Do you personally think that you are undelW8lg ~t.nonnal UNDERWEIGHT .•••.••••••.•.••••••••• 1 
weight or oYerwelght? NORMAL WEIGHT •••.••..•••••••.••••• 2 

OVERWEIGHT ......................... 3 
DON'T KNOW """""""'" ., .•.•.. 8 

71 Haye you eYer smoked tobacco, used snuff or hewed YES ................................ 1 
tobacco? NO ................................. 2 -·81 

72 Have you ever smoked at least 100 cig_1Ias 5 packets of YES ................................ 1 
20 cigarettes) or the equivalent amount of toba i;co In your NO ................. ,' .............. 2 
lifetime? 

73 Have you ever smoked dally? YES . " .. ~ , .. ~ .......... ~ ............ 1 
NO ................................. 2 

74 On averege. what number d the followlrv item, do or did 
you smoke or use per day? MANUFACTURED CIGARETTES 

PROBE AND FILL IN NUMBER FOR EACH IT~M. 
HAND-ROLLED CIGARETTES 

'--'--1 
PIPEFULS OF TOBACCO l@j!l~ml 

t......l...-J 

'-'-1 
I CIGARS/CHEROOTS/CIGARillOS Iml;;'!,;1 
I t......l...-J 

.-.. 
SNUFF 1,~xlr&1 

L.....L-I 

,--,-, 

• 

CHEWING TOBACCO/PRUIMPIE I ~il;;dlitj I 
t......l...-J 

75 CHECK 74; EVER SMOKED CIGARETTEIS. PIPES USES SNUFF OR r-1 
OR CIGARS CHEWING TOBACCO 1~:1ili I 

L.....L.81 

. 
78 How many years have you smoked or did you mokeona ,--,---, 

dally basis? NUMBER OF YEARS ..................... I@;I;,;;:I 
t......l...-J 

(IF RESPONDENT HAS STOPPED AND STA TED 
AGAIN, ASK FOR TOTAL YEARS) 

A-ENG14 



77 How old were you when you started smoking reguleriy? 

78 Heye you eyer tried 10 quit smoking? 

79 Do you now smoke deily, occaslonelly or not et ell? 

AGE IN YEARS ................................. . 
r-r-, 
Im:I!!iml 
L-L-J 

yES ........................................ 1 
NO ......................................... 2 

DAILY ....................................... 1 -.81 
OCCASIONALLY .............................. 2 
NOTATALL .................................. 3 

80 How long has it been since you last smoked dally? LESS THAN «)1 MONTH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 01 
1 MONTH TO < 8 MONTHS ..................... 02 
8 MONTHS TO < 1 YEAR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 03 
1 YEAR TO < 5 YEARS ........................ 04 
5 YEARS TO < 10 YEARS ...................... 05 
10 YEARS OR MORE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 06 
NOT APPUCABLE ......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 08 

81 Some people think that smoking Is harmful 10 one's health; HARMFUL TO ONE'S HEALTH ................... 1 

82 

83 

84 

85 

88 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

GOOD FOR ONE'S HEALTH ..................... 2 
Other people think that smoking is good for your health; DOES NOT MATTER ......................... " 3 

Some people think It does not mett.to one's health 
whether ona smokes or not. 

What do you think? 

Do you live In a house where other people smoke clgerettes 
reguleriy? 

Do you now work in e job where other people smoke 
cigerettes around you? 

Heye you eyer worked In e job where you were regulariy 
exposed to smoke, dust, fumes or strong smels? 

How long did you work In thet Job? 

IF LESS THAN 1 YEAR, WRITE '00". 

Haye you eyer drunk elcohol? 

Do you drink elcohol now? 

How much alcohol do you drink on averege during the 
week? 

How much elcohol do you drink on a ... rsge on weekends? 

Haye you eyer fell that you should cut down on your 
drinking? 

Haye people annoyed you by criticizing your drinking? 

Haye you eyer fait bad or guilty about )'Our drinking? 

Have you ayer had a drink first thing In the morning to 
steedy your nerves or get rid of a hangover? 

yES ........................................ 1 
NO ......................................... 2 

yES ........................................ 1 
NO ......................................... 2 
I DON'T WORK .............................. " 8 

yES ........................................ 1 
NO ......................................... 2 -.86 

r--T-, 
yEARS ..................................... I){I){I 

L_.L __ J 

yES ........................................ 1 
NO ......................................... 2 -.enthr 

o 

yES ........................................ 1 
NO ......................................... 2 -·90 

NO DRINKING DURING THE WEEK ............. " 1 
1-2 DRINKS PER DAY .......................... 2 
3-4 DRINKS PER DAY .......................... 3 
5 OR MORE DRINKS PER DAY ................... 4 
COMMUNAl DRINKING. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 

NO DRINKING DURING WEEKEND ............... 1 
1-2 DRINKS PER DAY ........................ " 2 
3-4 DRINKS PER DAY .......................... 3 
5 OR MORE DRINKS PER DAY ................... 4 
COMMUNAl DRINKING ....................... " 5 

yES ........................................ 1 
NO ., ....................................... 2 

yES ........................................ 1 
NO ......................................... 2 

yES ........................................ 1 
NO ......................................... 2 

yES ........................................ 1 
NO ......................................... 2 

A-ENG15 



ADULTDEM( GRAPHIC AND HEALTH SURVEY 
ANTH DPCMETRJ ATASHEET 

I 
94 DATE 11 1 9 1 1 1 

FlELDWORKE1 NUMIlER 

d d m m y y y y 

95 

96 WE GHT(KG) I 
I 

97 HE1GHT(CM) I 

98 MID-UPPER-ARM CIRCUMFERE NCE(CM) 

99 WAIST CIRCUMFERE NCE(CM) 1 

100 HIP CIRCUMFER1NCE (CM) 1 

101 SYSTOLIC 8LOOO P~SSURE 1 

102 DIASTOLIC BLOOD P SSURE 1 

103 
! PULSE 1 

104 SYSTOLIC BLOOD PR SSURE2 

105 DIASTOLIC BLOOD PRJ SSURE2 

106 PULSE 2 

I 

107 SYSTOLIC 81.000 P~SSURE 3 

108 DIASTOLIC BLOOD P SSURE 3 

109 
! PULSE 3 
I 

110 PEAK EXPIRATORY FL PWRATE 

A-ENG18 



ao 
19/1/98 

SOUTH AFRICAN DEMOGRAPHIC AND HEALTH SURVEY 
HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE 

IDENTIFICATION 

PROVINCE __________________________________________________ __ 

DISTRICT 

EA NUMBER ••....•••.•.....•.•.••••.••••.......•••••............•.••••••••...... 

EATYPE ..••••••.•••..••..•...••..•.••..••.....•.•.....•.......•.•.•...........• 

SADHS ClUSTER NUMBER ...•.••.••.••.•..•.•......••••.••...••••••••••••••.•.... 

HOUSEHOLD NUMBER •••.•..........•..••••.•••••...•..•..•••••.....••..••••.••. 

NAME OF HOUSEHOLDHEAD ______________________________________ __ 

IS HOUSEHOLD SELECTED FOR ADULT HEALTH 1 = YES 2= NO 

2 3 FINAL VISIT 

DATE 

PHONE NUMBER 

INTERVIEWER'S NAME 

RESULT" 

NEXT VISIT: DATE 

TIME 

'RESUL T CODES: 
1 COMPLETED 

MONTH 

YEAR 

NAME 

RESULT 

TOTAL NO. 
OF VISITS 

2 NO HOUSEHOLD MEMBER AT HOME OR NO COMPETENT RESPONDENT AT 
TOTAL IN 
HOUSEHOLD 

HOME AT TIME OF VISIT 
3 ENTIRE HOUSEHOLD ABSENT FOR EXTENDED PERIOD OF TIME 
4 POSTPONED 
5 REFUSED 
6 DWELLING VACANT OR ADDRESS NOT A DWELLING 
7 DWELLING DESTROYED 
8 DWELLING NOT FOUND 
9 OTHER ____________ ~~=_=~-----------------

(SPECIFY) 

SUPERVISOR FIELD EDITOR 

NAME:------------- NAME ______ __ 

DATE ____________ _ DATE ______ _ 

H-ENGI 

TOTAL 
ADULTS 
15 YEARS 
ANDOVER 

TOTAL 
WOMEN 
15-49 
YEARS 

LINE NO. OF 
RESP. TO 
HOUSEHOLD 
SCHEDULE 

OFFICE EDITOR 

r--r--1 
I",!!'::,I:;:;<I 
l........L....--l 

KEYED BY 



• COOES FOR 0.3 

RELATIONSHIP TO HEAD OF HOUSEHOlD: 
01 -HEAD 
02 • WlFElHUSIlAHDlPAATNER 
03· SON OR DAUGHTER 
04 • SON-IN-LAW OR DAUGHTER4N-LAW 
05 = GRAN:JCHILD 
06 = PARENT 
07 = PARENT_LAW 
011= 1lR000ER OR SISTER 
09 sNlECEINEPHEW 
10 =OIHER RELATIVE 
11 • ADOPTEDIFOSTERtSTEP CHI.J) 

12 • NOT RELATED 
93" DON'T KNOW 

- CODES FOR Q.10 (EDUCATION GRADE) 
00 - LESS THAN 1 YEAR. COMPLETED 
71 = SUB AICl.ASS 1 
72 - SUB BIC1.ASS 2 
01 • STANDARD 1 
02 • STANDARD 2 
03 = STANDARD 3 
04 " STANDARD 4 
05 = STANDARD S 
06 - STANDARD 6 
07 • STANDARD 7 
OIl-STANDARD 8 
09 • STANDARD 9 
10= STANDARD 10 
11 = FURTHER STUDIES INCOM'LETE 
12 = DIPlOMAIOTHER POSTSCHOOL COM'LETE 
13· FURTHER DEGREE COMA.ETE 
93 • DON'T KNOW 

HOUSEHOLD SCHEDULE 

- roDES FOR Q.14 

11 = ASSAULT IN HOME 
12 = POLI'TICAL. \/lOLENCE 
13" OIHER ASSAUL T OUTSIDE OF HOME 
14 = SELF INFLICTED VIOLENCE 
21 "TRAFFIC COLLISION 
22 = ACCIDENT AT WORK 
23"SPORT 
96 " OTHER UNINTENTIONAL 

Now we would like lome information about fle people who uIWa. live In yOU, bousehold or wbo ano.ta Ing wfth yOu now. 

UNE USUAL RELA 110NSHI RESIDENCE SEX AGE GRANTS! EDUCA110N WORK 
NO. RESIDENTS AND PTOHEADOF PENSION 

VISITORS HOUSEHOlD' AGE 10+ 

PIoaae give rna the _lathe Does Old Ia Howaldla Does Has IF ATTENDED SCHOOL DId (NAME) 
nameadthe nola_pot (NAME) (NAME) (NAME) (NAME)? (NAME) (NAME) _forpay 
persona who usually (NAME) 10 the usually alay_ male or """""'"- _been during the IaIt 
live In yOUr _oIlI\e lIve_? lao! famele? chldmalnle- Io_? 7 days? 
household and household? nlgbt? "':"'r" n .... ''"' '" 
househoId_ IF UNDER llnontor a hIghaaI- lFSS 
stayed _1aII 1 YEAR). penoIon from otsdlool THAN 25 
night, alatUng_ the (NAME) YEARS 
the_ot .... IF 95 OR govemmant? <:ompIe--. OVER, led'/'" 

WRITE '95' 
Is (NAME) 
stilin 
_? 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 

YES NO YES NO M F IN YEARS YES NO DK YES NO YES NO YES NO 

,---.-

~~ 
r--r-, 

01 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 II 1 2 I I I 1 2 1 2 
'--L..-.l 

J 

r---.--

~-
,---.-, 

02 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 II 1 2 I I I 1 2 1 2 
'--.1---.J 

J 

,-.-
"---'-1 

~ 03 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 8 1 2 I I I 1 2 1 2 
'--.1---.J 

J 

-- Q.1STHROUGHO.18: 

ThMe qu .. uonl ""'" to the biological parents 01 the 
child. _ 00 If parent not man1>e, 01 houselllkl. 

INJURIES IN THE LAST PARENTAL SURVIVORSHIP AND RESIDENCE 
MONTH FOR PERSONS LESS THAN 15 YEARS OLD--

DId (NAME) IF Is IF ALIVE Ia(NAMEYs IF ALIVE 
_any IN.AJRED (NAME),s nalUral father 
Injurythet IN LAST 1 natural _? 
wea_1ocI MONTH mother 
bye_or -? 

...-
the lao! 30 ot~ (NAME)'I (NAME),o 
deys'I did (NAME) natural natural 

haw? _Iveln father ... - Inlhl. 
bouoehoId7 bouoehoId7 
IF YES: IF YES: 
_faher Whatlo hi. 
nama? name? 
RECORD RECORD 
MOTHER'S FATHER'S 
UNE UNE 
NUMBER NUMBER 

(13) (14) (15) (18) (17) (18) 

YES NO OK YES NO YESNODK 
OK 

.--.,-- ,---.-
1 2 8 

, 
.--r--1 I I I 1 2 8 I I I 1 2 8 

L-J.. I L-..l....-....J ~ 
GO TO (15) 

L-.L..-
J J 

.-----r- ,-.-

1 2 II , 1 

I I I 1 2 8 I 2 II I 
L-J.. I I 

'--.1_ '--.1_ 
GO TO (1S) J J 

..--.-- r-r-

1 2 II 
, 1 

I I I I 
I 

1 2 8 1 2 II I L-J.. 
GO TO (15) 

L-J....... '---i-

J J 

HH·ENG 2 

ElIGIBl.1TY 

ClRCLEUNE 
NUMBER OF 

._ .... 
PFR- WOMEN 
SONS IS AGE 
YEARS 15-49 
OR 
OLDER 

(19) (20) 

01 01 

02 02 

03 03 



(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (8) (7) (8) (9) (10) (II) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) 

.--..---- .----.---- ,---,--
1 ,--.--, I 2 8 

~ 
,-,--, 1 

04 1 2 1 2 1 2 I I I 2 8 I 2 I I I 1 2 1 2 1 2 8 I I I I 2 8 I I 04 04 I L--.I..-_j . __ .... "-.l--l I 
'---'-- OOTO(15) "-'---

j j J 

r-T- .--r- ~ 

,---,--, 1 ,---r-, I 2 8 1 .---.--, 1 
I I I I I I 05 I, I I 1 2 I 2 1 2 I 

1 2 8 1 2 I I I 1 2 1 2 I 
1 2 8 I I I 1 2 8 

I 05 05 
'---I.-..J L--.I..--' L--L. L-.l--l 

'---'-- GO TO (15) '---'-- L-l._ 
j J J 

,---,-- .--r- .-----,--

,--,---, I 2 8 1 

~-
I·· I I 06 I I I 1 2 1 2 1 2 

~ 
1 2 8 1 2 1 2 1 2 I 1 2 8 I 2 8 06 05 

L.-L-J L--Lo 
"-'---

J GO TO (15) j j 

r--T- ,---,-- ,---,.-
1 I 2 8 1 1 ,---,---, I . I I I I I 07 I I I I 2 1 2 1 2 I 

I 2 8 1 2 I 2 1 2 I 
1 2 8 1 2 8 

I 
07 07 

L-.l--l L--Lo 
'--'--- GO TO (15) '---'-- '---'--

j J j 

..--r--- ,--,-- ,---,--

~ 
r----,-, 1 2 8 1 

'-"----1 
1 

08 I 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 8 I 2 I I I 1 2 1 2 I I I 2 8 I I I 1 2 8 I I 08 08 
L......l-..J L--Lo I L-.l--l I 

GO TO (15) '---'-- '---'--
j j j 

r-r-- r--..---- ..--r---
1 ,--,---, 1 2 8 1 ,---,.--, 

~ 08 I 2 1 2 1 2 I I 1 2 8 1 2 I I I 1 2 I 2 I I 1 2 8 I I I 1 2 8 09 09 I L-.l--l L--L. I '---L-J 
"-'--- GO TO (15) 

'----l..-
j j j 

,--,-- r--r-- .--.--
r--r---1 

1 r--.----. 1 2 8 1 

LIJ 
1 

10 I I I 1 2 1 2 1 I I 1 2 8 1 2 I I I 1 2 1 2 I I 1 2 8 1 2 8 I I 10 10 
L......l-..J I l---'--l L--L. I I 

'---'-- '----l..- '----l..-
j GO TO (15) j j 

.-..---- ..---r-- r--T-

2 [IJ 1 2 8 1 

[IJ 
1 r--,--, I I 2 ~ I I a I I I 11 I I I 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 I I 1 2 I 2 I 11 11 

'----'---' L-..i- L--L. 
l-L- '--'---

j GO TO (15) j j 

r-,-- r--.- .--.-

~ 
..---r--l 1 2 8 1 

r--r--1 
1 ,---,---, 

2 2 I I ! I I 12 I I I 1 I I 1 2 1 I I I I 1 I I 2 I I I 1 2 t 12 12 
l~ '--.l--l L--Lo '---..l-l 

GO TO (15) '---'-- '----'---
j j j 

.-..---- r----r-- ,........,.-
,---,---, 1 .---.---. 1 2 8 r-T--, 

~L 13 I I t I 2 1 1 I I I 2 1 I I I 1 1 I 1 2 I I I I 2 13 13 
'-'---l I '----'---' L--L. ~ '--.l--l L._'---

GO TO (15) j j j 
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TICK HERE IF CONTINUATION SHEET USED 

1) Ale 1I1e .... ,""'wptll'lC"lUCh .. _1_ ... 0' InfIInlllll1et .. _ ~11ot"? 

2) 

3) 

In IIddlllon ........ .or ok P""PI. _ m., net ... m ..... b .... oIyou.fII1" .uell .. 
domll1le _ .. k .... lodg ... or 1It1Ol1d. _ uoulll, 1Iv. h_? 

Ale _ .n, guHIII or 11m"""", vlallano ''-YIng h .... o. "yoM .IM _ I.pt ..... 
!lot night IIIMh_ not __ 1 

i 

I 
NO. QUESTIONS AND FL TERS 

21 H ••• n,on. In tho hou •• holll dl.d In Ih. ",.t 12 mont .1 

22 In III. I •• t 12 month •• ho .. mu, p.oplo ~ fOu. houlI,llolII dl"d 

I ~ I e I ~ 1- I ~ I E. I~ 

YEa 

YEa 

YEI 
L ____ " __ • 

COOING CATEGORIES SKIP 

VES ..................•.....•........ 1 
NO .. .................... . ... 2 -.25 

NUMBER OF PERSONS ........ , @@iE±l 
23 In tho I.ot 12 monlhl, ho .. m.n, pooplo In fOu. h.,.. •• hold dlld from .n Injury -lu.t.~.d 0" .. oullol.lolone •• llllo. b.tw •• n th.m:.nd olllot poopio or !rom NUMBER OF PERSONS .. 

.lol.neo ~fllct.d .pon th.m •• I ••• ? i 

24 

28 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

In III. loot 12 monlho, ho .. m.n, p • ..,on.ln you. hO~hOld dl.d fmm on 
unlntontlonellnj." th., ••• tlln.d .ueh o. from It. e colll.lon. o. on Injury 
I.uch •• f •••• bu.nl o. culll) Ih.lh.pp.nd.d .t homo .. orkJ.choollalc? 

Wh.t Is tho meln .o •• e. ofdrlnklng ..... fo' m.mbe~ 01 you. hou_hold? 

Ho .. long do .. tt IIIk. YO. \0 g.t th ... , got w'''' .• nd rmo boet? 

Who f.!ch.d tho .. l1li. flltordo,? 

RECORD ALL MENTIONED. 

Whot k~d ollDlllt fIIclUy do •• ,ou.ho •• oholll h •• o? ! 

DOli ,out h.,.. •• hold h ... : 
EI.ot.lelty? 
A tldlo? 
A t.I •• I.lon? 
A t.l.phon.? 
A .. lItg ... tot? 
A p .... n.1 comp.te. (PC)? 
A .... hlng m.ehln.? 

I 

Wh.t do .. yo •• ho ••• holll u •• fo. eook~g .nd h ••• np? 

RECORD ALL MENTIONED. 

How man,. room. In )Out houuhold .t. ullid 10r .f •• ~ ng? 

H-ENG4 

NUMBER OF PERSONS ........ rrr:pmJ 
PIPED WATER ITAP) IN DWELLING.. . ... 11 
PIPED WATER ITAP)IN SITEIYARO ....... 12 l. 28 
PUBLIC TAP .........•......•.......•• 13 
WATER CARRIERITANKER ... 21 
BORE HOLEIW ELL ..................... 31 
DAMIRIVERI8TREAM/sPRING .......... 32 
RAIN-WATER TANK. . . . . . . . . . .. . .••. .. 41- -.28 
BOTTLED WATER ................ 61 __ • 28 
OTHER 98 

MINUTES .............. . 

ON PREMISES .. " ................... SS8 

FEMALE ADULT ......•. . ....•......... A 
MALE ADULT .......... B 
FEMALE CHILO ............. . . . . • ... C 
MALE CHILO... . .... 0 
OON1' KNOW .....•............••.• Z 

FLUSH TOILET laWN) ........ . 
FLUSH TOILeT (SHARED) .... . 
BUCKET LATRINE ............ . 
PIT LATRINE .......•......... 
NO FAC ILITV/BUSH/FIELD ..... . 
OTHER 

.. 11 
. .. 12 

...•... 21 
.. 22 
.. 31 

98 

ELECTRICITV 
RADIO ... 

VES 
1 

NO 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

TELEVISION ........... .. 
TELEPHONE ............ . 
REFRIGERATOR ......... . 
PERSONAL COMPUTER 
WASHING MACHINE 

ELECTRICITV 
GAS ...... . 
PARAF FIN ................ .. 
WOOD " ......... ". 
COAL ........... .. 
ANIMAL DUNG 
OTHER 

ROOMS 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

.A 
.. ...... B 

.. .... C 

.. .... 0 
. .. E 
.. F 

X 

I 



NO. 

32 

33 

34 

35 

QUESTIONS AND FilTERS 

MAIN MATERIAL OF THE FLOOR. 

RECORD OBSERYATION 

MAIN MATERIAL .. THE WALLS. 

RECORD OBSERYATION 

Le. u. apeak aboutth. hau.ehold and what It can allard, Wculd you .. y tha. tha 
paopre h .... otmn, 10m ,tim ... •• Idom or nlvl, go hungry? 

00., any member of your houI.hold own: 
A bicycle? 
A motorcycle? 
Acar? 
A donkey or aha ... ? 
Sha.p or calle? 

H-ENG5 

CODING CATEGORIES 

EARTH/SANDIOUNG , 
BARE WOOD PLANKS 
CEMENT •.•...•. 
YINYL .•• ""." •.. " 
CARPET . , .. , ,. ., ".,.,., 
CERAMIC TILES .. ".,'" ••..... 
PARQUETOR POLISHED WOOD .. 
OTHER 

..II 
...... 21 

.. .• 31 
...... 32 

, , .•• 33 
.. 34 
.. 35 

88 

PLASTIC/CARDBOARD ..•..... , ...... 11 
MUO ..•...... ,.'... . ..... ,12 
MUD AND CEMENT ........ " .......... 13 
CORRUGATED IRON/ZINC .•. , .•• , •. 21 
PREFAB ...... , .. , • , .•••.. , ••••• , •.... 22 
BARE BRICK/CEMENT BLOCK ••. , ...... , 23 
PLASTERIFINISHED •. . , .•..•• 31 
O~ER " 

OFTEN. , 
SOMETIMES 
SELDOM 
NEYER .. , • 

.. " ....... 1 
........ 2 

YES 
BICYCLE ..... 1 
MOTORCYCLE 1 
CAR .......• " .•. , .• 1 
DONKEY/HORSE '. 1 
SHEEP/CATTLE , 1 

..... 3 
. .. 4 

NO 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

SKIP 



15/1198 

PROVINCE 

DISTRICT 

SOUTH AFRICAN DEMOGRAPHIC AND HEALTH SURVEY 
WOM EN QUESTIONNAIRE 

IDENTIFICATION 

EANUMBER ..................•..............•............................................ 

EA TYPE .........•...............•.............•......................................... 

SADHS ClUSTER NUMBER ................................................................ . 

HOUSEHOLD NUMBER ................................................................... . 

NAME AND LINE NUMBER OF WOMAN 

NAME OF HOUSEHOLD HEAD 

.---.---'~--

2 3 FINAL VISIT 

DATE 

INTERVIEWER'S NAME 

RESULT" 

NEXT VISIT: DATE 

TIME 

·RESULT CODES: 

DAY 

MONTH 

YEAR 

NAME 

RESULT 

TOTAL 
NO. OF 
VISITS 

r--, 
1,:;:,,,,1 
L-l 

1 COMPLETED 
2 NOT AT HOME 

4 REFUSED 
5 PARTLY COMPLETED 

7 OTHER ______ ~~~~------
(SPECIFY) 

3 POSTPONED 6 INCAPACITATED 

LANGUAGE 
LANGUAGE OF QUESTIONNAIRE ...•.......................... " ......... " ................... . 

LANGUAGE OF INTERVIEW ..•............................•................................... 

HOME LANGUAGE OF RESPONDENT ..............................•............................ 

TRANSLATOR USED (yES = 1, NO = 2) ...........•••.........................................•.. 

01 ENGLISH 
02 AFRIKAANS 
031sIXHOSA 

04 lsi ZULU 
05 SeSOTHO 
06 SeTSWANA 

SUPERVISOR 

NAME 

LANGUAGE CODES 

NAME 

07 SePEDI 
08 SISWATI 
09 TshlVENDA 

FIELD EDITOR 

W-ENG1 

10 ZITSONGA 
11 IslNDEBELA 

OFFICE EDITOR KEYED BY 



SUPERVISOR FIELD EDITOR OFFICE EDITOR KEYED BY 

DATE DATE 

SECTION 1. ESPONDENrS BACKGROUND 

NO. QUESTIONS AND FILTE S 

101 RECORD THE TIME. 

102 

103 

First I wouklilke to ask some questions ebout ou and your 
household. For moat of the time until you _n 12 years old. did you 
live In a city, In a large !eMn. on a hm1 or In rural aAlas? 

How long have you been living continuously In NAME OF CURRENT 
PLACE OF RESIDENCE)? 

IF LESS THAN 1 YEAR, WRITE '00' 

104 Just before you moved heAl, did you live In a city, in a town, or in the 
rUAllere8 /farm? 

105 In whal monlh and yearweAl you bom? 

108 

101 

109 

How okl -.. you at your lasl birthday? J. 
COMPARE AND CORRECT 105 AND/OR 106 IF INCONSISTENT. 

Have you ever attended echool? 

Wh.,. '" h ..... ( ...... ~"" ... ' _'['" 

I 

I 

i 

I 

110 CHECK 106: 

CODING CATEGORIES 

HOUR •••••.•.•••••••.• 

MINUTES •.••••••.•..•• 

CITY .......................... 1 
TOWN •.•••••.••••••••••••••••• 2 
RURAUFARM . . . . . • . . . • • . . . • • • •• 3 

SKIP 

YEARS •••..•.•.••••••• I"flif*~'ii' I 
ALWAyS ..•.......•..•..•..... 95 h 
VISITOR •.•••.••••...•...•..•• 96 f-L.105 

CITY .......................... 1 
TOWN •.....•.•....•..••••..••. 2 
RURAUFARM • . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .... 3 

MONTH.. .. . . • .. . .. .... In; I ,:n:,! 
DON'T KNOW MONTH. . • . . • • . . .. 98 

yEAR ....•... ~§E~J 
DON'T KNOW YEAR .........• 999B 

AGE IN COMPLETED YEARS~®l 

yES •.•.•.•.........•.•.•••.•• 1 
NO .•.•.•.•.•..•..•••.•.•••.•. 2 r-.114 

LESS THAN ONE YEAR COMPLETEOOO 
SUB A/CLASS 1 ................ 11 
SUB B/CLASS 2 . . . . . . .. .. . .. ... 12 
STANDARD 1 ................. 01 
STANDARD 2 . . . .. .......•.... 02 
STANDARD 3 ................. , 03 
STANDARD 4 ................ " 04 
STANDARD 5 . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. 05 
STANDARD 8 .. .. . .. . . .. .. . .... 06 
STANDARD 1 . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .... 01 
STANDARD 8 • • .. • .. .. • • .. • .... OS 
STANDARD 9 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .... 09 
STANDARD 10 ................. 10 
FURTHER STUDIES INCOMPLETE. 11 
DIPLOMA/OTHER POSTSCHOOL 

OOMPLETE ............... 12 
FURTHER DEGREE COMPLETE •• 13 

AGE 24 
OR BELOW (

AGE 25 
RABOVE 

Cl ____________ . _____ . - r-.114 

111 Are you currently attending school? YES .......................... 1- r-.114 
NO .•...•..•.•.•.........•.•.. 2 
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NO. QUESTIONS AND FILTERS 

112 What was the main reason you atopped attending achool? 

114 Can you Atad and undw.fand a lettaror newapaper In your home 
lenguage .aily, with difficulty, or not at ali? 

115 Have you read a newapapar or magazine In the iast waek? 

116 Do you uaually listen to a redio every day? 

117 Do you u8ually watch television at least once a week? 

119 Which recegroup do you consideryoulllelf? 

120 CHECK Q.4IN THE HOUSEHOLD QUESTIONNAIRE 

CODING CATEGORIES 

GOT PREGNANT ...... . . .. . .... 01 
GOT MARRIED ............... " 02 
TO CARE FOR YOUNGER 

CHILDREN ........•........ 03 
FAMILY NEEDED HELP ON FARM 

OR IN BUSINESS. . . . . . . . • . .. 04 
COULD NOT PAY SCHOOl FEES .. 05 
NEEDED TO EARN MONEY ...... oe 
GRADUATED/HAD ENOUGH 

SCHOOLING. .. . . . .. .. . • .. .. 07 
DID NOT PASS ENTRANCE EXAMS 06 
DID NOT LIKE SCHOOl. . . . . . .... 09 
SCHOOL NOT ACCESSIBLE! 

TOO FAR .................. 10 

OTHER ___ -===;;--__ ,96 
(SPECIFY) 

DON'T KNOW. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 96 

EASiLy ........................ 1 
WITH DIFFICUL TV . . . . . . . . .. . • . •. 2 

SKIP 

NOT AT AlL ........•..••....... 3 --116 

YES .......................... 1 
NO ........................... 2 

yES ..........•...•........... 1 
NO ........................... 2 

yES •...........•............. 1 
NO ........................... 2 

BLACK/AFRICAN ............... 1 
COLOURED .................... 2 
WHITE ......•.......•......... 3 
ASIANIINDIAN .................. 4 

THE WOMAN INTERVIEWED 
IS NOT A USUAl 

THE WOMAN INTERVIEWED 
IS A USUAl ,..--, 

RESIDENT RESIDENT 11--....... 1----.------.--.-.--- _ --201 

121 

. 
Now I would like to ask about the place In which you usually live. 
What is the name of the place in which you usually live? 

(NAME Of pLACE) 

la that a large city, town, 01' nHeI arealfarm? 

122 In which PROVINCE lathat located? 

123 Now I would like to ask about the household In which you usually live. 

What is the main source of drinking water for membelll of your 
household? 

125 What kind of toilet facility does your household have? 

W-ENG3 

CITY .......................... 1 
TOWN ......................... 2 
RURAUFARM .................. 3 

EASTERN CAPE ............... 01 
FREE STATE .....•...•........ 02 
GAUTENG .................... 03 
KWAZULUINATAl .....•........ 04 
MPUMAlANGA. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 05 
NORTHERN CAPE ............. oe 
NORTHERN PROVINCE .......•. 07 
NORTH WEST ................. 06 
WESTERN CAPE .............. 09 
OTHER COUNTRY. . • . . . . . . . . . .. 10 

PIPED WATER (tap), IN DWELLING 11 
PIPED WATER (tap). IN SITEIY ARD 12 
PUBLIC TAP ................... 13 
WATER CARRERI TANKER . . . . .• 21 
BOREHOLElWELL .. .. . . . . .. .. .. 31 
DAM IRIVERISTREAMISPRING . . .. 32 
RAIN-WATER TANK ............. 41 
BOTTLED WATER ............• 51 

OTHER ___ --"I!mI!l"'II~--96 
(SPEciFY) 

FLUSH TOILET~OWN) . . . . . . . . . .. 11 
FLUSH TOILET SHAftED) ......• 12 
BUCKET LATRI E •........... " 21 
PIT LATRINE .....•.........•.• 22 
NO FACllITVI8USHIFIELD ....... 31 

OTHER -----rI!ml!l"'ll::oi7r--,96 
(SPECIFY) 



NO. QUESTIONS AND FIL TE ~S CODING CATEGORIES SKIP 

126 Does your household have: YES NO 

Electricity? ELECTRICITY ....•....... 1 2 
A radio? RADIO .................. 1 2 
A television? TELEVISION . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 
A telephone? TELEPHONE ............. 1 2 
A rafrlgerator? REFRIGERATOR .......... 1 2 
A peraonal computer (PC)? PERSONAL COMPUTER ... 1 2 
A washing machine? WASHING MACHINE .....• 1 2 

127 Could you describe the main material of tha W~IIS cl your home? PLASTIC/CARDBOARD .......... 11 
MUD ..•...................... 12 
MUD AND CEMENT ............. 13 
CORRUGATED IRON/ZiNC ....... 21 
PREFAB ...................... 22 
BARE BRICK/CEMENT BLOCK .... 23 
PLASTER/FINISHED ............ 31 

I 

i 
OTHER 96 

ISPECIF"i'j 
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SECTION 2. REPRODUCTION 

Now I would like to ask you about ali the pregnS1clesthat you have had In your llfetlma. By this I mean ail tha children bom to you, 
whather they were bom elive or dead, whether stiillvlng or not, whether living with you or elsewhere, and all the pregnancies that 
you have had that did not result In a live birth. I undanlland that it is not easy to talk about chldren who have ded, or pllilgnancles 
that have terminated before full term, but It is axtremaly Important that you teli us about!l! oftham, so that we CS1 develop programs 
that will help the Govemment of South Africa Improve children's health In tha future. 

NO. QUESTIONS AND FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP 

201 Now I 'M)uklilke to a8k about all the blrth8 you have had during your YES .......................... 1 
life. Have you ever given billh? NO ........................... 2 

202 Do you have any 80ns or daughtelll to whom you have given birth YES .......................... 1 
who are living with you? NO .................... ~ ....... 2 --204 

203 How many BOn8 live with you? SONS AT HOME ...... , .. , ... ,. 

And how many daughtelll live wlh you? DAUGHTERS AT HOME .. "!;".,., i':"·"'" 

IF NONE, RECORD '00'. 

204 Do you have any sons or daughtelll to whom you have given blllh YES .......................... 1 
who ere alive but do not live with you? NO .0 ••••••••••• 0 ••••••••••••• 2 --206 

205 How many sons are alive but do not live with you? SONS ELSEWHERE ..... !"""" I')',:,'" 

And how many daughters are alive but do not live with you? DAUGHTERS ELSEWHERE .. ",", ",,;,', 

IF NONE, RECORD '00'. 

206 Have you ever given birth to a boy or giri who was bom alive but later 
died? 

YES .......................... 1 
IF NO, NO ........................... 2 --208 
PROBE; Any baby who cried or shOloVed 81gn8 clilfe but survived 
only a few houlll or days? 

,----,-1 
207 How many boys have died? BOYS DEAD ............ I,;,:;tl;nl 

I I I 
And how many giri8 have died? GIRLS DEAD ........... 1:;··;,I'i"j·'1 

L-~ 

IF NONE, RECORD '00'. 

208 Women sometlme8 have pregnancle8 that do not re8ult In alive bom YES .......................... 1 
child. That Is, a pregnancy can end very earty, in a miscaniage or S1 NO ........................... , 2 --210 
abortion or the child can be born dead. Have you had any such 
pregnancy that did not result In a live birth? 

209 In all, how many such pregnancies have there been? r--r--1 
PREGNANCY LOSSES ... I':n:;lcn'l 

I I I 

210 SUM ANSWERS TO 203, 205,207 AND 209. AND ENTER TOTAL. 
TOTAL ...... , ......... 

IF NONE, RECORD '00'. 

212 CHECK 210: 

ONE OR MORE r-t NO n PREGNANCIES f----J PREGNANCIES --234 . 
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213 Now I would like to ask you about all of your pregnanclas. wh'lher born alive. bom dead, or bat before fullterm. alerting with the lirat one you 
h~ • 
RECORD ALL THE PREGNANCIES. RECORD TWINS ANt TRIPLETS ON SEPARATE LINES. 

214 215 218 217 218 219 220 221 

Think beck Waathal a Waa Ihe baby bom alive, bom Did th ~. What wea the name II In what month and year la 

to the lime alngle or deed, IX' bat before fullterm? beby given to thai child? (NAME) was (NAME) bom? (NAME) 

of your multiple move or a boy or PROBE: ltill 
(IirsVneld) pregnancy? bresil e a girl? Whal la hla/har aUve? 
pregnancy. when I birthday? 

waa b pm? OR: In what season wea 

I 

he/a he bom? 

I 

01 
SINGLE ... 1 BORNAUVE ........... 1 YES .. 1 BOY . 1 MONTH ... YES 1 

(SKIP TO 218)<----1 
MULTIPLE 2 BORN DEAD ............ 2 NO ... 2 GIRL.2 YEAR. 19 NO .. 2 

I 1 
I -LOST BEFORE FULL TERM 3 · (NAME) · (SKIP TO 225).----1 225 224 

02 
SINGLE ... 1 BORN AUVE ........... 1 YES · 1 BOY . 1 MONTH ... YES 1 

(SKIP TO 218).----1 
MULTIPLE 2 BORN DEAD ............ 2 NO .2 GIRL.2 YEAR. 19 NO .. 2 

I - I 
LOST BEFORE FULL TERM 3 · (NAME) · (SKIP TO 225).----1 225 224 

03 
SINGLE ... 1 BORNAUVE ........... 1 YES · 1 BOY . 1 MONTH •.. YES 1 

(SKIP TO 218).----1 
MULTIPLE 2 BORN DEAD ............ 2 NO .2 GIRL.2 YEAR. 19 NO .. 2 

I I 
LOST BEFORE FULL TERM 3 · (NAME) 

(SKIP TO 225)<----1 225 224 

04 
SINGLE ... 1 BORNAUVE ........... 1 YES • 1 BOY . 1 MONTH ... YES 1 

(SKIP TO 218).----1 
MULTIPLE 2 BORN DEAD ............ 2 NO ... 2 GIRL. 2 YEAR. 19 NO .. 2 

I I 
LOST BEFORE FULL TERM 3 · (NAME) · (SKIP TO 225).----1 225 224 

05 
SINGLE ... 1 BORN AUVE ........... 1 YES .. 1 BOY . 1 MONTH ••• """ " . """" YES 1 

(SKIP TO 218).----1 
MULTIPLE 2 BORN DEAD ............ 2 NO ... 2 GIRL.2 YEAR. 19 NO .. 2 

I I 
LOST BEFORE FULL TERM 3 (NAME) · (SKIP TO 225).----1 225 224 

08 

~:H.~; 1.::::1;:.'::1 
SINGLE .•• 1 BORNAUVE ........... 1 YES · 1 BOY . 1 YES 1 

(SKIP TO 218)<----1 
MULTIPLE 2 BORN DEAD ............ 2 NO .2 GIRL.2 NO .. 2 

I - I 
LOST BEFORE FULL TERM 3 · (NAME) · (SKIP TO 225).----1 225 224 

07 
SINGLE ... 1 BORN AUVE ..•.•..•.•. 1 YES · 1 BOY • 1 MONTH .•. YES 1 

(SKIP TO 218)<----1 
MULTIPLE 2 BORN DEAD ......•..... 2 NO .2 GIRL. 2 YEAR. 19 NO .. 2 

I - I 
LOST BEFORE FULL TERM 3 · (NAME) · (SKIP TO 225).----1 225 224 

08 
SINGLE ... 1 BORN AUVE ........... 1 YES · 1 BOY.1 MONTH ... YES 1 

(SKIP TO 218)<----1 
MULTIPLE 2 BORN DEAD ............ 2 NO .2 GIRL.2 YEAR. 19 NO .. 2 

I - I 
LOST BEFORE FULL TERM 3 (NAME) 

(SKIP TO 225).----1 225 224 
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IF BORN ALIVE AND IF BORN ALIVE BUT IF BORN IF BORN DEAD OR LOST 
STILL LIVING: NOW DEAD: ALIVE BUT BEFORE FULL TERM: 

NOW DEAD; 

222 223 224 224A 225 228 228 229 

How old waa Is How old was (NAME) Old (NAME) In what year and How many FROM YEAR Were there 
(NAME) at (NAME) when halshe died? die from month did this months did OF THIS PREG· any other 
hisihar la8t living IF'1 YR.'. PROBE; How diarrhoea? pregnancy end? the Plll9nancy NANCY SUB· pregnancies 
birthday? with many months old was last? TRACT YEAR between the 

you? (NAME)? RECORD OF PREVIOUS previous 
RECORD DAYS IF LESS THAN 1 RECORD IN PREGNANCY. pregnancy 
AGE IN MONTH; MONTHS IF COMPLETED IS THE DIFFE· mentioned 
COMPLETED LESS THAN TWO MONTHS. RENCE20R and this 
YEARS. YEARS; OR YEARS. MORE YEARS? pregnancy? 

01 

I 
r-T--' MONTHS 

AGE IN YOS1

l 
DAYS " 1 

YDl~ 
MONTH 1:{i'I;;';:;:;;1 

YEARS f-f-i 

~ 
NO .2 MONTHS 2 NO ..... 2 YEAR Ii Itj;~I",f;i;;1 

L--L-...I (next prag.) 
(NEXT. YEARS 3 OK ...... 
PREG.) (NEXT PRE G.) 

02 

I 
r--r--1 

AGE IN 
YES ~ DAYS .. 1 YES .... 1

2

] MONTH 1;~Ylf'H)1 MONTHS YES . ~ ..... 1 YES . .. , 1 
YEARS f--f--l 

I;;;;}/I:n;~ 
NO • 2 MONTHS 2 NO YEAR 11 1;:)F:I';:;1':1 NO ........ 2 NO . .... 2 

r:OT0228d 

L-L-...I .J (GOT YEARS 3 (NEXT 
228) PREGNANCY) 

03 r-,----, 
AGE IN 

YES j DAYS .. 1 

I YES"'~ MONTH I'J:';::I,:,\~;~ I MONTHS YES ....... 1 YES . ... 1 
YEARS f--+-l 

NO .2 MONTHS 2 ~fi:;1W;: ;/~:~~~: NO ..... 2 YEAR10 1"{::"'lr]!:rl NO .. , ..... 2 NO · .... 
L--L-...I I 

(GOT YEARS 3 ;;)ii:~:~: ;ii:~:;q 
r:OT(228)-

(NEXT .J 

228) PREGNANCY) 

04 
AGE IN 

YES ~ 
DAYS .. 1 

YFB '~ 
MONTH MONTHS YES ....... 1 YES . ... 1 

YEARS I,m:nl:c;;nl NO .2 MONTHS 2 NO ..... 2 YEAR1' NO ... .. . .. 2 NO • ,. o. 
J .J (GOT YEARS 3 OK ...... (NEXT 

228) (GO TO 228)- PREGNANCY) 

05 
AGE IN 

YES ~ DAYS .. 1 
YES "~ MONTH MONTHS YES . . . . . ~ . 1 YES .... 1 

YEARS 
NO .2 MONTHS 2 NO •.... 2 YEAR11 NO ........ 2 NO ..... 
(GOT YEARS 3 OK ...... (NEXT • J 

228) (GO TO 228)- PREGNANCY) 

08 

I 
,--,--, 

AGE IN 

YOS ~ 
DAYS . . 1 

YES. "~ MONTH 1::i;~:'I:'U;;1 MONTHS YES . , ..... 1 YES .... 1 
YEARS 1-+--1 

~~ 
NO .2 MONTHS 2 NO ..... 2 YEAR 18 j:;"",t'iT'! NO .... , ... NO · .... 

L-L-J I 
(GOT YEARS 3 

r:O TO 228)-
(NEXT .J 

228) PREGNANCY) 

I 
r--T--' 

AGE IN 
YES j DAYS .. 1 

YES "'~ 
MONTH Ift1;1;;;;;>;1 MONTHS YES ....... 1 YES .... 

YEARS f--+-i 
NO .2 MONTHS 2 NO ..... 2 YEAR1e Inti' ";;1 NO ........ NO " ... 

L_L-...I .J (GOT YEARS 3 ~:OT(228)- (NEXT 
228) PREGNANCY) 

AGE IN 
YES j DAYS 1 Y~I~ MONTH MONTHS YES ....... 1 YES . ... 

YEARS 

[!!!E~ ~ 
NO .2 MONTHS 2 NO ..... 2 YEAR11 NO ........ NO . .... 
(GOT YEARS 3 OK ...... (NEXT .J 

228) (GO TO 228)- PREGNANCY) 
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214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 

Think back Waa that a Waa the baby born alive, 

!;:!:~!~; 
What wee the name Is In what month and year Is 

to Ihetlme aingle or born dead, or lost before full given to that child? (NAME) was (NAME) born? (NAME) 
of your multiple term? a boy or still 

next pl1lgnancy? bl1lalhll a girl? PROBE: alive? 
pl1lgnancy. when 'wes What is his/her 

born?! blrthdey? 
OR: In what aeaaon wee 
he/ahe born? 

, 

09 ! 
SINGLE ... 1 BORN AUVE .......... 1 YES .. 1 BOY · 1 MONTH ... YES 1 

(SKIP TO 218).----1 
MULTIPLE 2 BORNOEAD ........... 2 NO .! .. 2 GIRL.2 YEAR 18 1""""" ",,' .. , NO .. 2 

LOST BEFORE ' I - I 
FULL TERM .......... 3 , · (NAME) · (SKIP TO 225).- 225 224 

10 
SINGLE ... 1 BORNAUVE .......... 1 YES .• 1 BOY · 1 MONTH ... """". ",.",. YES 1 

(SKIP TO 218)<------l 
MULTIPLE 2 BORNOEAD ........... 2 NO .. 2 GIRL.2 YEAR 18 I"""'" I""'''''' NO .. 2 

LOST BEFORE I I 
FULL TERM .......... 3 

22; 
(NAME) · (SKIP TO 225).------l 224 

11 I 

=",~ ~~I;:::I 
SINGLE ..• 1 BORNAUVE .......... 1 YES , .. 1 BOY · 1 YES 1 

(SKIP TO 218)<------l 
MULTIPLE 2 BORNDEAD ........... 2 NO .j .. 2 GIRL.2 NO .. 2 

LOST BEFORE 
I l I 

FULL TERM .......... 3 (NAME) · (SKIP TO 225).------l 1225 224 

12 

~= ~~·I::::I::~ 
SINGLE ... 1 BORN AUVE .......... 1 YES .. 1 BOY · 1 YES 1 

(SKIP TO 218)<--' 
MULTIPLE 2 BORN DEAD ........... 2 NO .. 2 GIRL.2 NO .. 2 

LOST BEFORE I - I 
FULL TERM .......... 3 · (NAME) · (SKIP TO 225)<-- 225 224 

13 ! 

SINGLE ... 1 BORNAUVE .......... 1 YES ~ .. 1 BOY · 1 MONTH ..• YES 1 
(SKIP TO 218).--

MULTIPLE 2 BORNOEAD ........... 2 NO 'j" 2 GIRL.2 YEAR 18 NO .. 2 
LOST BEFORE I - I 

FULL TERM .......... 3 · (NAME) · (SKIP TO 225).--' i 225 224 

14 ! 

SINGLE ... 1 BORN AUVE .......... 1 YES .; .. 1 BOY · 1 MONTH ... YES 1 
(SKIP TO 218).--' 1"""'" I"':'''' 

MULTIPLE 2 BORN DEAD ........... 2 NO .2 GIRL.2 YEAR 18 ",'" 'C" NO .. 2 
LOST BEFORE I 

''',,' .. ,. "" I 
FULL TERM .......... 3 · (NAME) · (SKIP TO 225)·--' 225 224 

15 
SINGLE ... 1 BORN ALIVE .......... 1 YES ... 1 BOY · 1 MONTH .•. I YES 1 

(SKIP TO 218).------l 
MULTIPLE 2 BORNOEAD ........... 2 NO .2 GIRL.2 YEAR 18 ",,,,.,, I""""" NO .. 2 

LOST BEFORE I I 
FULL TERM .......... 3 · (NAME) · (SKIP TO 225).------l 225 224 

16 

::"~; I:::::I·~ 
SINGLE •.• 1 BORN AUVE .......... 1 YES . 1 BOY · 1 YES 1 

(SKIP TO 218).------l 
MULTIPLE 2 BORN DEAD ........... 2 NO .2 GIRL.2 NO .. 2 

LOST BEFORE I I 
FULL TERM .......... 3 · (NAME) · (SKIP TO 225).------l 225 224 
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IF BORN ALIVE AND IF BORN ALIVE BUT NOW IF BORN IF BORN DEAO OR LOST BEFORE 
STILL LIVING: DEAD: ALIVE BUT FULL TERM: 

NOW DEAD: 

222 223 224 224A 225 228 228 229 

How old_ Is How old was (NAME) When Old (NAME) In what )'Bar and How many FROM YEAR OF Werethare 
(NAME) at (NAME) he/sha diad? die from month did this months did tha THIS PREGNANCY any other 
hlS/h .. last living dlerrhoea pregnancy end? pregnancy last? SUBTRACT YEAR pregnancies 
birthday? with IF '1 YR.', PROBE: How many OF PREVIOUS belweenthe 

you? months old was (NAME)? RECORD IN PREGNANCY. previous 
RECORD RECORD DAYS IF LESS COMPLETED pregnancy 
... OE IN THAN 1 MONTH; MONTHS IF MONTHS. IS THE mentioned 
COMPLETED LESS THAN TWO YEARS; DIFFERENCE 2 and this 
YE ... RS. OR YEARS. OR MORE? pregnency? 

09 
AGE IN 

YES ~ DAYS 1 m .. ,~ MONTH i,,,,", iin,,"': MONTHS YES •••• * •••• 1 YES ..... 1 .... .. 
YEARS 

~~ 
NO . 2 MONTHS .. . 2 NO ....• 2 YE ... Rll1 ,,,:, I"':', 1"',0,,: ,":'> •. ' I NO .......... 2 NO '" ... 2 

I J I .J (GOT YEARS ..... 3 OK ...... (NEXT 
228) (GO TO 228)- PREGNANCY) 

10 r-T--. 
AGE IN 

YES ~ DAYS ~ ...... 1 .""'" ,""" m.,~ MONTH I '<i:l"1"',"!:I MONTHS YES . ........ 1 YES ..... 1 
YEARS f---f--l 

~ 
NO .2 MONTHS ... 2 NO ..... 2 YE ... R 191;;"'","1"".'>1 1"""'''1,,·····,'1 NO . ......... 2 NO ...... 2 

L-.L....J .J (GOT YEARS ..... 3 ~:OT0228,. (NEXT 
228) PREGNANCY) 

11 

I 
r.....-..-,---, 

AGE IN 

YES ~ 
DAYS ... , ., 1 

YES. '~ MONTH I i"iJili'~'~inl MONTHS YES ......... 1 YES ..... 1 
YEARS ~-+-I 

NO .2 MONTHS .,. 2 NO •••.• 2 YE ... R 18 liil"i',H"ii,1 NO . ..... , ... 2 NO ...... 2 
I l--L-J .J 

• 

(GOT YEARS · .... 3 OK ...... (NEXT 
228) (GO TO 228)- PREGNANCY) 

12 

~~ 
r-r--, 

AGE IN 

Y~ ~ 
DAYS .... .. 1 

~, m.,~ MONTH 1,"""'1 ,'i"hl MONTHS YES ......... 1 YES ..... 1 
YEARS ~-+--l 

1.""",:,,1 """"",1 I J I 
NO .2 MONTHS ... 2 1:::ljQ NO ..... 2 YE ... R 1111!"::d'" 'I NO ., ........ 2 NO ...... 2 

r-- L---1------1 .J I (GOT YEARS 3 
rGKO TO 228)-

(NEXT · .... I""'''' "'''''''1 228) PREGNANCY) 

13 
AGE IN 

m~ 
DAYS 1 

I YES '~ 
MONTH MONTHS YES ......... 1 YES ..... 1 . . ~ ... 

YEARS 
NO .2 MONTHS ... 2 

~:':i:;::::: 
NO ...•. 2 YE ... R18 >i, ,,,""', J NO .......... 2 NO ...... 2 

(GOT YEARS ..... 3 ~:OT(228). (NEXT .J 
228) PREGNANCY) 

14 r--r--
AGE IN Y~ J DAYS ..... . 1 I,n':i 1@1ii YES1~ MONTH MONTHS YES ......... 1 YES ..... 1 
YEARS 1--1--

~£;1 NO . MONTHS ... 2 I'::v:; [li'HW NO ..... 2 YE ... RlII 1;,;;:1 I",',' NO .......... 2 NO ...... 2 
'-~- .J I (GO YEARS · .... 3 ~:OT0228" (NEXT 

228) PREGNANCY) 

15 .---,--
AGE IN 

YES ~ DAYS ~ . ~ ... 1 ,"""'" "",,,,,, YB1~ 
MONTH MONTHS YES ..... ~ ... 1 YES ..... 1 

YEARS 
NO ,2 MONTHS ... 2 """"" """.", NO .••.. 2 YEAR 18 1,:1",[", 1':"[[ NO • ~ • + •••••• 2 NO ...... 2 

I 
(GOT YEARS · .... 3 ii/ii' I"'@[ OK ...... (NEXT .J 

228) (GO TO 228)- PREGNANCY) 

111 

YES ~ DAYS 1 .", ,.,,", 

YES '~ 
MONTHS YES 1 YES ..... 1 AGE IN ...... ,"""'" ,"*"'" 

MONTH I"H' "'.' , ......... 
YEARS 

1':':':"";1':':"""'1 
I I ":i,,'1 

NO • 2 MONTHS ... 2 NO ..... 2 YE ... RI8 lu\" I) :", NO .......... 2 NO ...... 2 

;;::',,;,; ';c:,::, OK ...... (NEXT .J ,.,., 

(GOT YEARS 
,':.' 

3 ..... 
228) (GO TO 228)- PREGNANCY) 
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230 FROM YEAR OF INTERVIEW SUBTRACT YEAR OF LAS PREGNANCY. YES ...••.•••..•.•...•. 1 

IS THE DIFFERENCE 2 YEARS OR MORE? NO ..•..••••••••••••... 2 -·232 

231 Hava you had any pnlgnancias since the last pnJgnancy ma ntionad? YES ................... 1 -.214 
NO ••••.••••••...•..... 2 

232 COMPARE 210 WITH NUMBER OF PREGNANCIES IN HI TORY ABOVE AND MARK: 

NUMBERS 

FJ NUMBERS ARE Il ARE SAME DIFFERENT (PROBE AND RECONCilE) 
r--. I'E') 

CHECK: FOR EACH PREGNANCY: YEAR IS RECORDED IN 220 OR 225. r;; 
FOR EACH liVING CHilD: CURRENT AGE IS RECORDED IN 222. r;:,: 
FOR EACH DEAD CHilD: AGE AT D4TH IS RECORDED IN 224. 

~ 
FOR EACH PREGNANCY lOSS: DUMTION IS RECORDED IN 226. 1m; 
FOR AGE AT DEATH 12 MONTHS OR1 YR.: PROBE TO DETERMINE EXACT NUMBER OF '---

MONTHS. 

• 

233 CHECK 220 AND ENTER THE NUMBER OF BIRTHS SIN9E JANUARY 1993. 
IF NONE, RECORD '0'. , 

I 
234 Ala you pnJgnant now? I YES •.• , • , •••••...•.• , .....•••..•.••••• 1 

NO .•••..•••••.••.• , •...•.• , ••••• ,., •• ,2 -.237 

I 
UNSURE •.••••....••••.•••••• , •••.•••••• 8 -.237 

235 How many months pregnant are you? , 

i 
MONTHS 

236 At the time you became pregnant, did you want to become .~ regnant THEN ................................ ,. 1 
then, did you want to wait untlilatar, or did you not want to h Ive LATER .......•........•.•.• , .. , .• , •.•.• 2 
anymore children at all? NOT WANT MORE CHilDREN .............. 3 

237 When did your last menstrual perkld start? 

1~~] DAYS AGO ........... , ....... 

WEEKS AGO ••••••••• * ••• ~ •••• 2~ 
MONTHS AGO ................. 3p0~ 

(DATE. IF GIVEN) YEARS AGO •••••••• ~ ••••• * ••• ·1"n:;I!h~:ff:rl 

IN MENOPAUSE ....................... 994 

BEFORE LAST BIRTH ................... 995 

NEVER MENSTRUATED .••.............• 996 

238 Do you haw any of the roIlowing problams: YES NO 

Wet yourwlf when you cough, Sn&8ze or Uft haavy weigt:t8? WET WHEN COUGHISNEEZE .•. 1 2 

Are you constantly wet? CONSTANTLY WET ............ 1 2 

Are you constantly soiled? CONSTANTLY SOiLED ......... 1 2 
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SECTION 3. CONTRACEPTION 

Now I would like to talk about family planning - the various ways or methods that a couple can usa to delay or avoid a 
pregnancy. 

CIRCLE CODE 1 IN 301 FOR EACH METHOD MENTIONED SPONTANEOUSLY. 
THEN PROCEED DOWN COLUMN 302, READIIIG THE NAME AND DESCRIPTION OF EACH METHOD NOT MENTIONED 
SPONTANEOUSLY. CIRCLE CODE 21F METHOD IS RECOGNIZED, AND CODE 31F NOT RECOGNIZED. 
THEN, FOR EACH METHOD WITH CODE 1 OR 2 CIRCLED IN 301 OR 302, ASK 303. 

301 Which ways or methods have you heard about? 

1

302 Have you ever heard 303 Have you ever used 
of (METHOD)? (METHOD)? 

SPONTANEOUS PROBED 
YES YES NO 

01 PILL Women can take a pllisvery day. YES · .............. 1 
1 2 3 --, 

· NO .•.......•.••... 2 

02 IUD Women can have a loop or coil placad YES · ••..•..•.•.•.. 1 
inside them by a doctor or a nurse. 1 2 3--, 

· NO •.....•.....•... 2 

03 INJECTIONS Women can have an Injection YES · .............. 1 
by a doctor or nurse which stops them from 1 2 3 --, 
becoming pregnant for several months. · NO . •••.•......... 2 

04 DIAPHRAGM, FOAM, JELLY Women can YES • .........•.... 1 
placa a sponge, suppository, dlaphrsgm, Jelly, 1 2 3--, 
or cream Inside themselves before intercourse. · NO . .......•.•.•... 2 

05 CONDOM Men can put a rubber sheath on YES · ••..•......... 1 
their penis during sexual inlercourse. 1 2 3 --, 

· NO .•••••••........ 2 

06 FEMALE STERILIZATION Tie the lubes. Have you ever had an 
Women can have an operation to avoid having 1 2 3

1 
operetion to avoid having 

any more children. any more children? 
YES · ...•.......... 1 
NO .•.••••.•.•••... 2 

07 MALE STERILIZATION Men can have an Have you ever had a 
operation to avoid having any more children. 1 2 3

l 
partner who had an 
operation to avoid having 
children? 
YES · •......•...... 1 

· NO ........•.•..... 2 

06 RHYTHM, CALENDAR METHOD Every YES · .•....••••.... 1 
month that a woman Is sexually active she can 1 2 3 
avoid having sexuallntarcourse on the days of NO ................ 2 
the month she Is most likely to get pregnant. · 

09 WITHDRAWAL Men can be careful and pull YES ............... 1 
out before elim ax. 1 2 3 

· NO .. .............. 2 

10 BS. Women use natural hems or Dutch 1 2 3--, YES ............... 1 
ies to avoid pregnancy · NO ................ 2 

11 Have you heard of any other ways or methods 
thai women or men can use to avoid 1 3 
pregnancy? 

YES ............... 1 
(SPECIFY) NO ................ 2 

YES ............... 1 
(SPECIFY) NO ................ 2 

304 CHECK 303: 
NOT A SINGLE AT LEAST ONE C-"l "YES' 'YES' • <lW'ID TO 

306 . 
(NEVER USED) (EVER USED) 
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NO. QUESTIONS AND FILTERS COOING CATEGORIES SKIP 

305 Have you aver used anything or tried in any way to~elay or awld YES ~ ........... ~ ~ ............ 1 
gettl", pregnant? . NO . ...... ~ ................. ~ . 2 -.331 

307 What have you used or done? ! 

CORRECT 303 AND 304 (AND 302 IF NECES~ ARY). 

308 Now I WQuld like to ask you about the IIrst time that ,ou did 80mething PILL .................... , .... 01 
or used a metrod to avoid getting pragnant. IUD .•...•.....•...••..•...... 02 

1 
INJECTIONS .•.•.• , ............ 03 

What was the 11131 method you ever used? I 
DIAPHRAGM/FOAM/JELLy .•....• 04 

I CONDOM .••..••••.•.•.....•.. 05 
FEMALE STERILIZATION 06 
MALE STERILIZATION ••.•.....•. 07 
RHYTHM/ CALENDER METHOD .•• 08 
WITHDRAWAL ................. 09 
HERBIREMEDIES .............. 10 

OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 

309 How many living children did you have et that time, ~ any? 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN .. ::~ : 

IF NONE, RECORD '00'. I 

309A How old ware you when you first used sanethlng to ~Id gattl", 
.................. ,." .. ,.J., ... ,!,!,I pregnant? I AGE 

309B From whom did you fil3t gat inl'omlatlon about mathfs to awld MOTHER ...................... A 
pregnancy? SiSTER ........................ B 

FATHER .•...•...••.•...•••••.• C 
OTHER RELATIVE ............... D 
FRIEND ....................... E 
TEACHER ....•..•.••••.•••.•.•• F 
NURSE ...........•.••••.•..••• G 
DOCTOR ...................... H 
POSTERILEAFLETIMAGAZINE .•.•.. I 
RADIOITELEVISION .•••••.••.•••.. J 

I 
OTHER X 

(SPECIFY) 

309C CHECK309A: 
AGELESS p AG 19 II THAN 19 YEARS YEARSOROL ER -.311 

· 
309E Old your parentIs) or guardian give advice on COntraftPIIv88 or YES ••••••••••••• * •••••••••••• 1 

explain how to use them? I NO ........................... 2 

311 CHECK 303: 
WO~AN WOMAN NOT P II STERILIZED STERIU EO -.314A 

· 
312 CHECK 234: 

NOT PREGNANT PREGNJ ~T Cl OR UNSURE -.331 

· 
Are you currently doing something or using any melt pd to delay or YES ......................... , 1 
avoid getting pragnant? NO ••••••••••••••••••• , ••• 0· •• 2 --331 

314 Which method are you using? PILL ......................... 01 

t·~ IUD .......................... 02 
INJECTIONS ................... 03 
DIAPHRAGM/FOAM/JELLY ..•...• 04 
CONDOM ..................... 05 

314A CIRCLE '06' FOR FEMALE STERILIZATION. FEMALE STERILIZATION 06 

I 
MALE STERILIZA nON ..•.•.•...• 07 

RHYTHM, CALENDER METHOD •.• 08 --323 
WITHDRAWAL .•...•••.•.•.•.•• 09 

1,332 
HERB/REMEDIES ................. 
10 
OTHER 96 

(SPECIFY) 

I 
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NO. QUESTIONS AND FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP 

318 Where did the 8lerllzation take place? PUBLIC SECTOR 
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL •••• 11 

IF SOURCE IS HOSPITAL, HEALTH CENTER, OR CLINIC, DAY HOSPITAUCLINICI 
WRITE THE NAME OF THE PLACE. PROBE TO IDENTIFY COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTRE 12 
THE TYPE OF SOURCE AND CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE FAMILY PLANNING CUNIC •.•• 13 
CODE. 

OTHER PUBLIC 16 
(SPECIFY) 

PRIVATE MEDICAL SECTOR 
(NAME OF PLACE) PRIVATE HOSPITAUCLINIC ..• 21 

PRIVATE DOCTOR ..•••••••• 23 
OTHER PRIVATE 

MEDICAL 26 
(SPECIFY) 

OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 

DON'T KNOW ••....•....••••... 98 

319 Do you regret that (youlyour partner) hed the operetlon not to have YES .......................... 1 
any (more) children? NO •.•.•....••.•.•.•.....•.•.• 2 --321 

320 Why do you regret the operetlon? RESPONDENT WANTS ANOTHER 
CHILD .••••.........•.•.••• 01 

PARTNER WANTS ANOTHER CHILD 02 
SIDE EFFECTS ................ 03 
CHILD DIED •••. . . . . . • . • • . • • • .. 04 

OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 

321 In what month and year was the etarlllzation performed? 
MONTH ......... i"j,l', I',,/:' 
YEAR ........ I ',I,,:,' i"(f', i",:,t:' --335 

323 How do you determine which days of your monthly cycle not to haw BASED ON CALENDAR .......... 01 

1 .. xual relatione? BASED ON BODY TEMPERATURE . 02 
BASED ON CERVICAL MUCUS 

(BllUNGS METHOD) .••...... 03 

tom BASED ON BODY TEMPERATURE 
AND CERVICAL MUCUS ..•.•• 04 

NO SPECIFIC SYSTEM .....•.. " 05 

OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 

328 Where did you obtain (METHOD) the laat lime? PUBLIC SECTOR 
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL •••. 11 

IF SOURCE IS HOSPrT AL, HEALTH CENTER, OR CUNIC, DAY HOSPITAUCLINICI 
WRITE THE NAME OF THE PlACE. PROBE TO IDENTIFY COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER 12 
THE TYPE OF SOURCE AND CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE FAMilY PLANNING CUNIC ... 13 
CODE. MOBILE CLINIC .. . ........ 14 

COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER 15 
OTHER PUBLIC :16 

(SPECIFY) 
PRIVATE MEDICAL SECTOR 

(NAME OF PLACE) PRIVATE HOSPrTAUCllNIC •• 21 
PHARMACy ............... 22 
PRIVATE DOCTOR! 
GYNECOLOGIST ........... 23 
OTHER PRIVATE 
MEDICAL 26 

(SPECIFY) 
OTHER SOURCE 

SHOP •••••••..•..••...••• 31 t-... A 
CHURCH .••..••.•..•.•.••. 32 
FRIENDIRELATIVE •.•....••• 33 

OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 
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NO. QUESTIONS AND FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES 

330 Do you alJ'8e with the following statements about tIM family planning 
service you use? AGREE DISAGREE 

2 The steff shout and scold 
The steff do not explain much about the FI mlly Planning 
method 
The staff Ignore problems which you repon 
The steff are unfriendly 

330A People selecllhe place where they get family planni g servlClls for 
various reasons. 

What were the reasons you wenlto i 

(NAME OF PLACE IN Q.32B) I 
Instead of some other piece you know about? 

RECORD ALL RESPONSES AND CIRCL~ CODES. 

I 

What Is the Main Reason? 

330B Over the last 12 months have you had a break In your contraceptive 
use for any reason? i 

330C Over the 1a8t12 months, why have you had a break II, your 
contraceptive u8e? r 

I 

331 What are the main re880ns you are not using a methL of 
conlrecepllon to avoid pregnancy? 'r' 

RECORD ALL MENTIONED 

What Is tha Main Reason? 
I 

332 Do you know of a place where you cen obtain a methOd of family 
planning? i 
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2 
2 
2 

ACCESs-RELATED REASONS 
CLOSER TO HOME .......... A 
CLOSER TO MARKETIWORK ., B 
AVAILABILITY OF TRANSPORT C 

SERVICE-RELATED REASONS 
STAFF MORE COMPETENTI 

FRIENDLy ............. 0 
CLEANER FACILITY. . . . . . . . •• E 
OFFERS MORE PRIVACY .•.•• F 
SHORTER WAITING TIME ..... G 
LONGER HRS. OF SERVICE .,. H 
USE OTHER SERVICES AT THE 

FACiLITY ............... I 

LOWER COSTJCHEAPER .......... J 

WANTED ANONYMITY •......•.•• K 

OTHER ______ ~~~~--__ ,X 
(SPECIFY) 

DON'T KNOW.. . .. • . . .. .. • . .. ... Z 

yES ..•••••.•......•..•.•..... 1 
NO .•..••.•.•.•.•.•...•••...•. 2 

WAS PREGNANT ............. " 01 
NO BOYFRIENDI 

SEXUALLY INACTIVE. • • . • • .• 02 
WANTED TO SEE MENSTRUATION 03 
HEALTH REASONS ............. 04 

OTHER ____ ~====-----
(SPECIFY) 

96 

NEVER HAD SEX. • .. . .. . .. • .. ... A 

FERTILITY-RELATED REASONS 
NOT HAVING SEX .••........ B 
INFREQUENT SEX ........... C 
MENOPAUSAUHYSTERECTOMY 0 
INFERTILE ................. E 
POSTPARTUMIBREASTFEEDING F 
WANTS (MORE) CHILDREN •••• G 
PREGNANT ................. H 

OPPOSITION TO USE 
RESPONDENT OPPOSED ... " I 
HUSBAND/PARTNER OPPOSED J 
OTHERS OPPOSED. . . . . . • . .. K 
RELIGIOUS PROHIBITION. . . .. L 

LACK OF KNOWLEDGE 
KNOWS NO METHOD •..•... M 
KNOWS NO SOURCE ........ N 

METHOD-RELATED REASONS 
HEALTH CONCERNS ••...•... 0 
FEAR OF SIDE EFFECTS. • . . .. P 
LACK OF ACCESSITOO FAR •.• Q 
COST TOO MUCH ........... R 
INCONVENIENT TO USE ..•... S 
INTERFERES WITH BODY'S 

NATURAL PROCESSES .. T 
OUT OF STOCK ............. U 

OTHER X 
(SPECIFY) 

DON'T KNOW. . . . . • . • . . . . • • . • • •. Z 

yES .••...•••.......•.••..••.. 1 
NO ........................... 2 

SKIP 

--.335 
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NO. QUESTIONS AND FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP 

333 Whelll Is thai? PUBLIC SECTOR 
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL ...• 11 

IF SOURCE IS HOSPITAL. HEALTH CENTER. OR CLINIC. DAY HOSPITAL/CLINICI 
WRITE THE NAME OF THE PLACE. PROBE TO IDENTIFY COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER 12 
THE TYPE OF SOURCE AND CIRCLE THE APPROPRIATE FAMILY PLANNING CUNIC ... 13 
CODE. MOBILE CLINIC 4a •••••••••• 14 

COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER 15 
OTHER PUBLIC 16 

(NAME OF PLACE) (SPECIFY) 
PRIVATE MEDICAL SECTOR 

PRIVATE HOSPITAUCLINIC •. 21 
PHARMACY .... ~ .......... 22 
PRIVATE DOCTORI 
GYNECOLOGIST •.....•.... 23 
OTHER PRIVATE 
MEDICAL 26 

(SPECIFY) 
OTHER SOURCE 

SHOP . ~ .................. 31 
CHURCH .••••••••..•...... 32 
FRIEND/RELATIVE .•••.•.•.. 33 

OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 

335 Have you vlslled any type of heallh facility for any reason in Ihe lasl YES .......................... 1 
12 months? NO ........................... 2 -.337 

336 Did any staff member allhe health facility apeak 10 you aboul family YES •••••••• II ••••••• I •••••••• 1 
planning melhods? NO .................. ~ ........ 2 

337 During which limes of Ihe monlhly eyele does a woman have the DURING HER PERIOD ..•..••.••• 01 
greatesl chance of becoming pregnant? RIGHT AFTER HER PERIOD HAS 

ENDED .•.••...••••••.•••• 02 
IN THE MIDDLE OF THE CYCLE. .. 03 
JUST BEFORE HER PERIOD BEGINS04 

OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 

DON'T KNOW .................. 98 

338 I would like 10 ask you a queslOn aboullhllawon abortion In Soulh YES .......................... 1 
Africe. Does the plllSenllaw allow a woman in eariy prttgnancy. NO ........................... 2 
which Is up 10 12 weeks. 10 have an abortion? DON'T KNOW ...•......•...•...• 8 
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SECTION4A. Y AND CHILD HEALTH 

401 CHECK 233: 
ONE OR MORE NO II BIRTHS SINCE BIRTHS SIt. CE (SKIP TO 465) 

JAN. 1993 . JAN. 1 ~93 

402 ENTER THE NAME, LINE NUMBER, AND SURVlW L STATUS OF EACH BIRTH SINCE JANUARY 1993 IN THE TABLE. 
ASK THE QUESTIONS ABOUT ALL OF THESE Blf;ITHS. BEGIN WITH THE LAST BIRTH. 
(IF THERE ARE MORE THAN 2 BIRTHS, USE ADDITIONAL QUESTIONNAIRES). 

Now I would like to ask you some questions about )'OfIr pregnanclaa and the health of ali your children bom in the last live 
years. 
(We will talk about one chId al a lime.) , 

403 LAST BIRTH NEXT.TO-LAST BIRTH 

LINE NUMBER FROM Q214 LINE NUMBER •••• 1,.""""1""",,,1 LINE NUMBER ..•• 1"''''''''1''''''''''1 

404 FROMQ218 NAME NAME 

ANDQ221 rLIVE ~J DEAD 
~J . . ALIVE DEAD . . 

405 At the time you became pregnant with (NAME), THEN ......... 1 THEN ....••••.•.••••.••.. 1 
did you want to become pregnant !!!!!!. • (SKIP TO ~"." (SKIP TO 407).-----1 
did you want to walt until l!!!!:, LATER ••••••.•••••••.•••• 2 LATER ..•..•......•.•.••• 2 
or did you want .!!!Umlm!l children at all? 

NO MORE ................. 3 NO MORE ................. 3 
(SKIP TO 407).-----1 (SKIP TO 407).-----1 

406 How much longer would you like to have waited? 

~ 
MONTHS ....... 1 MONTHS ....... 1 nn,!, I,):!fi' 

YEARS ......... 2 yEARS ......... 2 "'",'" I':',,,,,, 

DON'T KNOW ............ 996 DON'T KNOW ............ 996 

407 When you ware pregnant with (NAME), did you HEALTH PROFESSIONAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL 
go for antenatal care for th Is pregnancy? DOCTOR •••.•........ A DOCTOR ............. A 

NURSE/MIDWIFE .....• B NURSE/MIDWIFE .•..•. B 
IF YES: Whom did you see? OTHER PERSON OTHER PERSON 

Anyone else? TRADITIONAL BIRTH TRADITIONAL BIRTH 
ATTENDANT ............. 0 ATTENDANT ..••...•..... D 

PROBE FOR THE TYPE OF PERSON AND 
RECORD ALL PERSONS SEEN. OTHER X OTHER X 

i (SPECIFY) (SPECIFY) 
~OONE ................. Y NOONE ................. Y 
, (SKIP TO 410).-----1 (SKIP TO 410)·-----1 

I 

407A Whare did you go the majority of times? rU8l1C HOSPITAL ~ ...... 01 PUBLIC HOSPITAL ~ •• * • * * 01 

PROBE FOR THE ONE PLACE VISITED rRIVATE HOSPITAL •...•. 02 PRIVATE HOSPiTAL ••..•• 02 
MOST OFTEN 

PUBLIC CLINIC .......... 03 PUBLIC CLINIC . ......... 03 

~RIVATE CLINIC/SURGERY 04 PRIVATE CLINIC/SURGERY 04 

, RIVATE MIDWIFE'S OFFICE 05 PRIVATE MIDWIFE'S OFACE 05 
I 

PTHER 96 OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) (SPECIFY) 

408 How meny months pregnant ware you when you 
first racalved antenatel care? MONTHS MONTHS ~ ........ 1"'''''1''''''''''1 ........ 

OON'T KNOW ............. 98 DON'T KNOW •.•......•... 98 

409 How many times did you racalva antenatal care 
~O. OF TIMES •••• ~ during this pregnancy? I ,I .1 NO. OF TIMES •.•. 

bON'T KNOW ..•.•••.••••• 98 DON'T KNOW ............. 98 

410 When you ware pregnant with (NAME) were you WES .•..•.•.••••••..•...• 1 YES ••••...•..••••••.•... 1 
given an Injection In the arm to prevent Ihe baby 
from getting tetanus, that Is, convulsions after "0 ...................... 2 NO ...................... 2 
birth? 

DON'T KNOW .............. 8 DON'T KNOW .............. 8 
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412 

413 

415 

417 

418 

WheAII did you give birth to (NAME)? 

NAME OF PLACE 

Who assisted wHh the delivery of (NAME)? 

Anyone else? 

PROBE FOR THE TYPE OF PERSON AND 
RECORD ALL PERSONS ASSISTING. 

Was (NAME) deliveAlld by caesarian sectlo 

Was (NAME) _Ighed at birth? 

How much did (NAME) \IIo18lgh? 

RECORD WEIGHT FROM HEALTH CARD, 
IF AVAILABLE. 

419 Has your period AIItumed since the birth of 
(NAME)? 

420 Old your period relurn beMen the bilth of 
(NAME) and your next pregnancy? 

421 For how many months after the birth d (NAME) 
did you .!!!!,thave a period? 

422 CHECK 234: 

RESPONDENT PREGNANT? 

423 Have you resumed sexual AIIlatione since the 
birth of (NAME)? 

424 For how many months eftertha birth d (NAME) 
did you.!!2l have sexual AIIetions? 

ever bAilastfeed (NAME)? 

HOME ............•...•. 11 
PUBLIC SECTOR 

GOVT. HOSPITAL ..•.... 21 
DAY HOSP/CLINIC 
COMMUNITY HEALTH 
CENTER .•.•.••....••.• 22 
GOVT. MOU •.•••..••.• 23 
OTHERPUBUC 

26 
(SPECIFY) 

PRIVATE MEDICAL SECTOR 
PVT. HOSPITAL/CLINIC •. 31 
OTHER PRIVATE 

MEDICAL 

36 
(SPECIFY) 

HOME ....•••....••••.. 11 
PUBLIC SECTOR 

GOVT. HOSPITAL •...... 21 
DAY HOSP/CLINICI 
COMMUNITY HEALTH 
CENTER ............... 22 
GOVT. MOU ........... 23 
OTHERPUBUC 

26 
(SPECIFY) 

PRIVATE MEDICAL SECTOR 
PVT. HOSPITALJCLINIC ... 31 
OTHER PRIVATE 

MEDICAL 

;;;;;;;=;:;'=:--_---'36 
(SPECIFY) 

OTHER~~~~ _____ 96 OTHER~~~~ ______ 96 
(SPECIFY) (SPECIFY) 

HEALTH PROFESSIONAL HEALTH PROFESSIONAL 
DOCTOR ............... A DOCTOR ........... " A 
NURSEIMIDWIFE ......... B NURSE/MIDWiFE ...•.. B 

OTHER PERSON OTHER PERSON 
TRADITIONAL BIRTH TRADITIONAL BIRTH 
ATIENDANT ...•. . . • . . . •. 0 ATIENDANT. . . • . • • . . • .. 0 

RELATIVElFRIEND .•.•.... E RELATIVE/FRIEND E 

OTHER.~~~~ ____ .X OTHER~~~~ ____ ~X 
(SPECIFY) (SPECIFY) 

NOONE •.•..••...••..•.• Y NOONE ....•.•.•......•. Y 

YES ..................... 1 YES ..................... 1 
NO ...................... 2 NO •.•.•..........•.•.•. 2 

YES ....••••.•••.•••.•.•. 1 yES ..................... 1 
NO ...................... 2 NO ...•...•.•.•.......... 2 

(SKIP TO 419).- (SKIP TO 420)<-

~:~~ :~I~::i,;ll~~ 
GRAMS I"KI../M--.--,----,---. 
RECALL 

YES .••.••••.••...••••... 1 
NO ...................... 2 

(SKIP TO 424,.-

MONTHS •.•.•..•• 1 ,'d, I,""" 1 

DON'T KNOW ............. 98 

YES ..................... 1 
NO ...................... 2 

(SKIP TO 425) ! 

MONTHS ........ §§] MONTHS ....... . 

DON'T KNOW .•........... 98 DON'T KNOW •.......•.•.. 98 

YES ..•...........•...... 1 
NO ...........•...•...... 2 

(SKIP TO 431).-
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NO ...................... 2 
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426 How long after birth did you first put (NAME) to 
the breast? 

MMEDIATELY ........... 000 IMMEDIATELY ........... 000 
IF LESS THAN 1 HOUR, RECORD '00' 

W ~ 
HOURS. ~OURS ......... 1 ;;:';::: 

HOURS ......... 1 

::;~ IF LESS THAN 24 HOURS, RECORD 
pAYS HOURS. .......... 2 DAYS .......... 2 

OTHERWISE, RECORD DAYS. 

427 CHECK 404: ~LIVE p DEAD ALIVE P DEAD 

CHILD ALIVE? • (SKIP TO 429)g . (SKIP TO 429)9 

428 Are you stili breastfeedlng (NAME)? YES ..................... 1 YES ..................... 1 
(SKIP TO 432)0- (SKIP TO 432)0-

NO ...................... 2 NO ...................... 2 

429 For how meny months did you breasifeed 

~~ ~] (NAME)? MONTHS .. ... ,., ;.; .. :::::: ::,.::,:::: MONTHS ........ 
DON'T KNOW ..•.......... 98 DON'T KNOW ............. 98 

430 Why did you stop breastfeeding (NAME)? MOTHER ILLWEAK ••...... 01 MOTHER ILUWEAK ........ 01 
CHILD ILUWEAK .......... 02 CHILD ILUWEAK .......... 02 
CHILD DIED .............. 03 CHILD DIED .............. 03 
NIPPLEIBREAS:r PROBLEM .04 NIPPLE/BREAST PROBLEM .04 
NOT ENOUGH MILK ....... 05 NOT ENOUGH MILK ....... 05 
MOTHER WORKING ....... 06 MOTHER WORKING ....... 06 
CHILD REFUSED .......... 07 CHILD REFUSED .......... 07 
WEANING AGE/AGE TO WEANING AGE/AGE 

STOP ................ 08 TO STOP ................ 08 
BECAME PREGNANT ...... 09 BECAME PREGNANT ...... 09 
STARTED USING STARTED USING 
CONTRACEPTION ........ 10 CONTRACEPTION ....... 10 

OTHER 96 OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) (SPECIFY) 

431 CHECK 404: ALIVE p DEADp ALIVE 
P DEAD"-1 

f---J 
CHILD ALIVE? . . . . 

(SKIP TO 434) (GO BACK TO (SKIP TO 434) (GO BACK TO 
I 405 IN NEXT 405 IN NEXT 
I COLUMN COLUMN 

OR,IFNO OR,IF NO 
MORE BIRTHS, MORE BIRTHS, 
GO TO 440) GO TO 440) 

432 How many tines did you breesifeed lest night NUMBER OF NUMBER OF 
between sunset end sunrise? NIGHTTIME ., .... ~] NIGHTTIME . ..... ~ FEEDINGS FEEDINGS 

IF ANSWER IS NOT NUMERIC, 
PROBE FOR APPROXIMATE NUMBER 

433 How many tines did you breasifeed yesterdey NUMBER OF 

~ 
NUMBER OF 

[0>1::] during the daylight hours? DAYLIGHT ....... DAYLIGHT " ..... 
FEEDINGS FEEDINGS 

IF ANSWER IS NOT NUMERIC 
PROBE FOR APPROXIMATE NUMBER. 

434 Old (NAME) drink enything from a bottle with a YES ..................... 1 YES ..................... 1 
nipple yesterdey or lest night? NO ...................... 2 NO ...................... 2 

DON'T KNOW ...........•.. 8 DON'T KNOW .............. 8 
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435 At any time yesterday or last night, _ (NAME) 
given enyof the following: YES NO OK YES NO OK 

Plain water? PLAIN WATER, •.... 1 2 8 PLAIN WATER .•...• 1 2 8 
Sugar water/Julce SUGAR WATER/JUICE 1 2 8 SUGAR WATER/JUICE 1 2 8 
Herbal teeIRooibos? HERBAUROOIBOS TEJII 2 8 HERBALIROOIBOS TEJII 2 8 
Baby formula? BABY FORMULA .•.. 1 2 8 BABY FORMULA .... 1 2 8 
Any kind of milk? ANY KIND OF MILK •. 1 2 8 ANY KIND OF MILK •. 1 2 8 
Any other Iquld? OTHER LIQUIDS .•.. 1 2 8 OTHER LIQUIDS •... 1 2 8 
Any food made from (MAIZE or RICE or FOOD MADE FROM FOOD MADE FROM 
WHEA n, such as PORRIDGE or BREAD MAIZEIRICElWHEA T 1 2 8 MAIZEIRICEMIHEA T 1 2 8 

Eggs, fish or poultry? EGGSIFISHIPOUL TRY 1 2 8 EGGSIFISH/POUL TRY 1 2 8 
Meat? MEAT ..•..•..•.••. 1 2 8 MEAT ............. 1 2 8 
Fruits or vegetables? FRUITS OR VEG. . . . 1 2 8 FRUITS OR VEG • ... 1 2 8 
Any oller solid or semi-solid foods? OTHER SOLIDI OTHERSOUDI 

SEMI-SOLID FOODS . 1 2 8 SEMI-SOLID FOODS . 1 2 8 

438 CHECK 435: "YES' p 'NO/DK'r-, 'YES' r-1 'NO/DK'r-, 
TO TOALL I-J TO If--J TO ALL /--1 

FOOD OR LIQUID GIVEN YESTERDAY? ONE ONE 
MORE . . MORE . . 

(SKIP TO 439) (SKIP TO 439) 

437 (Aside from brellllt-fliIadlng,) how many times did 
(NAME) eal yesterday, Including both meals and NUMBER OF TIMES ..•• NUMBER OF TIMES .••• 
snacks? 

DON'T KNOW .••••..•.••.•• 8 DON'T KNOW .............. 8 
IF 7 OR MORE TIMES, RECORD '7'. 

439 GO BACK TO 405 IN NEXT GO BACK TO 405 IN NEXT 
COLUMN; OR, IF NO MORE COLUMN; OR. IF NO MORE 
BIRTHS. GO TO 440. BIRTHS, GO TO 440. 
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SECTION 4B: I ~MUNI7.6.TlnN .6.Nn I-IF.6.1 TH 

440 ENTER THE NAME, LINE NUMBER, AND SURVIVJ L STATUS OF EACH BIRTH SINCE JANUARY 1995IN THE TABLE. 
ASK THE QUESTIONS ABOUT ALL OF THESE elF ~~S. BEGIN WITH THE LAST BIRTH. 
(IF THERE ARE MORE THAN 2 BIRTHS, USE ADD, .IONAL QUESTIONNAIRES). 

441 

LINE NUMBER FROM Q214 

442 FROM Q218 

44S 

444 

AND Q221 

Do you ha ... a card where (NAME'S) 
vaccinations ani written down? 

IF YES: May I see It please? 

Did you ever hava a vaccination card for 
(NAME)? 

445 (1) COpy VACCINATION DATE FOR EACH 

446 

447 

VACCINE FROM THE CARD 

(2) WRITE '44'IN 'DAY' COLUMN IF CARD 
SHOWS THAT A VACCINATION WAS 
GIVEN, BUT NO DATE IS RECORDED 

BCG 

Polio 0 (at birth) 

Polio 1 

Polio 2 

PolioS 

DPT1 

DPT2 

DPTS 

Hap. B 1 

Hap. B2 

Hep. BS 

M •• sl.s 

Did (NAME) receive any vaccinations that are 
not recorded on this card? 

RECORD 'YES' ONLY IF RESPONDENT 
MENTIONES BCG, POLIO O-S, DPT 1-3, 
AND/OR MEASLES VACCINE(S). 

Did (NAME) .var r.celv •• ny vaccinations to 
pr .... nt him/h.r Iiom g.ttlng diseas.s? 

I LAST BIRTH 
r---..--, 

LINE NUMBER ..••. liU,i:,:I;UH,i:,,!I 

~AME 

~LIVE 

r 1 

! 

. 

DEAD q . 
(GO TO 442 IN 
NEXT 
COLUMN; OR, 
IF NO MORE 
BIRTHS, GO 
TO 485.) 

YES, SEEN ................ 1 
(SKIP TO 445}o-------l 

riES, NOT SEEN ........... 2 
(SKIP TO 447}o-------l 

~OCARD ................. S 

fiES .•......•...••....••• 1 
(SKIP TO 447),----1 

~O ........••...••.•••.•• 2 

f.tES 1-, 
PROBE FOR VACCINATIONS<....J 
~D WRITE '88' IN THE 
CORRESPONDING DAY 
COLUMN IN 414i46fj.j)-----
NO .•..•............... 2~ 
DON'T KNOW.. .. • .. .. ... 81 

(SKIP TO 450). I 

IYES ..................... 1 
NO ...................... 2 

(SKIP TO 450)'----1 
DON'T KNOW .....•...•... 8 
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i 

NEXT·TO·LAST BIRTH 

LINE NUMBER. . .• ~] 

NAME ______________ _ 

ALIVE 

r 
DEAD . 
(GO TO 442 IN 
NEXT 
COLUMN; OR, 
IF NO MORE 
BIRTHS, GO . TO 485.) 

YES, SEEN •...•..•.•..•.•. 1 
(SKIP TO 445).-------l 

YES, NOT SEEN .... 
(SKIP TO 4<·'·7·).--....J 

NO CARD ................. S 

yES •.••.•....•.••.•.•... 1 
(SKIP TO 447)'----1 

NO .•.•..•••••.•....•.... 2 

YES 1-, 
(PROBE FOR VACCINATIONS....J 
AND WRITE '88'IN THE 
CORRESPONDING DAY 

~~L~ ~.~ ~~ ..... -... • • . . . . • •• i i 
DONTKNOW ..........•. 8 

(SKIP TO 450) 

yES .............•......• 1 
NO ..................•... 2 

(SKIP TO 450),----1 
DON'T KNOW ............. 8 



448 Please lell me If (NAME) recelYed any ofthe 
following vaccinations: 

448A A BCG vacclnlltion egalnst tuberculosis, that Is, 
an InJactlon In the left arm or shoulder that 
cau88daecar? 

448B Polio vaccine, that is, drops In the mouth? 

YES ..................... 1 
NO ...................... 2 
DON'T KNOW .............. 8 

YES ..................... 1 
NO ...................... 2 

(SKIP TO 448E)'-1 
DON'T KNOW .............. 8 

yES ....•................ 1 
NO ...................... 2 
DON'T KNOW .............. 8 

YES ..................... 1 
NO ...................... 2 

(SKIP TO 448E)<-1 
DON'T KNOW .............. 8 

448C How many timea? ,----, 
NUMBER OF TIMES .•... I ,a:, I NUMBER OF TIMES .... 

L-.J 

DON'T KNOW .•.•.......... 8 DON'T KNOW .............. 8 

4480 When was the firet polio vaccine givan, Just after JUST AFTER BIRTH ......... 1 JUST AFTER BIRTH ......•.. 1 
birth or later? LATER ................... 2 LATER ................... 2 

448E OPT vaccination, that Is, an Injection usually 
given at the same time .. polo drops? 

448F How many &Ilea? 

448G An Injection to prevent measl .. ? 

448H An Injection to prevent hepatitis B? 

4481 

450 

451 

452 

453 

How meny times? 

Hes (NAME) been III or leverish with e cough at 
any Ime In !he I .. t 2 _eks? 

When (NAME) was III with a cough, did he/she 
bree!he with difficulty or faster than usual with 
short, fast breatha? 

Old you seek edvlce or treatment for the Iinesa? 

Where did you seek advice or treatment? 

Anywhere el88? 

RECORD ALL MENTIONED. 

NAME OF PLACE 

YES ...•..•...•.......... 1 
NO ...................... 2 

(SKIP TO 448G)'-1 
DON'T KNOW .............. 8 

r-, 
NUMBER OF TIMES. . . .. I:;,':: I 

L-l 

DON'T KNOW .............. 8 

YES ..................... 1 
NO ...................... 2 
DON'T KNOW .............. 8 

YES ..................... 1 
NO ...................... 2 

(SKIP TO 450),-1 
DON'T KNOW .............. 8 

NUMBER OF TIMES .... . 

DON'T KNOW .............. 8 

YES •.••••••••••..•.....• 1 
NO ...................... 2 

(SKIP TO 454),-1 
DON'T KNOW ••............ 8 

YES .......•............. 1 
NO ...................... 2 
DON'T KNOW .............. 8 

yES ...••..•.•..••.•.... < 1 
NO ...................... 2 

(SKIP TO 454).--.J 

PUBLIC SECTOR 
GOVT. HOSPITAL ... < ••••• A 
DAY HOSP/CLINIC! 
COMMUNfTY HEALTH 
CENTER .•..... < ••• < •• < • B 
MOBILE CLINIC ........... 0 
COMM. HEALTH WORKER < • E 
OTHER PUBLIC ____________ F 

(SPECIFY) 
PRIVATE MEDICAL SECTOR 

PVT. HOSPITAL/CLINIC ... G 
PHARMACY < •••••••• < < ••• H 
PRIVATE DOCTOR ......•. I 
OTHER PRIVATE MEDICAL 

(SPECIFY) 
OTHER SOURCE 

J 

SHOP ... < • < •••••••••• < •• K 
TRAD. HEALER ........... L 

YES ..................... 1 
NO ...................... 2 

(SKIP TO 448G)'-1 
DON'T KNOW .............. 8 

r-, 
NUMBER OF TIMES. . .. It I 

L-.J 
DON'T KNOW .............. 8 

YES ..................... 1 
NO ...................... 2 
DON'T KNOW .............. 8 

yES ..................... 1 
NO ...............•...... 2 

(SKIP TO 450).-1 
DON'T KNOW •...•......... 8 

r-, 
NUMBER OF TIMES .... In:'1 

L-l 

DON'T KNOW .............. 8 

YES ..................... 1 
NO .................. , ... 2 

(SKIP TO 454).-1 
DON'T KNOW .............. 8 

yES ..........•.•.•.••... 1 
NO ...................... 2 
DON'T KNOW .............. 8 

YES ..................... 1 
NO ......•............•.. 2 

(SKIP TO 454).--.J 

PUBLIC SECTOR 
GOVT. HOSPiTAL ........ A 
DAY HOSP/CLINIC! 
COMMUNITY HEALTH 
CENTER ............... B 
MOBILE CLINIC . . . . . . . ... 0 
COMM. HEALTH WORKER. E 
OTHER PUBLIC 
___ ~==~~ ____ F 

(SPECIFY) 
PRIVATE MEDICAL SECTOR 

PVT. HOSPITAL/CLINIC ... G 
PHARMACY ............. H 
PRIVATE DOCTOR .... < ••• I 
OTHER PRIVATE MEDICAL 

(SPECIFY) 
OTHER SOURCE 

J 

SHOP .. < ••• < • < • < •• < < • •• K 
TRAD. HEALER < ••• < < ••••• L 

OTHER __ ===,--_ X OTHER __ ===,--_ X 
(SPECIFY) (SPECIFY) 
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454 Has (NAME) had dlarrhoaa In tha last 2 waaks? YES ..................... 1 YES · .................... 1 
NO ...................... 2 NO ...................... 2 

(SKIP TO 464)-------1 (SKIP TO 464)-------1 
DON'T KNOW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 DON'T KNOW .............. 6 

455 Was thans any blood In tha stools? YES ..................... 1 YES · .................... 1 
NO ...................... 2 NO ...................... 2 
DON'T KNOW .....•........ 6 DON'T KNOW .............. 6 

456 On tha worst day of the diarrhoea, how many NUMBER OF BOWEL NUMBER OF BOWEL I ,---r--1 I I 

bowel movamants did (NAME) have? MOVEMENTS ...... 1 J't, 1 ):{: 1 MOVEMENTS ..... 1::-:':::-1:::-:::;:'1 
L-L_j L-L-j 

DON'T KNOW ............. 96 DON'T KNOW .••.......... 96 

457 Was haJsha glvan tha sarna amount to drink as SAME .................... 1 SAME .................... 1 
bafons tha dlanhoaa, or mons, or lass? MORE .................... 2 MORE .................... 2 

LESS .................... 3 LESS .................... 3 
DON'T KNOW .............. 6 DON'T KNOW .............. 6 

456 Was ha/sha givan tha S8ma amount of food to SAME .................... 1 SAME .................... 1 
eat as befons the dlanhoea, or mons, or less? MORE .................... 2 MORE .................... 2 

LESS .................... 3 LESS .................... 3 
DON'T KNOW .............. 6 DON'T KNOW ... , .......... 6 

459 When (NAME) had diarrhoea, was ha/she given YES NO OK YES NO OK 
any cI the bllowing to drink: 
A fluid, mada from a spacial rehydnstion packet? FLUID FROM ORS PKT 1 2 6 FLUID FROM ORS PKT 1 2 6 

Thin watery porrtiga? THIN WATERY THIN WATERY 
Soup? PORRIDGE ••...... 1 2 6 PORRIDGE ........ 1 2 6 

SOUP .............. 1 2 6 SOUP .............. 1 2 6 
Home-made sugar-6alt-water solution? SUG.-SALT-WAT. SOL. 1 2 6 SUG.-SAL T-WAT. SOL. 1 2 6 
Milk or Infant formula? MILKIINFANT FORM ... 1 2 6 MILK/INFANT FORM. .. 1 2 6 
Yoghurt-basad drink? YOGHURT-BASED DR. 1 2 6 YOGHURT-BASED DR. 1 2 6 
Black Tea? BLACK TEA ......... 1 2 6 BLACK TEA ......... 1 2 6 
Water? WATER ............. 1 2 6 WATER ............. 1 2 6 
Coke? COKE .............. 1 2 6 COKE .............. 1 2 6 
Any other Uquld? OTHER LIQUID ...... 1 2 6 OTHER LIQUID ...... 1 2 6 

460 Was anything (else) given to tnsat the diarrhoea? YES ..................... 1 YES · .................... 1 
NO ...................... 2 NO ...................... 2 

(SKIP TO 462)-------1 (SKIP TO 462)-------1 
DON'T KNOW .............. 6 DON'T KNOW .............. 6 

461 What wes given to tnsat tha diarrhoea? HOMEMADE SUGAR-SAL T- HOMEMADE SUGAR-SAL T-
WATER SOLUTION ..... A WATER SOLUTION .... A 

Anything else? PILL OR SYRUP ............ B PILL OR SYRUP ........... B 
INJECTION ... , ............ C INJECTION ............... C 

RECORD ALL MENTIONED. (I.V.) INTRAVENOUS ........ 0 (I.V.) INTRAVENOUS ....... 0 
HOME REMEDIESI HOME REMEDIESI 

HERBAL MEDICINES .... E HERBAL MEDICINES ... E 

OTHER X OTHER X 
(SPECIFY) (SPECIFY) 

462 Old you seek advice or tnsatment for the YES ..................... 1 YES · .................... 1 
diarrhoea? NO ...................... 2 NO ...................... 2 

(SKIP TO 464 )_------.-J (SKIP TO 464)_------.-J 
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483 Whera did you seek advice 01' treatment? PUBLIC SECTOR PUBLIC SECTOR 
GOVT. HOSPiTAL ......... A GOVT. HOSPITAL. . . • • • .. A 

Anywhere elae? DAY HOSP/CLINIC! DAY HOSP/CLINICI 
COMMUNITY HEALTH COMMUNITY HEALTH 

RECORD ALL MENTIONED. CENTER ................ B CENTER •••••••.......• B 
MOBILE CLINIC ........... 0 MOBILE CLINIC. . . • • • . • .. 0 
COMM. HEALTH WORKER •• E COMM. HEALTH WORKER. E 
OTHER PUBLIC OTHER PUBLIC 

F F -(SPECIFY) (SPECIFY) 
PRIVATE MEDICAL SECTOR PRIVATE MEDICAL SECTOR 

PVT. HOSPITAL/CLINIC ••• G PVT. HOSPITAUCLINIC ..• G 
PHARMACY .............. H PHARMACy ............. H 
PRIVATE DOCTOR . • • • • • •• I PRIVATE DOCTOR •••••••. I 
OTHER PRIVATE MEDICAL OTHER PRIVATE MEDICAL 

J J 
(SPECIFY) (SPECIFY) 

OTHER SOURCE OTHER SOURCE 
SHOP ••.•..•....••••.•.. K SHOP .................. K 
TRAD. HEALER •.•..•.•.•. L TRAD. HEALER ...•••••... L 

OTHER X OTHER X 
(SPECIFY) (SPECIFY) 

464 GO BACK TO 442 IN NEXT GO BACK TO 442 IN NEXT 
COLUMN; OR, COLUMN; OR, 
IF NO MORE BIRTHS. IF NO MORE BIRTHS. 
GO TO 465. GOT0485. 

465 Now I em going to ask you some general questions about caring for LESS TO DRINK ................. 1 
chlldran with dlantloea and cough. ABOUT SAME AMOUNT TO DRINK 2 

MORE TO DRINK •••••....••••••• 3 
When a child has diarrhoea, should he/she be given leas to drink than DON'T KNOW ................... 8 
usual, about the same amount. or mora than usual? 

488 When a child has diarrhoea. should he/she be given I88S to eat than LESS TO EAT ••......•.•••••.... 1 
usual, about the same amount, or mora than usual? ABOUT SAME AMOUNT TO EAT '" 2 

MORE TO EAT .•.•..•.•.•.•.••.• 3 
DON'T KNOW .••••.......••.•••• 8 

467 When a child Is sick with dlarm088, whet signa of Illness would tell REPEATED WATERY STOOLS •.•.• A 
you thet he or she should be taken to e health facility or health ANY WATERY STOOLS. • . • • . . . . .. B 
worker? REPEATED VOMITING .•..•...... C 

ANY VOMITING ................. 0 
RECORD ALL MENTIONED. DO NOT PROBE BLOOD IN STOOLS. . . . . . . . . • . . .. E 

FEVER .•.•••••••.......••.•.•. F 
MARKED THIRST ................ G 
NOT EATINGINOT DRINKING WELL. H 
GETTING SICKERNERY SICK .....• I 
NOT GETTING BETTER ........... J 
SUNKEN FONTANELLE ..••.•.• '" K 
OTHER X 

(SPECIFY) 
DON'T KNOW ................... Z 

488 CHECK 459, ALL COLUMNS; 

NO CHILD ,--, ANY CHILD i-I 
RECEIVED ORS I------J RECEIVED ORS --470 . 

489 Heve you ever heard of a special product called ORSOL OR SOROL YES •••••.•...•.•.•••••..•••.• 1 
that you can get for the traatment of dlarmoee? NO ........................... 2 

470 When a child's sick with a cough. tM1at signs of Ilklen would tell you FAST BREATHING .•.•.••••.•••.• A 
that he or she should ba taken to e heelth facility or health worker? DIFFICULT BREATHING ••••...... B 

NOISY BREATHING .••••••••..... C 
RECORD ALL MENTIONED. FEVERIHIGH TEMPERATURE ..... 0 

UNABLE TO DRINK .............. E 
NOT EATINGINOT DRINKING WELL. F 
GETTING SICKERNERY SICK ••.•. G 
NOT GETTING BETTER .......... H 
COUGHING A LOT ............... I 

OTHER X 
(SPECIFY) 

DON'T KNOW ..•..•••.......•.•. Z 
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SECTION 5. MAF ITAL AND SEXUAL RELATIONS 

NO. QUESTIONS AND FIL T RS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP 

501 PRESENCE OF OTHERS AT THIS POINT. YES NO 
CHILDREN UNDER 10 ........• 1 2 
HUSBAND/PARTNER ......... 1 2 
OTHER MALES .............. 1 2 
OTHER FEMALES ........•... 1 2 

Now I am going to ask you some sensitive qL Istlons about your marital and sexual relations. All Infonmatlon you give me Is 
completely confidential. 

502 Are you currently married or living with a man? 

503 Do you currently haw a regular sexual partn r, an occasional sexual 
partner, or no sexual partner at all? 

504 Have you ever baan married or lived with a rr an? 

506 What Is your marital status now: are you wid. wed, divorced, or 
separated? 

507 Is your husband/partner living with you now ( r is he staying 
elsewhere? 

508 Does your husband have any otherwlws bl ides yourself? 

509 How many other wives does he have? 

511 Have you been married or lived with a man 0rly once, or more than 
once? 

512 CHECK511: 

MARRIEDILIVED WITH P 
A MAN ONLY ONCE 

I 

MARRIE llLlVED WITH P 
A MAf.I MORE THAN 

ONCE 

YES, CURRENTLY MARRIED ........... 1 J..
507 YES, LIVING WITH A MAN .............. 2 

NO, NOT IN UNION .............•..... 3 

REGULAR SEXUAL PARTNER .......... 1 
TWO OR MORE REGULAR PARTNERS ... 2 
OCCASIONAL SEXUAL PARTNER ....... 3 
NO SEXUAL PARTNER ................ 4 

YES, FORMERLY MARRIED ............ 1 
YES, LIVED WITH A MAN .............. 2 -.511 
NO ....•••.......................•. 3 -.514 

WiDOWED .................•........ 1 ~ 
DIVORCED .......................... 2 ]".511 
SEPARATED ....••.................. 3 

LIVING WITH HER •................... 1 
STAYING ELSEWHERE .....•...•..•..• 2 

YES .....................•......... 1 
NO ...........................•.... 2 J..

511 DON'T KNOW ........................ 8 

NUMBER OF OTHER WIVES .... I i:(:: I ;;;=] 
DON'T KNOW .................... " .98 

ONCE .............................. 1 
MORE THAN ONCE ................... 2 

MONTH ..................... ~< I :!(t! I 
DON'T KNOW MONTH ................ 98 

In what month and year did you 
start living with your 
husband/partner? 

~::a~./=::':~. about your first YEAR. . . . . . . . . . . .. [8> l/ipiJEW] -.514 

In what ~onth and yell" did you DON'T KNOW YEAR .....•......... 9998 
start 1Iv1 g with him? 

513 How old were you when you started living wH~ him? 

514 How old were you when you had your first pi riod? 

515 Now I naad to ask you some questions abou sexual activity In order 
to gain a batter understanding of some healt and family planning 
Issues. ' 

When was the last time you had sexuallnte+urse (If ever)? 

I 

I 

! 
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AGE ....................... ~:j:\;] 

AGE ....................... §i!: I ::?:L] 

NEVER ........................... 000 -.608 

DAYS AGO ................ 1 k::fl >d!: i 
f-+-1 

WEEKS AGO .............. 2 I ':':''::' I>::'" I 
1-+-1 

MONTHS AGO ............. 3 I ::lila: I 
1-+-1 

YEARS AGO ............... 4 I )::::!'/:»> I -·517 
L--L.--l 

BEFORE LAST BIRTH ............... 996 



NO. QUESTIONS AND FILTERS 

515A Can you describa your relationship with the parson you last had 
laxual IntercourBa with? 

516 CHECK 301 AND 302: 
r-. 

KNOWS CONDOM I--l 
I 

Tha l88t tlma you had sex. was a 
condom used? 

DOES NOT 
KNOW CONDOM 

Some man use a condom. which 
means that they put a rubber 
sheath on their penla during 
sexuallntelCOurBe. The last time 
you had sax. W88 a condom 
used? 

516A If not, what are the reasons why you didn't use one? 

516B 

RECORD ALL MENTIONED 

Whet ill the Main Reason? 

In the last 12 months. with how many different men have you had 
saxuallntercourse? 

517 Do you know of a place where you can get condoms? 
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CODING CATEGORIES 

MARITAL PARTNER ...•...••••..•••• 01 
OTHER REGUlAR PARTNER .•.••.•... 02 
CASUAL ACQUAINTANCE •......••..• 03 
SOMEONE JUST MET ................ 04 
COMMERCIAL SEX WORKER ••...•••.• 05 

OTHER __ -:-=::==::--__ ..... 96 
(SPECIFY) 

YES ............................... 1 
NO ................................ 2 
DON'T KNOW ....•••.••..••.......•.. 8 

WANTS CHILDREN •••.•.•........... A 
PERCEIVED LOW OR NO RISK 

OF STDJHIV • . • • • • • • . . . • . . . . . • •• B 

RESPONDENT DISLIKE .............. C 
PARTNER DISLIKE •....•.•...••...•. 0 
CUL TURAURELIGIOUS 

PROHIBITION ..•.•.•....•...... E 

DID NOT KNOW CONDOMS ••••..•.•••. F 
DID NOT KNOW HOW TO USE 

CONDOM .••••••••••..•..•..••• G 
BAD PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE WITH 

CONDOM •.....••••••.•••...... H 
INCONVENIENT TO USE ............... I 
LACK OF SPONTANEITY ••.....•.•...• J 

DID NOT KNOW SOURCE OF 
CONDOMS ..................... K 

EMBARRASSED TO GET •••.....•••••. L 
INCONVENIENT TO GET.. • ... ....... M 
DIDN'T HAVE A CONDOM. • • . • • • . • . . •• N 
COST TOO MUCH ................... 0 

NOILESS SENSATION WITH 
CONDOM •••••.......•.•.•••••. P 

SUGGESTS LACK OF TRUST 
OF PARTNER. . . . . . • . • • • • • • • • . •. Q 

SUGGESTS LACK OF LOVE 
OF PARTNER. • .. .. .. .. .. • .. • ... R 

FEAR OF LOSING IT INSIDE.. . • . .. . ... S 
WASTES SPERM ..................... T 
RUBBER SMELL .................... U 
PARTNER OR SELF HAS BURNINGI 

DISCOMFORT WHEN 
USING CONDOM . . . • . . . . . • . • • • •. V 

PREFER SEX 'FLESH TO FLESH' •.••.. W 
CONDOM USE NOT COOLIMANL YI 

TRENDy .••..••......•.•••••••• Y 

OTHER -===:-::-______ X 
(SPECIFY) 

DON'T KNOW •.•..•••••.•...••...••. Z 

NUMBER I .11 ................ '" I o,'rf:: I :':::'i:'J I 

YES .........••.••.•.........••••.. 1 

SKIP 

--516B 

--516B 

NO •.•..•....•..•.....•••.......... 2 -.51 
9 



I 

518 Where II lIIat? PUBLIC SECTOR 
GOVERNMENT HOSPiTAL •••.•.•• 11 

IF SOURCE ,. HOSPITAL HEAL'" ~lER' OR CUN", DAY HOSP/CLINIC 
WRITE THE NAME OF THE PLACE. P BE TO IDENTIFY COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER •.•. 12 
THE TYPE OF SOURCE AND CIRCLE HE APPROPRIATE FAMILY PLANNING CUNIC ••....•. 13 
CODE. MOBILE CLINIC •.••••.•••......• 14 

i COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER ., 15 
I OTHER PUBLIC •••••.•.•.•..•.. 16 
I 

(SPECIFY) 
(NAME OF PLACE) PRIVATE MEDICAL SECTOR 

PRIVATE HOSPITAL£L1NIC ••••... 21 
PHARMACY .................... 22 
PRIVATE DOCTOR .••••.•....•.• 23 
OTHER PRIVATE 

MEDiCAL .•••...•..•...•••• 26 

(SPECIFY) 
OTHER SOURCE 

SHOP .••••...............••... 31 
CHURCH ..•..•..•.•...•....... 32 

I FRIENOSJRELATIVES ............ 33 

I 
OTHER 36 

(SPECIFY) 

519 How old were you when you flret had le)(uall~tercouree? 
AGE ....................... 
FIRST TIME WHEN MARRIED •••••••••. 96 
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SECTION 6, FERTILITY PREFERENCES 

NO, QUESTIONS AND FILTERS I CODING CATEGORIES SKIP 

601 CHECK 314: 
NEITHER ,-, HE OR SHE l"l STERILIZED f----J STERILIZED --612 . 

602 CHECK 234: 

NOT PREGNANT PREGNANT ,-, 
OR UNSURE f----J 

I . . 
Now I have some questions Now I have some questions HAVE (A/ANOTHER) CHILD ,,,,,,,,1 
about the Mure, about the Mure, NO MOREINONE """,,,,,,,,,,, 2 -·604 
Would you like 10 have After the child you are expecting SAYS SHE CAN'T GET PREGNANT .• 3 -.606 
(a/another) child, or would you now, would you like 10 have UNDECIDEDIDONT KNOW ..•...... 8 --604 
prefer not to have any (more) another child, or would you 
children? prefer not to have any more 

children? 

603 CHECK 234: 
MONTHS , .. " ........ 1 I::;)) I:!i;;ji: 

NOT PREGNANT .-, PREGNANT ,-, 
OR UNSURE f-_-l f---l YEARS .. "",,....... 2 !:'iL I'n: 

I I . . SOONINOW ..... , , ..... " " ,.. 993 --, 
How long would you like 10 walt After the child you are expecting SAYS SHE CAN'T GET PREGNANT 994 ....J..606 
from now before the birth of now, how long would you like to AFTER MARRIAGE ."" .. " ... , 995 
(a/another) child? walt befo .. the birth of another 

child? OTHER 996 
(SPECIFY) 

DON'T KNOW, , , •....•• , •• , , ••. 998 

804 CHECK 234: 
NOT PREGNANT ,-, PREGNANT n OR UNSURE t-----J r--·607 . 

605 If you became pregnant In the next few weeks, would you be ~ HAPpy •....••...•.•.....•...... 1 
~, or would II not matter very much? UNHAPPY """ .... " ... " .. ,,, 2 

WOULD NOT MATTER ...... " .... 3 

606 CHECK 313: USING A METHOD? 
NOT 

NOT .-, CURRENTLY CURRENTLY ,-, 
ASKED ~-l USING USING L-.L.... -·612 . . 

607 Do you think you will use a method 10 delay or avoid pregnancy within YES .. " ... " ............. "".1 -·609 
the nax! 12 months? NO " ................. " .. ", .. 2 

DON'T KNOW ..•............ , •... 8 

608 Do you think you will use a method 10 delay or avoid pregnancy at any YES ....... " .................. 1 
time in the future? NO ......... " ...... "." ...... 2 --, 

DON'T KNOW, .•.........• , •.•.•. 6 ....J..61 ° 
809 Which method would ~u prefer to use? PILL ............... , .......... 01 1 

IUD ............... " .......... 02 I 
INJECTIONS ..• , ................ 03 I 
DIAPHRAGM/FOAM/JELLY. . . . . . . . 04 I 
CONDOM •..•. , •......••...•... 05 I 
FEMALE STERILIZATION .. " ..... 06 I 
MALE STERILIZATION ...••.••.... 07 ~.612 
CALENDERIRHYTHM ...... " .. ,,08 I 
WITHDRAWAL ...• , ..••... , .. , .• 09 I 
HERB/REMEDIES , ......... ,.,., 10 I 
OTHER 96 I 

(SPECIFY) I 
UNSURE ...... , .... , ..•••..... , 98 I 

J 
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NO. QUESTIONS AND FILTERS i 

610 Whet Is the main reason that you think you wli nev~r usa a method? 

612 CHECK 216: 

614 

615 

HAS LIVING CHILOREN 

If )'Ou could go back to the tlma 
you did not have any children 
and could choosa exactly the 
number of Children to have in 
your whole life, hOloV many would 
that be? 

NO LIVING ( HILDREN 

. 
If you could cI1 0088 exaclly the 
number of children to have In 
your whole life hOloV many would 
that be? 

PROBE FOR A NUMERIC RESPONSE. 

Would you say that you approve or dlsapprova of ~uPles using a 
method to avoid getting pregnant? I 

i 

Is It acceptable or not acceptable to you for inform~tlon on family 
planning to be provided: 

On the radio? 
On the talevision? 

616 In the last few months have you heard about fami~ planning and 

618 

sterillzetion: . 

On the radio? 
On the television? 
In a newspaper or magazine? 
From a poaler? 
From laafleta or brochures? 

In the last raw months have )'Ou discussed the precltice of family 
planning with your fliends, neighbours, or relatlVest 

619 With whom? 

Anyone else? 

RECORD ALL MENTIONED. 
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CODING CATEGORIES 

FERTILITY.RELATED REASONS 
INFREQUENT SEX ••••. , ..•... 22 
MENOPAUSAUHYSTERECTOMY 23 
INFERTILE •..••..........•.•. 24 
WANTS MORE CHILDREN ....•• 26 

OPPOSITION TO USE 
RESPONDENT OPPOSED .••... 31 
HUSBAND/PARTNER OPPOSED. 32 
OTHERS OPPOSED ..•••.•.... 33 
RELIGIOUS PROHIBITION ••••.• 34 

LACK OF KNOWLEDGE 
KNOWS NO METHOD ..•.•.•.•• 41 
KNOWS NO SOURCE .......... 42 

METHOD·RELATED REASONS 
HEALTH CONCERNS .•••••.•.. 51 
FEAR OF SIDE EFFECTS ••••.•• 52 
LACK OF ACCESS/TOO FAR •.•• 53 
COST TOO MUCH ............. 54 
INCONVENIENT TO USE •..••.. 55 
INTERFERES WITH BODY'S 

NORMAL PROCESSES ••.••. 56 

OTHER ________________ ..... ,96 
(SPECIFY) 

DON'T KNOW ................... 98 

NUMBER 

OTHER ___________________ 96 

(SPECIFY) 

APPROVE ..••.•...••••.•......• 1 
DISAPPROVE .................... 2 
NO OPINION ....••.•..••...•.•.• 3 

NOT 
ACCEPT· ACCEPT· 
ABLE ABLE DK 

RADIO ........ 1 2 8 
TELEVISION ••.• 1 2 8 

YES NO 
RADIO ..••............... 1 2 
TELEVISION . . • . • . • . . . . . . • . 1 2 
NEWSPAPER OR MAGAZINE . 1 2 
POSTER .................. 1 2 
LEAFLETS OR BROCHURES . 1 2 

YES .•••.•••.•..•..•..........• 1 

SKIP 

NO .••.•••.•.......•......•.•.• 2 -.620 

HUSBANDIPARTNER ............. A 
MOTHER •..•.....•.••.••••••••. B 
FATHER •.....•.••.•......•••••• C 
SISTER(S) ...................... D 
BROTHER(S) ..•••...•.•.•.•....• E 
DAUGHTER ...•...........•••••• F 
MOTHER-IN·LAW • • • . . . . . • • • . • . •• G 
FRIENDSINEIGHBOURS .•••.•.•.•. H 

OTHER ___________________ X 
(SPECIFY) 



NO. QUESTIONS AND FILTERS I CODING CATEGORIES SKIP 

820 CHECK 502: 

YES, ,---, YES, ,---, NO, ji CURRENTLY 1--1 LIVING i--J NOT IN --701 
MARRIED . WITH A MAN . UNION 

821 Spous88lpartnera do not always ag .. e on everything. Now I 'W8nt to 
ask you about your husband'slpaltn", vlawa on hlmlly planning. 

Do you think thai your husband/partner approves or dlsapprovas of APPROVES ..................... 1 
couplas using a method to avoid pregnancy? DISAPPROVES •........•.•.•.•.. 2 

DONTKNOW .••..•..•.•...•.•.•• 8 

822 How often have you talked to )'Our husband/partnar about hlmlly NEVER •••.•••••.•••••.•.••.•••. 1 
planning In the pal1 year? ONCE OR TWICE ••.•...•..••.•••. 2 

MORE OFTEN •.•••••.•..•••.••.. 3 

823 Do you think your husband/partner wants the same number of SAME NUMBER .................. 1 
chlld .. n thai you want, or does he want mora or fewer than you want? MORE CHILDREN ................ 2 

FEWER CHILDREN ............•.• 3 
DONTKNOW .....•••••..••...••• B 

824 Who makes the decisions about using melhods to avoid pragnancy? REPONDENT DECIDES ••.••..••.• 01 
HUSBAND/PARTNER DECDES •••. 02 
JOINTLY ••••••....•••••••.•.... 03 

OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 
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SECTION 7: TREATM ENT OF WOMEN IN THE HOUSEHOLD 

Now I would like to alk you some difllcul questions about how you have been treated in your life by other people. 

NO. QUESTIONS AND FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP 

701 CHECK 502: 

~ ,.-, 
MARRIED. LIVING WITH A MAN NO UNION 14il 

L-..l -.703 
i • 

702 Within the lalt year. has your partner/hUtb~ YES ............................. 1 
regularly not provided money you naed for fooII. NO .. ............................ 2 
rent or bills but has monay for other flings? 

703 Over the laat year. h88 anyone IMIr kickad. ! YES ............................. 1 -.705 
bitlen. alepped, hit you with a fiat, threaten yo NO .............................. 2 
with a Mapon, auch 88 a knlfa, a Btick, or a g n, NOANSWER ••.....•.••••.••.•••.. 3 
or thrown aomething at you? 

704 Have any of your boyfriends or husbands ave YES ............................. 1 -.707 
kicked. bittan, alappad, hll you with a filt, thre tan NO .............................. 2 -, 
you with a weapon, such as • knife, a atlck, 01 a NOANSWER .••••••••.••.•.•.•.•.. 3 ..L.712 
gun, or thrown somathing al you? 

705 Can you tell me who haa dona thll to you? 

I 

CURRENTHUSBAND~ARTNER ...... A 
FORMER HUS8AND~ARTNER ....... B 
BOYFRIEND ....................... C 

Anyona elae? FATHER ••..•.....••••..•.••..•..• 0 
BROTHER •....•..........•.•..... E 
SON ............................. F 

RECORD ALL MENTIONED DAUGHTER ...................... G 
MOTHER ...................•..... H 

PROBE IF NOT MENTIONED FATHER-IN-LAW •••••••••••••••• '0. I 
MOTHER·IN-LAW .•.•...•.•••.•...•. J 
OTHER MALE RELATIVE ............ K 
OTHER FEMALE RELATIVE .......... L 
MANAGER/FOREMAN/EMPLOYER ...• M 
ASSAILANT ....................... N 

OTHER X 
(SPECIFY) 

NOANSWER .••.•..•.•..........•• Y 

706 Who Is tha paraon who did or dosa beat you r Olt CURRENTHUSBAND~ARTNER ... , .01 
often? FORMER HUSBAND~ARTNER ...... 02 

BOYFRIEND ..................... 03 
FATHER .•.••.•••.••...•..•••...• 04 
BROTHER ....................... 05 
SON ............................ 06 
DAUGHTER ...................... 07 
MOTHER ........................ 06 
FATHER·IN·LAW .................. 09 
MOTHER·IN-LAW ••......•....•.•.• 10 
OTHER MALE RELATIVE ........... 11 
OTHER FEMALE RELATIVE 12 
MANAGERIFOREMAN/EMPLOYER ..•. 13 

OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 

NO ANSWER ..................... 96 

707 II or wea this parson alMye. sometimes or ~rr ALWAyS ••.•..•••••........•.•.... 1 
"on aomething" (druga or alcohol) when helsh SOMETIMES ...................... 2 
did Ihis to you? ! NEVER ••......••.•...•.•....•.•.. 3 

NOANSWER ••...•.••......•...... 6 
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708 In the past one year, approximately how many .-.-, 
times did this happen to you? TIMES •.•..•.•..•••.•••.... I~jlili liili~j! I 

L-L.-l 

IF NONE WRITE '~O' NO ANSWER ..•......•.•...••.... 96 

709 Have you ever left a husbS'ld!pa1ner becsU88 YES ............................. 1 
you were baing beaten? NO .............................. 2 

710 Whan you were pregnant, has anyone aver YES ............................. 1 
kicked, bitten, lIapped, hit you with a fill, threaten NO .............................. 2 
you with a waapon, such as a knife, a stick, or e NEVER BEEN PREGNANT ........... 3 
gun, or thlOWn something at you? 

711 In the past ~ar, have you ever baen 80 sarloully YES ............................. 1 
hurt during a baatlng that you needed medical NO .............................. 2 
attention even If you did not sae a doctor? NO ANSWER ......•.•.•••.......•• 3 

712 Has anyone ever fon::a<l you to have selWal YES ............................. 1 -.715 
Intercouraa agelnst your will by threatening, NO .............................. 2 
holding you down or hurting you In some way? 

713 Has anyone ever persueded you to have saxual YES ............................. 1 
Intercouraa when you did not WS'lt to? NO .............................. 2 -.718 

715 Old this happen before you ware 15 yaars old? YES ............................. 1 
NO .............................. 2 .., 
NO ANSWER ..•.......••..•.•.•... 3 -1-.718 

716 How old ware you when this first happened? 
AGE ......... ~ .... ~ ....... 

717 Who did this to you? FATHER ••••••••.•.....••..•..•.. 01 , 
OTHER MALE RELATIVE ............ 02 I 
BROTHER ....................... 03 I 
FAMILY FRIEND/LOOOER •.•.•.••.•• 04 I 
LANDlDRD/FARMER ............... 05 I 
SCHOOL TEACHER/PRINCIPAL ....•. 06 I 
MANIBOY FROM NEIGHBOURHOOD/ f-.724 

SCHOOUCHURCH •.•••••.••.• 07 I 
MANAGERIFOREMAN/EMPLOYER ••.• 08 I 
STEPFATHERIMOTHER'S BOYFRIEND 09 I 
BOYFRIENDIHUSBAND ............. 10 I 
STRANGERIRECENTACQU~NTANCE 11 I 

I 
OTHER 96 J 

(SPECIFY) 

718 Before you ware 15 ~ars old, diet any man touch YES ............................. 1 
you against your will In e s8lWal way, such as NO .............................. 2 .., 
unwanted touching, kissing, grabbing or fondling? NOANSWER .•...•..••.•...•••.... 3 -1-·721 

719 How old were you when this first happened? 
AGE ....................... 

720 Who did this to you? FATHER •••...•.••..•...••..•.... 01 
OTHER MALE RELATiVE .•••....••.• 02 
BROTHER ..•••••.••....•.•.•••.. 03 
FAMILY FRIENDILOOOER ••......•.. 04 
LANDLORDIFARMER ............... 05 
SCHOOL TEACHER/PRINCIPAL ..••.• 06 
MANIBOY FROM NEIGHBOURHOOD/ 

SCHOOUCHURCH ............ 07 
MANAGERIFOREMAN/EMPLOYER •••. 08 
STEPFATHER/MOTHER'S BOYFRIEND 09 
BOYFRIENDIHUSBAND •.•.•••..••.• 10 
STRANGERIRECENT ACQUAINTANCE 11 

OTHER 96 
(SPECIFY) 
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721 Before you were 15 years old, did any man fo¢e YES ............................. 1 
you to touch his private parts against your wllI~ NO .............................. 2 --, 

NO ANSWER ...................... 8 -L.724 

722 How old were you when this first happened r-.-' 
AGE .0 •• 0 •••••••••••••••• 0 I ,:::t I ,:W: I 

L-.L.-J 
I 

723 Who did this to you? 
I 

FATHER ......................... 01 
OTHER MALE RELATIVE .....•...... 02 

! 

BROTHER ....................... 03 
FAMILY FRIEND/LODGER ......... , . 04 
LANDLORD/FARMER ............... 05 
SCHOOL TEACHER/PRINCIPAL ...... 06 
MAN/BOY FROM NEIGHBOURHOOD/ 

SCHOOUCHURCH ............ 07 
MANAGER/FOREMAN/EMPLOYER .... 08 
STEPFATHER/MOTHER'S BOYFRIEND 09 
BOyFRIEND/HUSBAND ............. 10 
STRANGERIRECENT ACQUAINTANCE 11 

i 
OTHER 96 

(SPECIFY) 

724 Have you tried to get help from services of en YES ............................. 1 
kind bacause of beatings or other bad treatml nt? NO .............................. 2 -.726 

725 Whet do or did you use? SHELTER ......................... A 
COUNSELLING .................... B 

! WOMEN'S CENTRE ................. C 
: SOCIAL WORKER .................. 0 
, 

POLICE ........................... E , 

CLINIC/HOSPITAL .................. F 

I 
OTHER X 

(SPECIFY) 

726 Would you have Ikad to have had help from e YES ............................. 1 
service that was not available? NO .............................. 2 -.801 

727 What service would have been helpful to you SHELTER ......................... A 
COUNSELLING .................... B 
WOMEN'S CENTRE ................. C 
SOCIAL WORKER .................. 0 

! 

POLICE ........................... E 
CLINIC/HOSPITAL .................. F 

I 

OTHER X 
(SPECIFY) 

I 
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SECTION 8: AIDS 

NO. QUESTIONS AND FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP 

801 Heve you ever heerd of 1111 illneaa called AIDS? YES ............... ~ .................... 1 
NO ••..••..•••••••••••.•.••..•...•••••. 2 --901 

802 How much Information about HIV/AIDS did you obtain from 
each cI the following aourcea: 

A LOT SOME NONE 
Answer each queatlon with a lot. some or none 

a) TV? TV 1 2 3 
b) Radio? RADIO 1 2 3 
c) Newspeper? NEWSPAPER 1 2 3 
d) Pamphlala? PAMPHLETS 1 2 3 
e) Health Workers? HEALTH WORKERS 1 2 3 
f) Friends? FRIENDS 1 2 3 
g) Partner(s)? PARTNER(S) 1 2 3 
h) Relatives? RELATIVES 1 2 3 

803 I am going to Pilad out aome statements about protection 
against HIV/AIDS. For each sistemant. plea. tall me 
whether you think It ill true or nol. TRUE NOT DON'T 

TRUE KNOW 
People can protect themselves from HJV/AIDS by; 

a) having a good diet DIET 1 2 8 
b) steylng with one faithful partner FAITHFUL 1 2 8 
c) avoiding public toilets AVOID TOILETS 1 2 8 
d) using condoma during HlOJallnlercourae CONDOMS 1 2 8 
e) avoiding touching a person who has AIDS AVOID TOUCH 1 2 8 
f) avoiding sharing food with a person who has AIDS AVOID SHARED FOOD 1 2 8 
g) avoiding being bitten by mosquitos or almllar Insects AVOID MOSQUITOS 1 2 8 
h) making sure any Injection they heve Is done with a clean CLEAN INJECTION 1 2 8 

needle 
I) avoid shering rezor blades AVOID RAZOR 1 2 8 

804 Do you think thet e person Infacted with the AIDS virus ALWAYS SHOWS SYMPTOMS .....•.....•••• 1 
always shOWll symptoms or can such a person look CAN LOOK HEALTHY .•..•.....•..••.•.•.•. 2 
perfactly heaUhy? DON'T KNOW .••••...•••......•.•...•.•••. 8 

804A I am going to ask you some questions about the need for TRUE NOT DON'T 
paople to be Informed about their HIVIAIDS atatus: TRUE KNOW 

a) should paople with AIDS be told about their atalus? TOLD ABOUT AIDS 1 2 8 
b) should people diagnosed HIV positive be told about their 

status? TOLD ABOUT HIV 1 2 8 
c) should HIV/AIDS pailents ten thelrpartner(a) ebout thalr 

status? TELL PARTNERS 1 2 8 
d) should the reporting of AIDS status to health authorities 

be made mandatory by law? REPORT AIDS 1 2 8 
e) should the Pilportlng cI HIV status to health authorities be 

made mandatory by law? REPORTHIV 1 2 8 

805 Do you peraonally know someone who has been diagnosed YES •.•••••••.........•••••••.•.•.....•. 1 
with HIVIAIDS or who has died of AIDS? NO .•••••••••••..•....•.•••............. 2 --901 

805A How much assistance and support do you think AIDS 
patients racel1o'8 from each of the following: 
Anawer the questions wlh a lot. some or none. 

ALOT SOME NONE 
a) employers? A) EMPLOYERS 1 2 3 
b)co-workers? 8) CO-WORKERS 1 2 3 
c) Insurance compenles? C) INSURANCE C. 1 2 3 
d) health workers? D) HEALTH WORKERS 1 2 3 
e) friends? E) FRIENDS 1 2 3 
f) partner(a)? F) PARTNER(S) 1 2 3 
g) relalvea? G) RELATIVES 1 23 
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SECTION ~ - MATERNAL MORTAUTY 

No. QUESTIONS AND FILTERS I I CODING CATEGORIES 

901 Now I WDuld like to ask lOme questions about YolAr brothers and listers, that II, all of the ehildntn 
bom to your natural mother, including those who lint living with you, those living ellewhere and 
those who have died. ' 

902 

How many childntn did your mother give birth to, neludlng you? 

NUMBER OF BIRTHS 
TO NATURAL 
MOTHER 

CHECK 901: TWO OR MORE BIRTHS ONLY ONE BIRTH 
~ESPONDENT ONLY} 

r-, 

SKIP 

I:~@I 
L....L------·1001 

903 How many of thele births did your mother have 
befont you went bom? 

904 
What waa the name 
given to your eldeat 
(next oldest) brother 
or Ilater? 

[1] 

12) 

13] 

14] 

15] 

[6] 

905 
Is (NAME) 
male or 
female? 

906 
Is (NAME) sllil 

alive? I 

I 

MALE ••.•• 1 YES ..•. --I- . 1 
NO •••.•• ,. 2, 

FEMALE •.. 2 GO TO 908 .J 

MALE •• '0. 1 

FEMALE ... 2 

MALE .... ~ 1 

FEMALE ... 2 

MALE ..... 1 

FEMALE ... 2 

MALE . .... 1 

FEMALE ... 2 

MALE ..... 1 

OK ...... ,.8, 
GO TO 12)1 .J 

YES '" ... .. 1 
NO 2, 
GO TOS08 .J 

OK ...... ,.8, 
GO TO [3]! .J 

YES .. • .. ·1 .. 1 
NO 2, 
GO TO 908 .J 

OK ., .... .8, 
GO TO [4] .J 

YES ...... : .. 1 
NO ........ 2, 
GO TO 908 .J 

OK ...... .8, 
GO TO [5) .J 

YES ..... . .. 1 
NO ........ 2, 
GO TO S081 .J 

OK ...... J. 8, 
GO TO 16] .J 

YES . .... .. 1 

NUMBER OF PRECEDING BIRTHS 

S07 
How old la 
(NAME)? 

GO TO [2) 

I I I 1::;:0) 1:::m:1 
! ! ! 

GO TO 13] 

I i 
':!(I:'{:HI 

! ! 

GO TO 14] 

I I i 
I n:HII'I:I::::n I 
! ! ! 

GO TO!5] 

L,,,,.: ,: 

GO TO [6) 

908 
In what )iIIar did 
(NAME) die? 

L __ .l ___ .l __ .l ___ ~ 

GOTO 910 .J 

01< ............ 9fI98 

' __ J..._-.l __ .L.. __ ~ 

GO TO 110 .J 

OK ............ l1li98 

r---T---T--~--' 

L_..l __ -.l __ -'--_~ 

OOTOll0 .J 

OK ............ _ 

r---T---T--T--' 
l!j~:jl'''!!::;I:!!'~'II:!1.!;':: I 
' ___ .l __ ..l __ J... __ ~ 

GOT0910 .J 

OK ........ , ... 9998 

' __ .l ___ .l __ .l ___ ~ 

GOT0910 .J 

OK .... 9998 

909 
How many 
yeIIrsago 
did (NAME) 
die? 

910 
Howoldwes 
(NAME) when 
aheihe died? 

I II 
IF MALE OR DIED 
BEFORE AGE 12 
GO TO (2) 

r T '1 

IF MALE OR DIED 
BEFORE AGE 12 
GO TO [3) 

IF MALE OR DIED 
BEFORE AGE 12 
GO TO [4] 

IF MALE OR DIED 
BEFORE AGE 12 
GO TO 15] 

iHi/rmt 
! I I 

IF MALE OR DIED 
BEFORE AGE 12 
GO TO [8) 

NO ...... 2, 
FEMALE 2 GO TO 908 .J t ___ .l __ -.l __ .l ___ ~ 

b;,L:,n'd 
! ! I i"1 " ... 

OK ...... 
GO TO [7] 

.8, GO TO [7] 
.J 
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GO TO 110 .J 
OK... ...,_ 

IF MALE OR DIED 
BEFORE AGE 12 
GO TO [7] 



911 912 913 914 915 
Was (NAME) Did (NAME) die Old (NAME) die wHhln Was her d_th due to How many 
pregnent when during childbirth? two months after the end compllcation8 of children did 
8he died? of a pregnancy or pregnancy or (NAME) give 

childbirth? childbirth? birth to during 
her lifetime? 

YES 1, YES ••.•..• 1, YES .............. 1 YES .... ~ ~ . ~ .... 1 
GOT0914 • J GO TO 915 .J j ij I NO ............. 2, NO ............. 2 

NO ........ 2 NO ........ 2 GOT0915.J GO TO [2) 

YES 1, YES ....... 1, YES .............. 1 YES ...... ..... 1 
GO TO 914 .J GO T0915 .J i i 'i NO ............. 2, NO ............. 2 
NO ........ 2 NO ........ 2 GOT0915.J GO TO [3) 

YES 1, YES ....... 1, YES .............. 1 YES ............ 1 
GOT TO 914 .J GOT0915 ,J j 'I j 

NO ............. 2, NO ............. 2 
NO ........ 2 NO ........ 2 GO TO 915 .J GO TO [4] 

YES 1, YES ....... 1, YES .............. 1 YES ............ 1 
GOT0914 , J GOT0915 ,J i i ! NO ............. 2, NO ............. 2 

NO ........ 2 NO .. , ..... 2 GO TO 915·J GO TO [5] 

YES 1, YES ....... 1, YES .............. 1 YES .......... " 1 
GO TO 914 • J GOT0915 .J I, ,I I NO ............. 2, NO ............. 2 

NO ........ 2 NO ........ 2 GOT0915,J GO TO IS) 

YES 1, YES ....... 1, YES .............. 1 YES ............ 1 
GO T0914 ' J GOT0915 ,J !::;;::;';)':2:;i 

NO ............. 2, NO ............. 2 
NO ........ 2 NO ........ 2 GOT0915,J GO TO (7] 
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904 
What was the name 
given to your eldest 
(next oldest) brother 
or slater? 

[7J 

(8) 

[9) 

[10J 

(11) 

[12] 

(13) 

[14) 

[15) 

905 
Is (NAME) 
male or 
female? 

MAlE ..... 1 

FEMAlE ... 2 

906 
Is (NAME) stil 
alive? 

YES .1 
NO...... 2, 
GO TO 908 .J 

OK ••..•• 8, 
GO TO [8) .J 

MALE .•... 1 YES ....•..• 1 
NO •....•.. 2, 

FEMALE ... 2 GO TO 908 .J 
OK ........ 8, 

GO TO [9J .J 

MALE ..... 1 YES ........ 1 
NO ..••.•.• 2, 

FEMALE •.• 2 GO TO 908 .J 
OK .••.••.• 8, 

GO TO 110 .J 

• 

MALE .•... 1 YES ••••••••• 1 
NO ......... 2, 

FEMALE ..• 2 GO TO 908. .J 
OK ......... 8, 

GO TO (11~ .J 

MALE .•••• 1 YES •••••..• 1 
NO ........ 2, 

FEMAlE ••• 2 GO TO 908 .J 
OK ......... 8, 

GO TO [1~ .J 

MALE ..... 1 yES ..... .' .. 1 
NO ........ 2, 

FEMALE ••. 2 GO TO 908 .J 
OK ........ 8, 

GO TO [1~1 .J 

MALE •.•.. 1 YES ...•••.• 1 

NGOO 'T'O' '9'08' '1" 2,.J FEMALE ... 2 
OK ........ 8, 

GO TO [14) .J 

907 
How old is 
(NAME)? 

GOTO[8J 

',' T'''''': 
GOTO[9J 

r ...... T .1 

GO TO (10) 

t , I 

1::Hlxnl 
I I I 

GO TO [11) 

I f I 

I::;:nlnnl 
! ! ! 

GO TO [12] 

iii 
GO TO [13) 

GO TO [14) 

MALE •.•.. 1 YES .....••.. 1 
NO ....... :. 2, 

FEMALE ... 2 GO TO 908.J L J.j 
OK ........ 8, GO TO [15) 

GO TO [1,1 .J 

MALE ...•. 1 YES •....... 1 
NO ........ 2, 

FEMALE •.. 2 GO TO 908 .J 
OK •••.•••. 8, 

GO TO [1E) .J 
GO TO [18) 
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908 
In whet year did 
(NAME) die? 

' __ 1 ___ 1 __ 1 ___ , 

00 TO 910 .J 

01< ............ _ 

r--"--"--.--" 
'_......L __ ...L __ 1 ___ ' 

00 TO 1110 .J 

01< ........... 11999 

' __ ...L __ ...L __ 1 ___ i 

00 TO 910 .J 

01< ............ 9991 

r-T----r---r---, 
Uf!!I""l!IH"dnd 
L ___ l. __ J __ ..L---I 

GO TO 1110 ,. 

01< ........... 9998 

r---,.--'--T---' 
1.!!!t~I,&!i!"I'!!'UIH"'1 
l_......L_...l._.L. __ i 

OOT0910 .J 

01< ............ 9998 

'--"---T--"---' 
I:;;!,', I "!.n l'jC!!!! I ".NI 
'_...L __ ...L_-1 __ 1 

GO TO 910 .J 

01< ........... 9998 

, ___ "-__ 1 __ 1 ___ , 

GOT0910 .J 

01< .......... " 9998 

r---"---T--"---' 
'-_1 ___ 1 __ 1 __ 1 

00 TO 910 .J 

01< ............ _ 

r---T---T--T--' 
... ,,' 

' ___ 1_...L_"--_1 

GO TO 910 ,J 

01( ............ 9998 

909 
How meny 
yeers ago 
did (NAME) 
die? 

1 i I 
1;{YI:::nb'I 
I I I 

910 
Howoldwes 
(NAME) when 
she/he died? 

I,:;;,: ;:lu>1 
I I I 

IF MALE OR DIED 
BEFORE AGE 12 
GO TO [8) 

I' """r"""": 
IF MALE OR OED 
BEFORE AGE 12 
GO TO [9) 

: T i 
IF MALE OR OED 
BEFORE AGE 12 
GO TO [10) 

L 1j 
IF MALE OR DIED 
BEFORE AGE 12 
GO TO [111 

f T.1 

IF MALE OR DIED 
BEFORE AGE 12 
GO TO [12) 

iiik>i>ih·i 
! I I 

IF MALE OR DIED 
BEFORE AGE 12 
GO TO [13) 

i d'C liik i 
I I I 

IF MALE OR OED 
BEFORE AGE 12 
GO TO [14) 

iU':ni"l!:'i'i 
I I I 

IF MALE OR DIED 
BEFORE AGE 12 
GO TO [15) 

f T .1 
:'''''''''1'''''''''1 i' j' 'j 

IF MALE OR OED 
BEFORE AGE 12 
GO TO 118) 



911 912 913 914 915 
Was (NAME) Old (NAME) die Old (NAME) die wlthil Was her death due 10 How many 
pregnant when during childbirth? two months efter the end complications of Children did 
she died? of e pregnancy or pregnancy or (NAME) give 

childbirth? childbirth? birth to during 
her lifetime? 

YES 1, YES ....... 1, YES ..... ~ ........ 1 YES . ........... 1 
GO TO 914 .J GO T0915 .J ! l ! 

NO ••••• 0 •••• 0 •• 2, NO .0 ..•..•.•••• 2 
NO ........ 2 NO . ....... 2 GO TO 915 .J GO TO 18] 

YES 1 , YES ....... 1, YES •• _. "0 ••••••• 1 YES _eo ••••••••• 1 I i i 
GO TO 914 • J GO TO 915 • J 1'~i'"I,;,:)1 

NO ••••••••• 0· •• 2, NO . ....... ~ .... 2 L.....L--l 
NO ........ 2 NO . ....... 2 GOT0915.J GO TO [9] 

YES 1, YES ....... 1, YES ....... ....... 1 YES ••••• 0 ••• 0 •• 1 r---,--. 
GO TO 914 • J GOT0915 • J I;!,L\I"CI 

NO .. , .......... 2, NO •• 0 •••••••••• 2 L.....L_J 

NO ........ 2 NO . ....... 2 GOT0915·J GO TO (10] 

YES 1, YES ....... 1, YES .............. 1 YES ............ 1 
GO TO 914 • J GO TO 915 .J !, i j 

NO ............. 2, NO ••••••••• 0. '0 2 
NO ........ 2 NO ~ ....... 2 GO TO 915.J GO TO [11] 

YES 1, YES ....... 1, YES .......... .... 1 YES ............ 1 
GO TO 914 .J GO TO 915 .J I ;i {j 

NO .... " ........ 2, NO ............. 2 
NO ....... . 2 NO ........ 2 GO TO 915·J GO TO 112] 

YES 1 , YES ....... 1, YES .............. 1 YES •••• '.0 .••.• 1 
GO T0914 • J GO TO 915 .J l l j 

NO ••••• eo •••••• 2, NO ............. 2 
NO ........ 2 NO ........ 2 GO TO 915.J GOTO[13) 

YES 1 , YES ....... 1, YES .............. 1 YES ............ 1 [;];-' GO TO 914 • J GOT0915 .J I,{,\:iii 'hi? I 
NO ... .... .. , ... 2, NO ............. 2 L.....L--l 

NO • 0 •••••• 2 NO •• 0 ••••• 2 GO TO 915·J GO TO (14] 

YES 1, YES ....... 1, YES .............. 1 YES ••••••••• e •• 1 
GO TO 914 • J GO TO 915 .J ! i!,m'\'[l 

NO • •• a ••••••••• 2, NO •• 0 •••••••••• 2 
NO ....... . 2 NO .. ~ ..... 2 GO TO 915·J GO TO 115] 

YES 1, YES 1 , YES .............. 1 YES ........... ~ 1 ....... 
! 'I ! GO TO 914 • J GOT0915 .J 

NO ............ . 2, NO ~ ............ 2 
NO • 0 •••••• 2 NO ........ 2 GOT0915.J GO TO [16] 
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SECTION 10. HUSBAND'S BAC~ROUND WOMAN'S WORK AND RESIDENCE 

NO. QUESTIONS AND FILTERS I CODING CATEGORIES SKIP 

1001 CHECK 502 AND 504: 

• 

CURRENTLY FORMERLY -.1003 ,---, 

~JI MARRIED/ j---J MARRIEDI 
LIVING WITH I LIVED WITH MARRIED AND r-, 

A MAN . A MAN EVER IN UNION l- I -.1009 

1002 How old was your husband/partner on his last blr Ihday? .----.---, 
AGE , ................. l~n{I;,;:ul 

1--1...-.1 

1003 Old your (last) husband/panner ever attend sch~l? YES ........................... 1 
NO •••••• o. 0 •••• ' •••••••••• '" 2 -.1005 

1004 Whet was the hlghast (standard/year) he completed at school? LESS THAN 1 YEAR COMPLETED . 00 
SUB AlCLASS 1 ................ 71 
SUB B/CLASS 2 ............... 72 
STANDARD 1 ................. 01 
STANDARD 2 ... , '" .......... 02 
STANDARD 3 .................. 03 
STANDARD 4 ................. 04 
STANDARD 5 .................. 05 
STANDARD 6 .................. 06 
STANDARD 7 .................. 07 
STANDARD 8 .................. 08 
STANDARD 9 .................. 09 
STANDARD 10 ................. 10 
FURTHER STUDIES INCOMPLETE. 11 
DIPLOMAIOTHER POSTSCHOOL 

COMPLETE ................ 12 
FURTHER DEGREE COMPLETE .. 13 
DON'T KNOW .................. 98 

1005 Does your husbandlpartnsr currently wOl1c? I YES .......................... 1 
I NO ........................... 2 

DON'T KNOW ................... 8 

1006 What (IS/Was) your (last) husband/pannelil occu patlon? r--'ml Itr:I::Id 
Thet is, what kind of work (doasldid) he mainly dp? L-l...-.J 

, 

1009 Aside from your own housework, ant you curntntly wOI1clng for YES ........................... 1 -·101 
money? NO ........................... 2 2 

1010 As you know. some women take up jobs for wh~~~ they ent paid in 
cash or kind. Others sell thl~s, have a small b slness or work on 
the family fann or In the family business. I YES . " . ~ ...................... 1 -.101 
Are you currently doing any of thesa tlings or any other work? NO •••••••• 6 ••• <> •••• ~ <> ••• ~ •••• 2 2 

1011 Have you done any work In the last 12 months? • YES '~"'~""'~"~"'~""". 1 
NO ..... ~ ..................... 2 -·102 

6 

1012 What Is your occupation. that la, whet kind of'M: ~ do you mainly do? 

I 
I 

1015 Do you do this work for e family business, are ydu employed by FOR FAMILY MEMBER ." ......... 1 
someone outside the family or ant you 88lf-emplpyed? FOR SOMEONE ELSE •..••....... 2 

SELF-EMPLOYED ............... 3 

1016 Do you usually work throughout the year, THROUGHOUT THE yEAR ..••.... 1 -.1018 
or do you work seasonally, 

i 

SEASONALLY/PART OF THE YEAR. 2 
or only once in a while? ONCE IN A WHILE ....•......•... 3 -.1019 

I 
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NO. QUESTIONS AND FILTERS CODING CATEGORIES SKIP 

1017 During the l88t 12 months, how many months did you work? 
NUMBER OF MONTHS ... 

1018 During the la8t 12 months, how many days a week del you usually 
work (In the months thet you worked) ? NUMBER OF DAYS ..•.•....• --1020 

1019 During the l88t 12 months, approximately how many days did )'Ou r work? NUMBER OF DAYS •. 
I I 

1020 Do you earn cash for )'Our work? YES ................... ~ ...... 1 
PROBE: Do you make money for working? NO ........................ '" 2 --1023 

1021 How much do you usually earn for this work? 
PER HOUR 1 

PROBE: Is this by the day, by the week, or by the month? 
PER DA.Y . 2 

PER WEEK 3 

PER MONTH4 ,'" , .... 

PER YEA.R 5 

OTHER --------_8119998. 

(SPECIFY) 

1022 CHECK 502: 
YES, 

~ 0, NOT IN UNION 
CURRENTLY MARRIED 
~ . 

IYES, LIVING WITH A MAN I Who mainly decides how the RESPONDENT DECIDES ......... 1 . money you earn will be used: HUSBANDIPARTNER DECIDES •••. 2 
Who mainly decides how the you, someone else, or you and JOINTLY WITH HUSBAND/PARTNER 3 
money you earn will be used: someone else jointly? SOMEONE ELSE DECIDES .•...... 4 
you,yourhusbandipartner,you JOINTLYWITH SOMEONE ELSE ... 5 
and your husband/partner jointly. 
or someone else? 

1023 Do you usually work at home or away from home? HOME •••.••••........••••••••• 1 
AWAy ••••••••.•....•••.•••.•.. 2 

1024 CHECK 222 AND 223: IS A CHILD LIVING AT HOME 
WHO IS AGE 5 OR LESS? 

.---. r-, 
YES j---J NO 

L-.l.-______ 
--1026 . 

1025 Who usually takes care of (NAME OF YOUNGEST CHILD AT RESPONDENT •.•.•.••••..••..• 01 
HOME) while you a/8 working? HUSBANDIPARTNER ........... 02 

OLDER FEMALE CHILD •...•...•. 03 
OLDER MALE CHILD ••.........• 04 
OTHER RELATIVES ••..........• 05 
NEIGHBORS .................. oe 
FRIENDS ..................... 07 
SERVANTS/HIRED HELP 08 
CHILD IS IN SCHOOL ........... 09 
INSTITUTIONAL CHILD CARE ...•• 10 
HAS NOT WORKED 

SINCE LAST BIRTH ......••.• 95 

OTHER jMS 
(SPECIFY) 

1026 RECORD THE TIME .---r-1 
HOURS Ifjjl)tlm~1 

L-l.-J 

.---r-1 
MINUTES l:mr:'lgiitl 

L-l.-J 
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Comments about the 
responde ntis: 

Comments on Specific 
Questions: 

Any other comments: 

INTERVIEWERS OBSERVATION 

SUPERVISOR'S OBSERVATION 

Name of Supervisor: _______________ _ 

EDITOR'S OBSERVATIONS 

Name of Edltor:, _________________ _ 
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Date: _____ _ 

Date: _____ _ 



APPENDIX B: Variables included in the asset index 

Electricity 
Has electricity 

Durable goods 
Own radio 
Own television 
Own refrigerator 
Own bicycle 
Own motorcycle 
Own car 
Own telephone 
Own personal computer 
Own washing machine 
Own donkey/horse 
Own sheep/cattle 

Fuel used for cooking 
Uses electricity for cookinglheating 
Uses gas for cookinglheating 
Uses coal for cookinglheating 
Uses animal dung for cookinglheating 
Uses other fuel for cookinglheating 

Source of drinking water 
If piped drinking water in dwelling 
If piped drinking water in public tap 
If drinking water from water 
carrier/tanker 
If drinking water from borehole/well 
If drinking water from 
damlriver/stream/spring 
If drinking water from rainwater tank 
If drink bottled water 
Other source of drinking water 

Sanitation facility 
If has own flush toilet 
If uses shared flush toilet 
If uses bucket latrine 
If uses pit latrine 
If has no toilet facility 
Ifuses other toilet facility 

Main floor material 
If main floor material is earth 
If main floor material is wood 
If main floor material is tiles 
If main floor material is parquet 
If other floor material 

Main wall material 
If has plastic or cardboard walls 
Ifhas mud walls 
If has prefab walls 
If has bare brick walls 
If has plastered walls 
If other wall material 

Frequency of household hunger 
If often goes hungry 
If sometimes goes hungry 
If seldom goes hungry 
If never goes hungry 

Persons per sleeping room 

Number of members per sleeping room 

Variables with factor loading> 1.501 
Has electricity 
Own television 
Own refrigerator 
Own car 
Own telephone 
Own washing machine 
Uses electricity for cookinglheating 
Uses other fuel (wood) for 
cookinglheating 
If piped drinking water in dwelling 
If has own flush toilet 
If main floor material is earth 
If has mud walls 
If has plastered walls 
If never goes hung 




